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Introduction
These translations and modernizations of Dee’s major works are
organized chronologically. However, I recommend reading the 1570
Preface to Euclid first. It was written for the common Elibethan gives a
good feel for Dee’s voice.

Then look over his works on Time and Navigation from the
1570’s and 1580’s. From 1575-1583 Dee taught navigational techniques
to England’s top explorers. He was also busy trying to convince the
Queen to settle colonies in North America and to Reform the Calendar.
(She took his advice, but both efforts ultimately failed for other reasons)
From 1583 to 1590, he was on the continent with his family, from
Poland to King Rudolph’s Court in Prague.
In the 1590’s, he wrote two lengthy appeals to the Crown to be
granted a rectorship and for a life devoted to the service of England. In
these autobiographical texts (the Compendious Rehearsal and Discourse
Apologetical), Dee lists the books and treatises he has written, providing
valuable insight into his career.
Finally, return to the beginning of the book. The Propaedeumata
Aphoristica (or Preparatory Aphorisms) are meant to lay a groundwork
for the Monas Hieroglyphica. Read the first 20 Aphorisms and browse
the other 100. Don’t be concerned if you don’t follow all the astronomical geometry. Much of is not directly applicable to the Monas (but he has
tucked important clues every here and there).
Then to be really confounded, read the Monas Hieroglyphica.
You may not understand what it means, but you will certainly sense how
important it was to Dee.
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[Courtesy of the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven, CT]

1558

Propaedeumata Aphoristica

(and 1568)
Translated
into
English.
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Translator’s Note

Propaedeumata Aphoristica by John Dee
Translated by Jim Egan

guided by the original translations
of Scott Barker (2009) and Wayne Shumaker (1978).

To put it simply, this book is about the geometry and arithmetic
that connects Astronomy with Astrology. Propaedeumata Aphoristica, or
“Preparatory Aphorisms” is meant to be an introduction to Dee’s grand
exposition of his cosmology, the Monas Hieroglyphica. Not only does
it prepare the reader to understand what the heck the Monas is generally
about, but it includes specific clues (strewn about in various places).
This translation is based on a preliminary translation by Scott
Barker, with firm guidance from the 1978 translation by Wayne Shumaker
(and essay by J.L. Heilbron.)
My main goal is for this fresh translation to make a clear path between Dee’s mind (in the mid-1500’s) and the modern mind (in the 2000’s).
Though the work seems lengthy, Dee gave great consideration to
every word of every sentence. To capture and communicate that intent to
the modern eye and ear, I have taken some liberties.
Lengthy paragraphs have been split into smaller ones to make them
bite-sized and allow for breathing room. Words whose chief meanings
have dramatically changed over the past 450 years have been replaced with
modern-day equivalents. Parts of sentences have been rearranged to give
them better flow.
Commas and parentheses have sometimes been added for the
sake of clarity. However, all words in parentheses belong to Dee. [All my
comments, clarifications and definitions are in brackets.] Dee’s frequent
Capitalizations have been maintained, as he uses them for emphasis.
The Roman Numerals of the Aphorisms have replaced with HinduArabic Numerals (but be sure to look at to Dee’s Latin original mixture of
both systems, because he has hidden a mathematical puzzle in his arrangement).
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PREPARATORY APHORISMS
JOHN DEE OF LONDON
Regarding Certain Excellent
Virtues of Nature

AND OF THE FRUIT OF
THE EARTH, HE WILL GIVE

THE WATERY DEW
OF HEAVEN

NARY
QUATER
RESTS IN THE TERNARY

London

In the Year 1568

[This Title Page and all the following pages are translations of Dee’s 1568 second edition]
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From the Author to the Reader
I present to you, Sincere Reader, this second edition of these Aphorisms
corrected by the hand of the Author himself and printed most accrately.
The edition published in the Year 1558
(as you can easily see by comparing these works)
was imperfect in many places because
of the negligence of the printer.
Enjoy and use them profitably.
Farewell.
th
year
from the Virgin birth
In the 1567
In the Month of December,
In London.
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To that most renowned gentleman

Gerardus Mercator of Rupelmonde
distinguished Philosopher and Mathmetician
(as well as my dearest friend, by far)

John Dee of London
Sends Many Greetings

It has been eleven years (my most humane and learned Gerardus)
since I left the Academy, having run through everything professors
can teach students about the seven arts (so called liberal).
Swimming without cork (as the proverb says) [without a life-preserver]
I began to travel to Regions across the seas to investigate the sources
from which (in our age) many channels of the best of these Arts have
been led to us.
I have lived on familiar terms with men whose most casual single day of writing
would have been provided enough material that, if sitting at home, would have taken
me a year to comprehend.
By the highest favor of God, I was able to meet you at the beginning of my
travels, while we were pursuing studies in Louvain. It is from your discussions with
me that my whole system of philosophizing in these foreign domains laid down its first
and deepest roots. Therefore I now think it’s only just and reasonable that you as a first
traveler should be the first to lay claim to my labors.
This is a right you deserve most of all, as it was the custom of our shared friendship and familiarity that, in that whole 3-year period, we didn’t willingly lack each
other’s company for as much as 3 days.
We were both so eager to learn and philosophize that when we met we scarcely left off
our discussions of difficult and useful things for 3 minutes of an hour.
For the sake of such a sincere friendship and sweetly continuous cooperation in
philosophizing, should we not commit to the eternal memory of men some syntagma
[Greek for a collection of well-arranged writings], or monument, so that a later age of
scholars might be motivated by its considerations resulting from that most sweet bond
of friendship by which we are perpetually joined?
Neither of us ever criticized the other’s pursuits nor were either of us envious of
the others learning, but instead we put our heads together for seeking out truth and the
expansion of useful sciences.
In your next to last letter, you reminded me of that noble debate we once had.
This gives me the opportunity to discuss the matter at hand.
I had hoped to write a longer explanation (or rather demonstration), but my
health, which has been perilously shaken for a whole year now, has not permitted me to
(even though I wished it). But the Discipline itself, the power of the Heavenly virtues,
doesn’t seem to require a lengthy explanation. From what I have written, one can find a
way of proceeding to find Apodixes [Conclusive Proofs] in the Art, with regards to an infinite number of specific situations.
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I have presented and established the foundations of this discipline in a way
that other principles of the Art will be readily apparent to the diligent artificer.
I have ignored the infinite anaitiologêtas [Greek for “things that cannot be analyzed”]
and the useless decrees of many who cannot support what they write about with
reasonable explanations.
No one can start to understand the powers of Nature simply by observing
them. To you who are accustomed to be Devotees in observing NATURE: be observers of the true virtue of NATURE in these Aphorisms. These virtues are great,
but they are hardly believable, except to a few Wise Men, and are known by even
fewer.
When you RECEIVE this work, I ask that you publicly declare that no tôn
amnêton tis” [incautious or thoughtless person] should attempt to search out and draw out
(to his own harm), things that were not written for him. But enough of this.
In nearly all your letters (which I have here at hand), and especially that
next to last letter (mentioned previously), you have encouraged me to publish my
Apodictum [Conclusive Proof] of this new Art (as you call it) as soon as possible (or at
least to share it with you).
You should be aware that besides the extremely dangerous illness from
which I have suffered for the last year, I have had many other inconveniences
(from those who …) which have hindered my studies. [Probably dealing with the false accusations made against him.]

At weakened strength, I have not been able to sustain my burden, the Herculean task of finishing my work.
Thus, if my work cannot be completed or published while I can still be a
witness to it, I have entrusted it to the most learned and eminent gentleman, the
sole relic, the only prop and ornament of the Mathematical Arts that is still alive,
D.D. Pedro Nunes of Salamanca. [Shumaker suggests D.D. stands for “Dominus Dominorum”

or “Master of Masters.” This famous Portuguese mathematician wrote extensively on navigation, astronomy,
cosmography, and algebra.]

Recently I appealed to him to kindly and humanely adopt this work if it was
brought to him after my death. He is to use his own judgement in completing, correcting and polishing it (as if it were his own) for the public use of Philosophers, .
I do not doubt that he will become a partaker of my wish (if his life and
health remain unimpaired), as he loves me faithfully. He has a natural inclination,
strengthened by his will, industry, and practice, to apply himself diligently to the
Arts most necessary to the Christian Republic.
I have clearly explained enough about why I have been unable to satisfy
your wish that the monuments of my labors be published. However, if I were not
to respond to your request to provide a Catalog of my writings, you might justly
accuse me of grave ingratitude.
There are the Titles of the works I have composed for myself with what
means I have and despite the greatest of difficulties. They are listed in the order I
most wish them (when I have more bodily strength and enjoy sweet leisure) to be
issued to the public (so they are not known only by me).
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1. Peri Akribologias tês Mathêmatikês (a work of mathematical demonstration in16 books)
[loosely translated this means Precision in Mathematics]

2. The Distances of the Planets, Fixed Stars and Clouds from the Center of the Earth and the Discovery of the True Magnitudes of all the stars (a demonstration in 2 books)
3. Burning Glasses, (a demonstration in 5 books)
4. Perspective Used by the Most skilled and Famous Painters (a demonstration in 2 books)
5. The Third and Chief Part of Perspective, which Treats the Refraction of Rays
(a demonstration in 3 books)
6. The Great Conveniences of the Celestial Globe (2 books)
7. The Mirror of Unity, or Apology for English Friar Roger Bacon, in which it is taught that he did
nothing with the aid of Demons, but was among the greatest of Philosophers; and that he accomplished
great feats naturally and in ways permitted to a Christian man which the unlearned crowd often attributes
to the acts of Demons. (1 book)
8. A New System of Navigation (2 books)
9. Various Uses of the Astronomical Ring (100 chapters in 1 book)
10. Subterranean Tunnels (1 book)
11. The Triangle and the Analogical Compass (3 books)
[in Dee’s earlier 1558 edition, the eleventh book was peri Anabibasmon Theologikon,
loosely translated this means “Fundamentals of Theology”]

I shall remain silent for now about the names of other works which may (God willing)
enjoy the public light before some of these. This little work (Number Twelve) I send forth into
various regions like an Explorer. Hopefully it will return to me the true judgements of learned
and honorable men and their requests that I treat these matters and bring their proof s to light.
Depending on the report form my learned friends that the Explorer brings back, I will decide whether I should lead my forces into foreign fields or have them stay home and train themselves even more diligently in military discipline.
Gerardus, it remains now for me to urge you to commit to the public studies of men (as
soon as you can) your own wonderful Discoveries in that most excellent part of Philosophy
which is called Physics, as well as your works in Geometry and Geography.
With these most useful and new Discoveries, you will immediately enlarge the Republic
of Letters (something you have deserved so much by your many years of hard work).
Farewell, and May the Good and Great God bestow fruitful results on your most excellent undertakings. Again, farewell.
London: July 20, in the year 1558 after the birth of our Redeemer
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To the reader

who is eager to learn honest Philosophy
JOHN DEE OF LONDON
Sends Many Greetings.

[Dee’s introduction specifically for the 1568 second edition]

Here are our Aphorisms, published for you with some revisions, but unchanged in their number, order, and subject matter. Indeed, I realize that these
Aphorisms are for the more Advanced.
Those of you have not progressed as far in your understanding of the many
great sciences may find them rather long and difficult. He who turns to them
from the Common and well-worn way of philosophizing (Poor Fellow) will
immediately exclaim that he is lost in a confused Labyrinth.
I have here entrusted for your studies an assimilation of everything I have been able to understand, figure out, discover, hear and see (by reading, meditating, testing and through traveling)
concerning all the remarkable things that have ever been put forward in the Theories and experiments of all the Ancient and true Philosophers.
All these things, or actually the Choicest parts, have been HARMONIOUSLY CONGLOBULATED INTO ONE SOLID BODY.
[Dee writes “harmoniously” in Greek, armonikos, to allude to the wisdom of the Greeks; Conglobulated is
a rarely used word, but is in English dictionaries. Con means “together” and globulus means “in the form of a globe.”
Dee sees all the various parts of his cosmology working together harmoniously in a solid, spherical whole. And he is
emphatic about it, as can be seen by his full capitalizations.]

Besides the most Illustrious Discoveries of our ancestors, this Syntagma [composition or
body of work] is packed with Wonderful and Honorable ornaments. You will
certainly find them if you search diligently, through repeated readings
(paying close attention to and pondering certain things in particular).
Nevertheless, you must not openly reveal to the unworthy or the profane
all this which, driven by my desire to illuminate and enlarge the truth
(so that it will be apparent only to you), I have stretched
the sinews of my little talent to make evident,
lest (to your shame and mine)
it be turned to great harm.
Farewell, friend.
Pray wish my
soul well.
From our Library at Mortlake
Year 1567, December 24
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John Dee of London,
Preparatory Aphorisms

on the most excellent virtues of Nature
1.
Against the laws of reason and nature, God created all things from
Nothing. Thus no created thing can ever return to Nothing, unless it is done
through the Supernatural power of God and against the laws of reason and
nature.
2.
In actuality, if we artfully push Nature, using the Principles of pyronomia,
we may produce marvelous Metamorphoses. By Nature, I mean any Thing that has been
Created.
3.
Things which are visible and are known to perform in a certain way in the nature
of things are said to Exist.
But wise men can demonstrate there are other things which exist in Nature’s hidden recesses which act somewhat like seeds.
4.
Anything that actively Exists sends out its Rays in all directions, elegantly filling
all the various parts of the universe.
Thus every place in the Universe contains rays of all the things that have an active
existence.
5.
Both the general Substance of a thing and its Specific Individual Characteristics
emit their own likenesses, but the general Substances of a thing radiate far more effectively.
Of these general substances, those which are incorporeal and spiritual (or become Spiritual) far surpass those which are corporeal (and composed of flowing elements) in this
radiating function.
However, things may emit their own Likenesses less completely the more excellent they are. For a perfect Likeness is given the same name as its principal agent.
6.
Just as one thing differs from another, the rays of these things differ in their power
to produce and perform their effect (provided they are working on the same thing).
7.
The same rays, emanating from the same substance, can cause different effects in
different things.
8.
Sometimes a thing will act upon another thing which is similar in some respects.
Other times it will act on something that is quite dissimilar.
And sometimes there is no action at all.
9.
Whatever is in the universe has agreement, accord, and similar form with something else.
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10.
Things that are of the same order or are harmonious or of similar form sometimes
imitate each other of their own accord. Sometimes they move towards each other’s location.
One protects and defends the other (as much as possible) even if they seem to be
drawing strength out of each other.
Thus, through the Activation and Union of these natural things (with their differing manners), and also through more excellent, superior things which are like the Seeds of
Nature, more marvelous things are able to be shown, truly and naturally, than any mortal
could ever believe. (And all this is done without violation to faith in God and without
causing any harm to the Christian religion).
11.
The whole world is like a lyre which has been skillfully designed by a most excellent artificer.
Its strings are like Separate Parts of the universe. He who can pluck them dexterously will be able to bring out wonderful harmonies.
Man, in himself, is wholly Analogous to this Lyre of the World. [Dee sees a human being as a Microcosm of the universe.]
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12.
A lyre is an orderly arrangement of harmonious and disharmonious tones, perfectly
suited to express the sweetest and most wonderful harmonies, with infinite variations.
In the same way, the World is an orderly arrangement of its many parts. Among
some of these parts the closest sympathy can be observed. But among others, there is
harsh dissonance and noticeable Antipathy.
When combined, the mutual concord of one and the strife and dissimilarity of the
other produce a common Whole, a Union worthy of admiration.
13.
Our senses are not the causes of perceivable rays which flow from things, but instead are the witnesses of them.
14.
Spiritual likenesses as well as natural likenesses flow from things to us by way
of light (through our sense of sight) but also without the use of light (through our other
senses) [hearing, smelling, tasting, touching.]
Particularly in the Spirit of our imagination, things present themselves to us as if in
a Mirror, and produce amazing things within us.
15.
No motion is more perfect than circular Motion. Nor is any quality exposed to the
human senses more outstanding and extraordinary than LIGHT. Thus, these two will be
especially characteristic of the most excellent and most perfect bodies.
16.
Whatever is in the universe is being continuously moved by some Effect of motion
[from other things].
17.
All earthly things are ordered, set in motion, and continue to be moved by the
prime motions, which are most characteristic of the Celestial bodies.
However, even Celestial bodies sometimes move up, or down, or forwards, or
backwards or sometimes towards one pole of the World (or the Ecliptic) and sometimes
towards the other pole.

18.
In each of the four separate great Wombs of the Larger World [Majoris Mundi magnus Matricibus] are three different parts.
However, at the same time, these parts take form and are equitably shaped by their
own considerations.
. . .
. . .
. . .
They may be called by Notariacal design: AOS or OSA or SOA.
(Pyrologians will understand what I mean.)
[Notariacal means when a letter stands for a word]

Learn as precisely as possible the natural properties of these Three and what they
produce naturally.
Learn not only the primary, but also the secondary and tertiary productions.
And also learn the way of restoring the tertiary to the secondary and the secondary
to the primary.
In the same way, you should give the greatest consideration to why the very same
part may be the cause of not only differing effects, but sometimes opposing effects.
19.
When two, three, or four Elements are mixed together (in any quantity), you should
endeavor to learn the true nature of the composition’s Complexion [interrelationships] and
Temperment [proportionings] by using what is called the art of Graduation.
20.
The Astrologer should investigate (to the best of his ability) the proportions of the
elements in the various parts, humors, and spirits of the human Body.
It is important to test the proportions of the elements in other natural objects, as the conclusions you reach will be quite rewarding.
21.
Potentially, every Seed has within itself the whole and constant order of each generation.
This orderliness is influenced by a combination of the place of the Seed’s conception
and the various powers in the Overarching heavens above that place.
22.
It is the privilege of the prime motion [the first motion of the heavens] that without it, everything else would be motionless.
A similar thing is true about the power of the prime [first] and most special perceivable Form which, most certainly, is LIGHT. None of the other forms could do anything
without it.
23.
What philosopher does repeatedly sing this song: “Thoughts exist through bodily
perturbances, so they obey bodies. They should not be grouped with things that cannot be
perceived.” [Dee writes this in Greek]
What mortal doesn’t experience this nearly every day?
Everyone knows that the “Body is sensitive to the sufferings of the Soul.” [This is also
in Greek]

The Physician heals and regulates the soul through the body, but the Musician heals
and controls the body through the soul.
Thus, he who is able to provide the many services of a doctor and of a musician will
be able to govern the bodies and minds of men, almost as he wishes.
(Certainly discreet Philosophers will keep this a secret).
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24.
What God has revealed clearly to the eyes of mortals in a Magnet, he has
left to be discovered in other things through the more subtle investigations by the
mind and throughdiligent experimentation.
First, I will remind you of its power to attract. Second, of its power to repel
and separate. Third, of its power to orient itself in a certain direction [as in a compass].
And fourth, the ability of its rays to pass through solid objects. I shall explain
other wonders of this stone of the Philosophers at another time (God willing).
25.
All stars radiate two kinds of rays. Some are luminous rays that can be
experienced by the senses, but others have more Secret Influences.
This secret kind of ray instantaneously penetrates everything in the universe. But there are ways that the luminous kind of rays can be prevented from
penetrating too much.
26.
The powers of the stars and celestial objects are like Seals whose characters are imprinted differently on various types of elemental material. The engraved forms of our seals are imprinted more easily and elegantly on one material
than on another.
They cling more tenaciously to one material than they do to another, sometimes almost permanently. Thus you should consider Gamaaeas (and far greater
things) more attentively. (Gamaaeas are a talismans– inscribed rings, seals, or
stones with special powers)
27.
The power of celestial rays to penetrate everything that exists in the universe (whether the thing is transparent or solid) proves their great ability to influence and impress their energies on everything.
This might happen with such fastidiousness that the imparted power will
be retained with much tenacity, in some instances almost permanently.
Thus, the material upon which the influence is to be impressed should be
naturally arranged and artfully prepared (with respect to its visible form, its elemental qualities, and other properties.)
28.
The primium mobile is like a spherical concave mirror that is so solid it
cannot be penetrated by sensible rays from the stars. Such a penetration would
serve no purpose for celestial things. (There are several other demonstrations of
this.) [In the Medieval version of the Ptolemaic system the primium mobile is the outmost sphere that
moves around the earth in 24 hours.]

29.
To apply their useful effects, the stars exercise their strength not only by
direct rays, but by refracted and reflected rays as well.
30.
The astrologer should not only know the true size of the terrestrial globe,
but also the sizes of the various planets and fixed stars.
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31.
The astrologer should also know the true distance from the center of the earth
to each of the various planets and fixed stars (and how these distances vary at different
times). He should also study the varying altitudes of the clouds (or of the thicker air)
above the earth.
32.
It is of prime importance to be able to determine which fixed star or wandering
planet is located perpendicularly above a particular place on earth (for any given moment in time.)
The angle which that star or planet makes to other places on earth (from which the star
or planet is visible) should also be known.
33.
Every perceivable ray emanating from the body of a star to some external point
is part of a large cone of perceivable rays emanating from the star. The Vertex of the
cone is the external point. The Axis of the cone is the ray. And,
circlular
base of
finally, the Base of the cone is the luminous part of the convex surcone
tange
nt
face of the star nearest to the external point.
axis
The boundary of the cone is a circle described by the end of
external
point
nt
a straight line (drawn from the external point vertex to the star) but
tange
star
which barely touches the star itself [in other words, is tangent to the star].
34.
Of all the rays flowing from the luminous base of any
The axis ray is the strongest.
star towards the external point, the ray on the central axis is the
strongest. With regard to the other rays, the closer they are to the
central axis, the stronger they are. (We will speak about the rays
external
point
coming from deep within the stellar bodies in another place.)
star
35.
From Stars that are smaller than earth, all their direct, perIf a star is smaller than the earth...
ceivable rays (which shine on as much of the earth’s convexity
as possible) emanate from more than half of the convexity of the
star.
And these rays will only shine on less than half of the
...rays come from
more than half of
...and will shine
earth’s convexity.
the star’s surface...
on less than
Regardless, the strength of the rays is based on how close
half of earth’s surface.
the star is to earth.
36.
Any Star that is larger than earth will shine its direct,
If a star is larger than the earth...
perceivable rays onto more than half of the earth’s convex surface
(at any given time).
Also, the rays they send to earth come from less than half of
...will shine on
the star’s convex surface.
...rays from
more than half
less than half of
of earth’s surface.
Even though the rays come from a smaller portion of the
the star’s surface...
star’s surface, their strength is still based on the distance between
[Dee does not actually illustrate
the star and the earth.
axis

these Aphorisms. These
drawings encapsulate what
he appears to be saying]
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For any star
that is smaller
than the earth...

37.
For any star smaller than earth, (even though a small portion of the
earth is affected by its direct, perceivable rays) it will pour stronger rays of
Light when it is close to earth than when it is far away.

stronger rays

weaker rays

38.
All stars larger than earth impress their rays stronger the closer
they are to earth.
Also, the closer they are to earth, the larger portion of earth will be
illuminated by their direct, perceivable rays.

For any star
that is larger
than the earth...

stronger

39.
Regarding the portions discussed in propositions 35, 36, 37,
and 38, you should consider with the greatest diligence the actual
amounts of Surface area of the Spherical convexity of both Earth and
the star involved.
These areas are bounded by the edges of a truncated cone
which is tangent to both the earth and the star.
(Consider the various relative sizes of earth and the star as
well as their distances from each other.)
40.
If a cone is made from a spherical star to any point in the universe, the base of that cone will always be less than half of the convex
surface of that star. Astronomers should take this into consideration
when attempting to measure the diameter of the star.

weaker

...and illuminates
more of the earth.

...and illuminates
less of the earth.

this shape is a
truncated cone

From any
point in space...

...the base of this cone
will always be less than half
of the convex surface if the star.

41.
The Closer a point in the universe is to a star, the smaller the base of that cone will be.
The Farther the point is from the star, the larger the base of the cone will be.
42.
You should investigate the various sizes of the bases of these cones (for any position of
any star) with respect to any external point in space.
43.
In certain respects the luminous rays from long Cones are stronger than those from short
cones, but for other respects they are weaker.
Long cones have larger bases and smaller angles. For these two reasons, the following
principle arises: In longer cones, the many rays (not only incident, but reflected) are more concentrated, thus they exert a greater force.
However, because of the natural and simple fact that an agent is more powerful the nearer
it is, short cones are more powerful than longer ones.
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44.
Accurately determine what proportion of the Moon’s convex surface (which is facing
us) is illuminated, at any given time.
45.
What we call our true horizon is that circle which is
described by the rotation of a line whose end-point is the center
of the Earth and whose other end-point is situated in the farthest reaches of the sky, in such a way that a straight line connecting our zenith and the center of this circle will be perpendicular to this circle.
However, our actual Perceivable Horizon (as I have
shown elsewhere) is that convex portion of the terrestrial
sphere which is visible to us (having removed all impediments
above the uniform curvature of the earth).
This horizon is bounded by the circumference of a circle
drawn by a straight line extending from our eye to the remotest
part of earth we can see.
(I have also explained previously that the visible horizon
will vary with the height of the viewer).
Many things depend upon this consideration and experts will appreciate that it is very
important in Optics, Astrology, and in the science of the Magi.
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porisma [corollary]

In most cases, a True Horizon can be made using 2 points in the universe and the center of the earth [three points define a plane]. But if the two points in the universe and the center of the
earth all fall in a straight line, there are an infinite number of True Horizons.
46.
Any star larger than earth sends perceivable rays to us
direct rays from this part of the
luminous body are still visible
from some portion of themselves before their centers rise to our
horizon
True Horizon.
center
of star
For the same reason when a star is setting, and its center
has gone below the True Horizon, part of the star can still illuminate us with its direct rays.
47.
The distance from the center of the earth is the same all
the time. However, from any earthly place, the star will be further away when it is on the True Horizon than it will be when it
is above the horizon or overhead.
However, the Sun is different. When the sun rises to be
overhead in the beginning of Capricorn [around December 21], it is
much nearer to us than when it turns in Cancer [around June 21].
This is because of the greatness of its eccentricity, which is also
changeable.
shorter
distance

same
distance

long
distaner
ce

[aphelion (the closest earth-to-sun distance) is actually around January 4
and perihelion (the farthest earth-to-sun distance) is actually around July 4]

same
distance
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48.
When the sun is below our True Horizon, it provides rays of subsidiary light to us
through the air, as by the brightness of twilight.
In the beginning of the morning Twilight, when the Three Superior planets [Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn] and many of the fixed stars are hidden under the horizon (even more than the
Sun itself) they will communicate the power of their subsidiary Light to us as if they had
their own twilights (though hardly as perceivable as that of the Sun).
I propose that the Inferior Planets [Mercury and Venus] should also be considered in this
way. This happens (as I said) not through any principal ray (meaning direct, refracted or
reflected) but through what philosophers skilled in optics and catoptrics call Reflections of
Reflections.
Investigate why Solar Twilights are not all the same and study the Twilights (as we
now call them) of the other planets.
49.
Investigate why the fixed stars and various planets (either below or above the horizon) reflect to us (or to other places on earth) rays of their own light not only from the
heaven itself but also from the air, clouds, water, mountains and similar bodies.
Observe and contemplate the wonders of the many fracturings of the heavenly rays
in the air, the clouds, and the water and you will be impelled to praise the infinite goodness
and Wisdom of God.
50.
God has given every star its own name. Each star has its own unique nature and
virtue which can never fully be found in any other star.
51.
At any given point in the universe, and at any given time, there is a particular arrangement of the rays from all the planets and fixed stars.
No identical arrangement can exist at any other location (not even at the same location at a different time).
52.
If you are skilled in Catoptrics [the study of mirrors and reflected light] you will be able to artfully impress the rays of any Star much more strongly upon any given material than Nature
does by itself. Indeed, this was by far the greatest part of the Natural Philosophy of the
Ancient Wise Men.
And this Secret is no less dignified than the most distinguished ASTRONOMY of
the philosophers commonly called INFERIOR. The symbols used in Inferior Astronomy are
incorporated in a certain MONAD which is derived from our Theories and which we send
along with this little book.
[Dee is sending Gerardus Mercator his Monas symbol, presumably with a preliminary explanation,
as Dee tells us his mind was “pregnant” with the Monas Hieroglyphica for 7 years, from 1557 to 1564.]

porisma (corollary)
Obscure, weak and (as it were) Hidden Virtues of things, when strengthened by the
Catoptric art, can become more apparent to our senses.
The diligent Investigator of Secret has this great assistance available to him when
examining the particular powers, not only of stars, but of other things that the stars affect
with their perceivable rays.
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53.
Anyone who wants to understand about the effect of the Sun’s light on the
Moon, or what the Moon can do on its own (not including the Rays of the sun),
can learn by studying the full moon and the period of darkness during a total
eclipse of the moon (and using the art of catoptrics).
(It is not necessary to point out how this same mode of experimentation
can be used in solving other problems).
54.
The closer the radiant axis of a star is to being perpendicular to any elemental surface, the stronger it will impress its forces on that location. If affects
that location with direct rays (because of the nearness of the star) but also by
reflection (because reflected rays are closely joined with the direct rays).
[Shumaker suggests this last phrase refers to star rays that are reflected off the “shell” of the primum mobile and then rebounded to earth.]

Measuring the eccentricity of various places in the Zodiac can show us
which planets are closest to us since they will make an acute angle of incidence
with our True Horizon (or some other surface).
But we have spoken about this earlier. Now we will declare this general
aphorism regarding equal distances from earth. Contemplating the reason for this
exception in various places within eccentric circles is both useful and rewarding
55.
With any star above the horizon, the longer it Pauses, the easier it is for its
direct rays to leave a strong impression of its power.
56.
O! The many different ways these 3 factors (Proximity, Angle of Incidence and Pause) can combine makes for a wide range of possible strengths of
any given star (above the horizon).
57.
Any given momentary state of the heavens combines an infinite number
of effects which direct and impress their forceful strength in the Seeds of events
happening at that time. (These seeds will eventually ripen under the influence of
other constellations.)
58.
Of all the heavenly motions, the swiftest is that which the circumference
of the equator makes towards the west in the space of twenty-four equal hours.
This is commonly called the Diurnal [Daily] movement of the Whole.
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59.
The closer parallel circles are to the equator, the closer their speed is to the speed
of the equator.
60.
The ratio of the lengths of the circumferences of any two circles parallel to the
equator is equivalent to the ratio of their velocities (as they proceed in the Daily motion
of the Whole).
Apply this idea to other planets and fixed stars (with regard to their own daily
arcs).
Furthermore, the ratio of these circumferences is also equivalent to the ratio of
the Diameters of their Circles.
61.
We should observe and carefully note the periods of the celestial bodies as they
move by the power of NATURE in accordance with inviolable laws.
By PERIOD we mean the complete return of a planet (or a fixed star or any
celestial point), by circular motion, to the place where it started (or as close as possible).
The time it takes to make such a Revolution we call a Period.
62.
From Nature we receive all these most important circles: the Horizon, the Meridian, the Equator (and all the circles parallel to it), the Ecliptic, the Eccentric orbits of
the planets, the Epicycles, and others.
I recommend these be precisely learned from the theoretical and Astronomical
Canons of the planets.
63.
Any circle might be considered what is commonly called a Circle of Position.
Any circle is a circle of position of another particular place. (Actually every place has
an infinite number of horizons or circles of position.)
Most places on earth have 3 main types of Circles of Position used in describing
Celestial Themes [for drawing horoscopes]: its meridian [longitude line], horizontal circle [latitude]
and a circle which cuts the length of the ecliptic at a right angle.
On the poles, there are only two of these three. [The latitude circle at the pole is a point].
And on the equator there are only two [the circle which cuts the ecliptic at a right angle is also the longitude line.]

Thus, there are an infinite number of ways Nature combines its forces.
64.
An equatorial period is the time it takes for some point of the equator, (or, actually, any celestial point), return to the same meridian. This daily motion of the Whole is
completed in the space of twenty-four equal hours. As this period is always the same, it
is the simplest of celestial periods.
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65.
A natural day, or the diurnal period of the Sun, is the time that passes while
the center of the Sun is brought back to the same meridian by the diurnal motion of
the Whole. Indeed, this period is of very unequal duration.
66.
The time it takes for the Sun to return to the same point in the great ecliptic is called the tropical year of the sun. [in Greek, tropos means “a turn”]. In our age
its length is observed to be 365 days, 5 hours, 55 minutes, and about 20 seconds.
(However the most accurate observations of the best Mathematicians show that
this length varies over time.)
67.
The time it takes for the Sun to return to the same fixed star (or the same
distance from a fixed star along the length of the ecliptic) is called the sidereal year
of the Sun. [in Latin, sidereus means “belonging to the stars”]
Thabit [Thabit ibn Qurra, Arab astronomer, 836-901 AD], the Son of Chora, found the
sidereal year to be 365 natural days, 6 hours, 9 minutes and about 20 seconds.
However, Copernicus has shown that in our age a sidereal year is longer by about
20 seconds.
68.
By making an accounting over a long period of time, determine the true
length of the lunar period, both in relation to the longitude of the ecliptic and in
relation to the Sun.These two kinds of periods are quite unequal.
69.
The diurnal period of the Moon, or a Lunar day, is the time it takes for
the center of the Moon to return to the same meridian (by the daily motion of the
Whole). This varies from day to day.
The length of time it takes for one of the planets to return to the same meridian is called a Day of Saturn, day of Jupiter, day of Mars, day of Venus or a day
of Mercury.
In the space of a single day, there is very little difference between the extremely slow motion of the fixed stars and the daily period of the Equator.
70.
Just as you studied the periods of the Luminaries [the Sun and Moon], with
regard to the ecliptic, we recommend you carefully measure the motions which
are truly and naturally made by the other five planets (their eccentricity and their
epicycles).
Try and distinguish (as best as you can) between their simple movements
and their compound movements.
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71.
In the same way we study the periodic conjunctions of the moon and the
sun [eclipses], study how long it takes for a slower planet (through its true and
proper motion) to return to another planet. (This must be done meticulously).
72.
The motion of the equator is the swiftest of all the celestial motions.
Thus, of all the movements a planet makes, its daily period takes the least amount
of time.
73.
Studious experimenters (lovers of sincere truth) have been able to discern
and establish that celestial bodies are Imitated by inferior things in an orderly
way, and in accordance with certain rules.
Every particular thing (or part of it) is affected primarily by one specific
planet (or fixed star, or group of stars) which is called its Significator (to use the
astrologer’s term).
Any philosopher would agree that there are many ways that this Imitation
manifests itself. It can be observed not only in Motion, Form and Figure, but in
other properties and qualities as well.
Inference 1
The assiduous Magus should explore the great Harmony not only between
the Significant and the Imitator, but also in Analogous things in the Microcosm [in
Man]. Two things united in similarity will also be harmonious with a Third thing.
Inference 2
When any two of these have been identified, the third can be found. In
the Anatomy of these Three—Celestial, Terrestrial and Microcosmic—a special
quality found in one can be found in the other two.
For example, we suggest to you that by the Laws of Anatomical Magic
you can see the connection between Sun, Gold, and the Heart of man.
74.
When the specific excellence of a Significator (a particular planet, fixed
star, group of stars, or even a place in the sky) has been identified, it should be
compared with the characteristics of other Significators (or other planets and
fixed stars).
By skillful investigation, it can be understood how the performance of
one Significator can either help or hinder the performance of another Significator.
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75.
The spaces between the fixed stars have never changed in the whole eternity
of time. Thus, there are things in the elementary world that have never changed.
However, all of the fixed stars are subject to an extremely slow Movement to
the east, along the Ecliptic. [Precession of the Equinoxes]
As they are all driven by the same spirit, this means that likewise there are
mutations and changes in our most important affairs (even though we consider them
to be stable and consistent).
This slow revolution of the stars (by means of the Daily Motion of the Whole)
makes a complete and unceasing celestial Harmony. This harmony which reverberates from all the fixed stars is kind of a First Form for everything.
All the fixed stars are harmoniously bound, not only to each other, but through
their principal rays (and secondary rays), they are connected to each and every particle in the elemental realm. This is the way the Most beneficent and Wise Maker has
ordained things to be. If this were not so, No Individual particle would (naturally) be
preserved. Not even for a single day.
76.
This slow Motion of the Fixed stars means that over a long period of time,
the same star will undergo growth, and even change. Thus, the effect of two stars or
a small constellation of stars might (through their special power and their perceivable
rays) also change.
77.
Sometimes a weak Agent will produce a stronger effect on a Subject than a
stronger Agent. This may be caused by some natural tendency in the Subject or by
some artificial rearrangement of the subject (or for some other reason).
This is best understood by those who have Paid their Respects to the Threshold of the Holy Art.
For that which has solemnly been Seven times Separated is ready to be Seven
times Joined, to complete that most celebrated Gamaeam [marriage] of the philosophers.
I dare to assert (with God’s approval)
that this is the Seven Times of David,
,
which has been expressed for us in the Dual Number.
[What I have translated as “Seven Times,” Dee has written in these Hebrew letters:
Shin, Bet, Ayin, Tav, Yod, Samech, which is essentially ShBATYS,
Dee’s “Sabbatizat” in the

[In the margin,
Dee has written
the number 12
in Hebrew.]

“Thus the World was Created” chart in the Monas.]

78.
It is not surprising that certain stars which appear to be of the smallest size
produce definite, perceivable effects in the air and other things. Even though they are
very far away, these small stars are actually 18 times larger than the earth.
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There are several reasons for this. It may be because they find an especially appropriate arrangement in the matter upon which they act. It may be because their rays
are strengthened by another planet which bends the rays towards earth, invigorating
them and making them more robust.
A star’s energy might be amplified by something in its periexontos [surroundings]
which causes the star to repeat its force every so often over a short period of time [creating an “echo” effect].
Moreover, what should we think about these fixed stars which are 30 times,
or 70 times or 80 times larger than the whole terrestrial globe? And what (I ask you)
should we think about the effect of those whose magnitudes are 107 times the size of
the earth?
What are we to think of the divine power the earth receives at any given time
from all the fixed stars of all sizes, distributed through the heavens in their most divine
harmony?
[Dee is somewhat following the chart of magnitudes as determined by the Arab astronomer Al-fraganus
(around 850 AD). (magnitude 6 is 18 times earth), (magnitude 5 is 36 times earth), (magnitude 4 is 54 times earth),
(magnitude 3 is 72 times earth), (magnitude 2, 90, (magnitude 1is 107 times earth). Most of his numbers are from
the 6 part division of 108.]

79.
If one equatorial period is subtracted from the time of a natural Day, and the remaining time is resolved into portions of the equator, it will be easily apparent how far
the equator truly and naturally moves to the west using what are called Right Ascensions.
This is a true and specific demonstration of that most useful and admirable
Astrological Praxis commonly called DIURNAL DIRECTION.
[This difference (or Daily Direction) is about 1 degree per day. This accounts for why the sun moves
through all the signs of the zodiac over the course of a year (almost 360 degrees). Right Ascencion is the celestial
equivalent of terrestrial longitude. Praxis means an “accepted practice or custom.”]

80.
While observing this Diurnal Direction (the directional progress of the Equator
on any given day when compared to the right ascensions of the Sun’s position), also
observe any other place in the entire celestial Machine.
Note carefully how much directional movement has been made above the meridian circle (or above the horizontal circle suited to that celestial point in the interval
of time used to measure the forward movement of the Sun.)
Now we have established the right ascension and the oblique ascension of the
Directional motion. [oblique ascension is the declination from the horizontal or the celestial equivalent of
latitude.]

81.
Subtract the Equatorial period from a Lunar Day and it will become apparent
how much all celestial places are (as we might say) pushed forward Directionally with
respect to their right ascensions and oblique ascensions.
[Dee is saying that the Diurnal Direction of the Moon can be determined the same way the Diurnal Direction of the
Sun is measured.]
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82.
The Diurnal Horizontal Period of a planet or fixed star is the time it takes
for their centers to return to the same horizontal circle (by the Diurnal Motion of the
Whole).[This is the time period between one rising (of a planet or star) and the next rising (of that same planet
or star.)]

83.
Subtract one period of the equator from the Horizontal period of the Sun or the
Moon, and what remains is the portion of the equator which has advanced Directionally to the west (beyond one full revolution).
[This is a reiteration of Aphorism 79, only applying it to the Moon’s period.]

84.
Even though the strengths of the Sun and the Moon are clear and relatively
uncomplicated in this system of Directional movements, the five Remaining planets
(as Significators) and the fixed stars should be observed using a similar method (by
watching their daily returns to their meridian circles and the horizontal circles).
Remember, we are only considering the true movements of the stars. Beware
of prescribinig a certain quantity (of degrees and minutes) to the individual Diurnal
Directions of the planets, or their annual ones. (I will treat this elsewhere.)
[Dee recommends using observational calculations rather than using traditionally accepted estimates.]

85.
When their motions are retrograde, the daily period of any of the five planets
is less than an equatorial period. Thus, it is essential that both the equator (and other
individual movable places in the heavens) be pushed back to the east by these periods.
The Ancients called this surpassing of the equatorial period Reverse Direction.
I need not remind you that this surpassing refers to the Horizontal circles as well as
the Meridian circles. Nor that the equatorial period must be subtracted from any daily
period [of a planet] moving retrograde. These things should be clear enough by themselves.
86.
When the daily period of Jupiter is compared to the equatorial period, a true
and physical demonstration of a certain Direction results. The Ancients called this the
ANNUAL PROGRESSION, in which they say celestial positions are moved towards
the west by about a Dodecatemorium [one twelfth of a circle].
Nature urges you to observe either the parts of the Progression (compared to
the true diurnal motion of Jupiter) or the whole annual Progression (compared to the
true movement of Jupiter in one solar year).
If you do so, you will easily see that neither of these are always made in a
straight line, nor is the number of degrees in the annual Progression the same from
year to year (because of Jupiter’s true annual movement with respect to the meridian
circles and horizontal circles).
The movements of a planet (or a fixed star) cannot be determined by making
only 5 readings, or even from 15 readings. Many, many readings must be made.
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87.
Carefully examine how the DIRECT movement of a Planet causes it to Delay above
the Horizon.
Discern why it makes this movement to include the Harmonic period of the equator
in its own daily period.
Finally, learn why is it more likely to produce its particular effect on the Longitude of
the Ecliptic.
Thus, it is not unreasonable to judge PLANETS progressing on a DIRECT course to
be stronger and more endowed with good fortune.
Certainly those that move more SWIFTLY have greater strength and their significations are projected more fruitfully.
You can deduce from these Theorems what happens when a planet is both moving
swiftly and is quite close to earth.
88.
A RETROGRADE Planet seems to somewhat break the constant rule of Nature by
completing its daily period in a shorter time than the Equatorial period (which is our normal
Time period, as it is the fastest and is always the same).
Second, by the general rule of Nature, the daily motion of all Celestial bodies ought
to follow the Primium Mobile. But a Retrograde planet seems to snatch away some part of its
function from the Primium Mobile by its own effort (as if taking control of the reins).
Third, it takes away a small part of that universal Harmony from each of its Daily
Periods. After several days have passed, it will appear to have pushed back a sizeable portion
of the Whole to the east. As it should be rotating perpetually to the west, this does a serious
Injustice to the Equator.
Fifth, this obstinate planet seems to abandon its proper and special function, as the
proper period for every planet should be completed toward the east.
Six, because of its delay above our horizon, it will be judged to have refused an opportunity to use its strength in a powerful way.
Thus, God did not wish that the Sun or the Moon (the most excellent of all corporeal
creatures and the most benevolent to the elemental world) to be involved in these retrograde
movements.
Nor does he allow other things to use such a tergiversation except for a very brief
time (in comparison to their whole periods).
[Tergiversation means a turning back (from tergum “back” + vetere “to turn). Cicero loved this word and used it
frequently. Though it’s not used much today, it is still in English dictionaries.]

But truthfully, the performance of retrograde planets does no harm to UNIVERSAL
NATURE. They do not corrupt the status of UNIVERSAL NATURE any more than an infinite number of other Antipathies. Indeed, they make Nature more pleasantly ornamented and
contribute greatly to the preservation of Nature’s wholeness.
During RETROGRADE MOVEMENT a particular effect which a planet performs is
not promoted, but rather reversed. They seem to become the Undoer of Deeds. The planet
seems to become an Undoer of the Deeds it normally does.
But who doesn’t perceive that such things are sometimes necessary and often extremely useful in both Political and economic affairs. Isn’t it better (as they say) to move
backwards rather than advance poorly.
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By interrupting the significant effect and becoming a contrary significant for a while, a
retrograde planet is often quite helpful, even though it is by incidental assistance and not direct
assistance.
89.
In matters of which they are Significators, planets near their Apogee [farthest distance from
earth] exercise their powers more forcefully and more magnificently than they do when they are
near Perigee [closest distance to earth].
However, in other matters they act with more vigor and effectiveness when they are nearest to Earth (rather than farthest from Earth).
This Aphorism is demonstrated most brightly and vigorously in Aphorisms 41, 43, 73, 77,
and others explained previously.
[These particular aphorisms that discuss the size relationships between two spheres, the cone of rays; Anatomical
Magic of Sun, Gold and Man’s Heart; and the Gameaem or David’s “Seven Times.”]

Thus in order to make insightful and precise judgements about things signified by the
various planets, their Apogees and Perigees must be known.
However, using the artfulness of Catoptrics you can easily make any of the five planets
very distant from EARTH (even over the span of a few days). And finally (in the blink of an eye)
you can lead it back to a new Perigee.
I recall reading that once men tried doing this with the Sun and the Moon, but seeing that
ephruason ethnê... [the heathen became unruly...]
[Shumaker notes that this Greek phrase comes from Acts 4:25, which derives from Psalm 2:1 in the Greek Septuagint
text of the Old Testament. Messing with the rays Sun and the Moon using mirrors might make the masses suspicious and fearful.
(Shumaker and Heilbron, p. 234)]

90.
The power of the sun is not always the same [due to its eccentricity with the earth]. The calculation of its effect is not always the same. The effects and forces of the various planets differ.
Thus the COMBUSTION of various planets is not always the same.
[In Astrology, a planet is said to be “combust” (or burnt up or destroyed) when it gets to within about 10 degrees from the body

of the Sun.]

Even though the Sun has the most eminent and most powerful virtue, it does not always
cause harm when it COMBUSTS (as the Astronomers say) another planet.
Indeed, by transferring some of its own strength, the Sun can even amplify the nature of a
Combust planet to an even greater magnificence.
But when the Sun does damage the effect of a Combust planet, the degree of harm will
vary.
The degree to which Combustion affects the operation of the perceivable rays of a planet
can be determined using the rules of Graduation which we treated above in Aphorism 19.
[Dee explains the Art of Graduation more fully in his 1570 Preface to Euclid.]

91.
There is no spot on the terrestrial globe upon which the Sun, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars or any
fixed planet does not shine with its direct and perceivable rays (during each of their daily periods).
The fact that the whole earth can be illuminated and warmed by all these direct and perceivable rays (and in such a short period of time) demonstrates that the earth is Truly privileged
to be such a Excellent location.
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92.
When two stars that are in locations which are ANTISCIIS, their declinations are the same, and distances around their true horizon are the same.
[In Greek, antiskios means “counter-shadows;” the shadows of two people on opposite sides of the
earth will be cast in opposite directions.]

Because of the Daily Movement of the Whole, these stars make a mutual
turning and will continue to surround and embrace some Terrestrial body. It’s as
if the care of that body had been entrusted to them.
Two stars working together in this fashion (whether relating in schematic
or an aschematic interval) produce a certain effect. This effect can be found in the
constitution of a known [Terrestrial] body which is exposed to them.
[Shumaker suggests that “schematic or aschematic” might mean “exact or approximate.”]

93.
The part of any Celestial Circle parallel to the equator, which under the
Meridian of some location (from all parts of that parallel), makes the greatest
angle of incidence with the true horizon of that location.
However, only that part of the Ecliptic which is in the Nineteenth Degree
from the horizon will always be elevated in the highest degree above the horizon.
[The Sun is exalted in the nineteenth degree of Aries.]

I realize that it is well known to anyone moderately versed in Astronomy
that this nineteenth part is rarely found under the Meridian in an Oblique Sphere,
but usually in a Right Sphere.
Thus, (in places whose Vertices are somewhere other than on the equator
or on the poles of the World), that part of the Ecliptic found beneath the Meridian
(at any given moment) has been called the Heart of the Sky. (The nineteenth part
from the place of the ascendant is referred to as the Tenth House.)
94.
All stars are sharers of Light. So, (aside from the specific powers of their
imperceivable rays), they are the efficient causes of a certain heat.
95.
The Sun, (the largest of all celestial bodies) is not only the perpetual, immense source of celestial Light for us, but also the main producer of perceivable
heat, which is so vital to our existence.
96.
The greatest Heat of the sun will be at the point over which the Sun hangs
perpendicularly at the time of its Perigee [closest to earth].
The Heat from the entire Base of the Sun’s radiant Cone affects that natural point on the earth’s Surface which is at the vertex of that radiant cone.
We generally assume (for the sake of illustrating our Doctrine) that it has a
power of Sixty degrees, or One Hundred degrees.
[Dee appears to be saying the Sun is so hot it would be way off the scale of his Art of Graduation
which only goes to four “degrees” of heat.]
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97.
Besides determining this maximal degree heat at Perigee, we should learn how
much heat the SUN directs to various points on the earth’s globe (over which it hangs perpendicularly) during the rest of its annual Circuit.
98.
When the sun hangs perpendicular above you, note the amount of heat it makes in
some suitable material.
Then you will understand (by experience, not proportional calculation) how much
heat it will direct to any other terrestrial point over which it hangs.
99.
Suppose you had two different degrees of heat (in a particular proportion) in two
different terrestrial locations that are perpendicularly beneath the two different places of
the Sun’s Circuit.
Also suppose (at any time when the Sun is shining for us) we devised some kind
of artifice that could produce a perceivable heat equal to the heat found in one of those
places.
It would be possible, through our Artifice and industry, (at any given moment, provided the Sun is Shining) to produce perceivable heat that would be exactly equal to the
other location on earth.
However, this is not the place to explain at how great a distance.
[Dee emphasizes that the Sun must be shining. So he may be referring to some Catoptric heat-multiplying
device, perhaps involving concave mirrors.]

100.
Using these same Rules, most accurately examine how much less heat producing
power the Planets have compared to the Sun, (as a result of the size of their Conical bases
with respect to some terrestrial point, above which the planet hangs perpendicularly, when
the planet is at its smallest distance form earth.)
You can calculate the amount of Heat a planet produces by comparing its base and
distance with the base and distance of the Sun.
But always keep THIS in mind: Each and every planet (because of its own particular body) mixes another perceivable quality with the general power of its heat.
And what sort that is (not only in the planets but also in the fixed stars) you can learn by
studying the Moon (refer to the test described in Aphorism 53) and also by other ways.
[In Theorem 53 he recommends using a mirror to somehow calculate the power of the light generated by the
Moon itself during a Solar eclipse. Dee’s apparently believes that planets generate heat and light. But this is not actually
the case. Also as the planets and stars are so vastly far away, his geometry of finding conical distances is a bit unusual.
That the “other perceivable quality” Dee refers to here might be moisture (or humidity), the other axis of Dee’s Art of
Graduation.]

101.
We can apply the rules we used for the Sun to determine the various amount of the
Moon’s heat (over any particular terrestrial point over which it hangs perpendicularly).
But obviously we must take into consideration the moon’s distance from earth at
any given time and also how much of the Moon’s convex surface facing earth is illuminated (that is, what proportion of the conical base is illuminated).
Let the Careful and diligent Astrologer the consider why Lunar rays don’t assist
each other very well much the Moon is Horned, compared to when it is nearly full. In all
these Aphorisms I leave many things to judgement.
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102.
The most special properties of celestial bodies are LIGHT and MOVEMENT.
Among the planets, the SUN surpasses all others in LIGHT. The MOON supercedes all the
planets in the swiftness of its MOVEMENT. Thus, these two are rightly considered to be
the most excellent of all the planets.
103.
The MOON is the most powerful directress of moisture. She is both the producer
and cause of humidity.
104.
The SUN, with its excellent LIGHT, is the special director of vital heat.
And, by a certain wonderful analogy, the MOON, with its swift MOVEMENT, is the special directress of moisture.
105.
The closer the MOON is to the earth, the swifter it moves, and the more it exercises
its own powerful dominion over humid things.
106.
From these things it becomes apparent that the SUN and MOON are (after God) the
truly special physical causes of the procreation and preservation of all things born and that
live in the elemental world.
Through Heat and Humidity “all things are measured and increased” (if I may use
the words of our philosopher). For only these two things are “procreative.”
[Dee writes “all things are measured and increased” in Greek (panta sugkrinetai kai auxetai) so he’s probably
referring to Plato or Aristotle. For “procreative” he uses the Greek word gonima.]

“
“
“
“
“

107.
By a certain analogy, the general arrangement of a whole year can be seen in a
single day.
For any natural Day has its own Spring, then Summer, then Fall and then Winter.
From the heat of only the Sun (partly through itself and partially by chance) all the
primary qualities can be produced, and in the correct order.
If we distinguish a beginning, a middle, and an end in each of these we will perceive
the foundation of the Duodenary. [4 (seasons), times 3 (moments) of each, equals Twelveness]
And it is glorious to consider how, under the poles of the World, a Year resembles
nothing more than one single natural Day.
To you who investigate the physical mysteries in the unity of The Trinity and to you
who gasp painfully, surrounded by your Work in the Blackness of the multicolored Night,
apply this Aphorism to higher matters and the greatest Secret will be revealed.
108.
In the eighth book of his great composition [The Almagest], Ptolemy describes 26 different relationships that can exist between the fixed stars and the Sun (which itself has four
angular positions).
Transfer these relations to the other planets (and especially to the Moon).
Compared this way, there will be a total of 182 different relationships between the
planets and the fixed stars.
[7 planets, times 26 relationships with the fixed stars, makes 182 total relationships]
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109.
An imperfection of the Body, not the Soul, is the nearest and most personal cause of
physical Death. Thus, nature is the cause of natural death.
Death is dependent upon (and is marked out beforehand) by the general Governors
of Nature. In the Human race, certainly, Nobody can live beyond the time Limit predetermined for him by God. However, through their own negligence, very few are even able to
reach that Limit. Thus, it appears there are two different Limits for human life.
110.
The human Soul and the specific Form of each and every thing have far more excellent virtues (and provide more services) than either the Body or the Matter from which it is
made.
111.
The imperceivable (or unintelligible) rays of the planets are to the perceivable
rays as the Soul (of something) is to its Body.
112.
Some stars have been called EVIL, but stars themselves do nothing evil. They
have simply poured their strengths either into things of a corrupt Nature or Matter which is
badly disposed in the first place. (Refer back to Aphorism Seven.)
[Aphorism 7 reads: Rays pouring from one thing affect various things in different ways.]

113.
There are two reasons for the natural diversity found in all the things that exist in
the elemental world. First, there are various kinds of Matter. Second, different stellar rays
affect Matter in different ways.
114.
Everything that exists in the elemental world, no matter how miniscule, is an Effect, or a particular Example, or an Image of the whole of celestial Harmony. Its just more
clearlt apparent in some things more than others.
115.
Thus there is an ANALOGY between celestial bodies (either alone or working
together) and bodies in the realm of the Elements.
If you are carefully and constantly looking for these similarities (by using the art
which has been described above), you will follow the wide pathway towards complete
understanding of Astrology.
116.
The Seven planets are able to exhibit 120 different Conjunctions:
There are 21 possible conjunctiions between any 2 of the 7 planets.
There are 35 possible conjunctiions between any 3 of the 7 planets.
There are 35 possible conjunctiions between any 4 of the 7 planets.
There are 21 possible conjunctiions between any 5 of the 7 planets.
There are 7 possible conjunctiions between any 6 of the 7 planets.
There is 1 possible conjunctiions between all 7 of the 7 planets.
The total is 120 possible conjunctions.
The greatest philosopher tells us, most truthfully:
“In these lies the knowledge of things created in the world:
of their origin and of their destruction.”
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To further investigate these 120 different Conjunctions,we recommend the following Procedure.
For conjunctions of 2 of the 7 planets:
There are 21 possible conjunctions when 2 of the seven planets are joined
Next consider that one of these 2 planets involved is stronger than the other.
Now there are 42 possible conjunctions.
[21 or 1x2=2; and 2x21=42]

In the same way, when 3 planets are joined there are 210 possible conjunctions.
[3! or 1x2x3=6; 6x35=210]

When 4 planets are joined there are 840 possible conjunctions.
[4! or 1x2x3x4=24; 24x35=840

When 5 planets are joined there are 2520 possible conjunctions.
[5! Or 1x2x3x4x5=120; 120x21=2520]

With 6 planets there are 5040 possible conjunctions.
[6! or 1x2x3x4x5x6=720; 720x7=5040]

With 7 planets, there are also 5040 possible conjunctions.
[7! or 1x2x3x4x5x6x7=5040; 5040x1=5040]

The sum total of all these different kinds of Conjunctions is 13, 692.
Remember, all these possible Conjunctions are based upon the
premise thatthe strengths of the planets are unequal.
(If we took into consideration that there were different degrees of inequality,
almost innumerable myriads of different permutations could be found.)

conjunctions involving
planets of unequal strengths
(as per Aphorism 116)

conjunctions involving
planets of equal strength
(as per Aphorism 117)
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117.
Using the same procedures, let’s look even more deeply into the virtues of Nature.
We assert with most certainty that the rays of the seven planets (the principal perceivable
rays, subsidiary incidental rays, and rays of a more secret influence) converge and mingle
with each and every thing in the world, at all times.
And this perpetual conjunction of all these planets remains in each and every thing
in the World (not only because of the natural effects of the planets, but also because of their
actual positions in the heavens).
Thus, if the powers of the planets were unequal, Nature is able to control their workings in 5040 different ways. [1x2x3x4x5x6x7=5040]
Next, consider that sometimes 2 of the planets have equal degrees of power (or
sometimes 3, sometimes 4, sometimes 5, sometimes 6, or sometimes, but very rarely all 7)
We would find there are 20,295 possible relationships. (These equalities might be
found in the highest degree, the lowest degree, or even in some intermediate degree). If we
add to that the 5040 kinds of absolute inequality, the result would be 25,335 possible relationships (indeed, very general ones).
It is most worthwhile for the philosopher to apply the rules of Graduation to these
results for it will lead to great pleasure and immeasurable usefulness.
So you can more easily understand the truth and arithmetical Logic of these two
Aphorisms [116 and 117], we have included a chart of our calculations (which is also very useful for other purposes).
The industrious artificer will be able to extend this Procedure almost infinitely, not
simply stopping with the number Seven.
The computations in the second part of that chart are difficult to see.
So to help students, we offer this example (and explanation):
If only 2 planets (out of the 7) have equal strength, six general distinctions will be
found among all the strengths. (This can be seen in the fifth and sixth columns).
But according to the third column,
a binary conjunction among the 7 planets can happen in 21 different ways.
And in the second column,
the unequal strengths of 6 planets are able to be considered in 720 different ways.
Multiply 720 times 21 and you get 15120,
(the number you will find in the second place down in the last column).
Apply this same method of computation
when 3, 4, 5, or 6 are furnished with equal strength.
Finally, to more fully explain this matter, here is a very brief chart of the work.
Differing conjunctions
of two planets

Planets possessing
equal strength

2

21
Multiply

Transpositions of
inequality involving
six planets
720

Inequalities
of strength 6
Product 15120
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118.
Within the Revolution of a Solar year, look for the beginning or some other
noteworthy moment in the period of a planet.
Or, at any time, look for some strong and unusual configuration of planets (or of
the planets and special fixed stars). Or any other unusual Astronomical event.
Then Look Around the whole world astronomically and determine what terrestrial place is (or might be) affected by the first Appearance of such a powerful and
special configuration in the heavens.
There are two ways this remarkable and secret procedure works.
You can understand how the nature of the stars and other Sublime celestial
things will influence the events at a particular Place on earth. Or by studying the outstanding events of a particular Place on earth, you can better understand the special
nature of the planets, fixed stars, and other Sublime celestial bodies.
Thus a Wise Man (if he is a Cosmopolite) [a Citizen of the World] can draw upon this
most noble Science (for himself or for others) to procure favorable things or, contrarily,
to remove noxious things. Thus, the Opportunity [favorability] of various terrestrial places
is of great importance.
This is all similar to the tale from long ago of the Wise Men who,
having looked around the heavens,
declared:
“WE HAVE SEEN HIS STAR IN THE EAST.”
119.
As Thrice-Great Hermes has taught us:
Xoris tês kosmikês sumpateias, tois anthropois ouden epiginetai.
Nothing happens to men without cosmic sympathy.
120.
Ikana ta THEIA, kai ê touton Periphora, tên en to kosmo
ton phusikos ginomenon, Sunexeian phulassein.
Certain befitting divine things and their circular motions are enough
to preserve the continuance of everything that is physically born in the cosmos.
HONOR AND GLORY TO GOD ALONE
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1564

Monas Hieroglyphica

Translated
into
English
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MAY GOD GIVE YOU OF THE DEW OF HEAVEN AND OF THE FATNESS OF THE EARTH

Gen. 27.

Guliel. Silvius, Typographer Royal, Prepared in Antwerp, 1564

Translation by Jim Egan

with guidance from translations done by
Scott Barker in 2008,
C.H. Josten in1964,
W.L. Hamilton-Jones in 1946,
and Anonymous in 1691
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NOTES ABOUT THIS TRANSLATION
1. The words written in a [small typesize and enclosed in brackets] indicate my clarifying comments and
sometimes Dee’s original Latin word.
2. All the parentheses (and the words they contain) are Dee’s parentheses.
3. The words which Dee wrote in Greek have been highlighted with italics or in some cases with regular
type.
4. The placement of marginalia follows Dee’s original text (including the numerals and quotation marks
that Dee used for emphasis) .
5. Previous translations have ignored Dee’s many capitalizations. As they are expressions of emphasis, I
have forrowed Dee’s styling.
6. I have used Arabic numerals instead of Roman numerals make it easier to keep track of the 24 Theorems.
However, the use of the word “Theorems” for Theorems 1-4, and “Theor.” for Theorems 5-24, follows Dee’s
original styling (because its a clue).
7. I have included the 3 large decorative letters (Q, V, and P), which begin each of the three sections of the
book because they are so graphic (and because they are clues). However, the “first letters” of each of the
translated Theorems (also clues) are not necessarily the “first letters” of each of Dee’s original Latin Theorems, so I did not capitalize them.
8. Dee used rather long sentences and paragraphs. For easier reading I have made shorter sentences, more
frequent paragraphs, and have left space between the paragraphs.
9. Even though this English version is easier for most people to read, many “letter” and “word” clues in the
text and illustrations are “lost in translation.” Be sure to study the primary source, Dee’s original Latin text,
for these subtle clues.
10. To simplify, I have deleted the headers, the printer’s pagination letters (at bottom of recto pages), and
the “carry-over” words (at the very end of each page). I have kept Dee’s page numbers and also added the
corresponding “verso” page numbers (“opposite side”), so the pages can be referred to more easily.
This translation was done by Jim Egan, with assistance from Scott Barker.
© 2009 Jim Egan
It is based on original 1564 Latin text, but in addition, these three previous translations were consulted:
Anonymous, (1691), Ferguson collection MS 21, Glasgow University Library, Glasgow
J. W. Hamilton- Jones (1947), Red Wheel/Weiser, York Beach, ME (1975 and 2000),
C.H. Josten, (1964), AMBIX Vol. XII, No. 2 & 3, London
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2
TO THE MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY
OF THE REKNOWNED KING

MAXIMILIAN
JOHN DEE OF LONDON
Wishes a Very Fruitful Reign

The two causes which were able to encourage a
Man of my Circumstances to present so small a gift
to so great a KING have now impelled me to do so.
This gift is so extremely rare and of great goodness that the warm feelings I have for your Majesty should not
be held in contempt, even though it is so small in size.
Your wondrous virtues have raised and procured an
eternal Benevolence towards you. Your virtues are so great
that even those who have not witnessed them in person believe, without a doubt, the extraordinary, yet quite true, reports of others.
Yet even those who have witnessed them in person and
have carefully and keenly contemplated them, are still at a
loss for words to fully describe the extent of these virtues.
As an eyewitness myself, I understand this very clearly, as I was in Posonium in your Kingdom of Hungaria last
September [Dee attended his coronation as King of Hungary].
Allow me to speak about the Rarity of this Gift (small
indeed in size) in as few words as possible. Using the full effort of my mind, I have concluded that the course of a Human
life must be considered as two distinct parts (and most people
live long enough to experience the second part).
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2 verso

After Infancy and Puberty, the Adolescent is faced
with a mind challenging choice: What type of life path to
follow. After hesitating for a while, they must finally Decide
between Two possible paths.
Some, (who have fallen in love with truth and virtue),
for the rest of their lives, will devote all their energy to Philosophy. Others (ensnared by worldly allurements or burning with a desire for riches) work anxiously in many ways,
in order to lead a luxurious life of profit and pleasure.
You can readily find a thousand examples of this type.
Yet of the other type (that is, those who sincerely apply them- 1.
selves to Philosophy), you can hardly find one who has even
begun to examine the true foundations of Nature.
Even of those scholars who have entirely devoted 2.
themselves to the study of wisdom, the Republic of Letters
can hardly bring forth one of a Thousand who have searched
deeply into the Causes of Celestial powers and Actions as
well as the Beginnings, the middle States, and the Endings
of Things.
What should we then say of someone who, having 3.
surmounted all these challenges, further aspires to the investigation and understanding of Supercelestial virtues and
Metaphysical influences?
Where on the whole Orb of the Earth (and in these
our sorry times) can such a Magnanimous and probably
UNIQUE HERO be found?
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3

Following our one-in-a-thousand Proportion (which
was not rashly conceived), WE OUGHT TO EXPECT THAT
THIS UNIQUE AND MOST FORTUITOUS SPECIMEN
IS ONE-IN-A-MILLION AMONG PHILOSOPHERS, OR
ONE-IN-A THOUSAND MILLION MEN OF THE COMMON SORT.
To demonstrate this RARITY, we present this HIEROGLYPHIC figure of a letter (called) Pythagorean. If your Excellency studies it with great attention, still greater Mysteries
will present themselves (for your consideration), shown, in this
way, from our COSMOPOLITICAL Theories.

TYRANT

ABYSS

SPIRITUAL
Adept

Vice

Wise Man
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Anxiety

AIR
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EARTH

OP
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TREE OF

FIRE

WATER

TION

CENCE

PUBER

TY

INFAN

CY

RARITY

Now, in what degree of this Three-level (Philosophical) Rarity I wish this my gift of mine to be, and to be esteemed, you (most Merciful KING), who excels and abounds
in knowledge of the greatest Arts and most Secret Things, may
easily conjecture.
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3 verso

But even if I place it in the lowest and first degree of
Philosophizing, I think I shall not be acting in an arrogant
manner. Raising our Heads higher above the ground, I can
confidently Promise Your Highness even richer fruits than this
Degree of EXCELLENCE.
My gift is endowed with a rareness because it is woven
together with a manner of writing, right up to the last thread,
which up to this day, as far as I have heard or gathered from
the written Monuments of our forefathers, no work has ever
been composed.
Even though I call it Hieroglyphic, he who has examined it closely will confess that a sort of mathematical light
and strength is exists in it, which is even rarer in such rare
things.
Or is it not a Rare thing, I ask, that the Common Astronomical Symbols of the planets (instead of being Dead,
or Dumb, or, up until now, Barbaric marks) are now imbued
with Immortal Life, able to express their special meaning Eloquently to those of every Language or Nationality.
Another great rareness has also been added, that is,
the external bodies [of the Astronomical Symbols] have now
been brought back and restored to their Mystical Symmetries
(by the best hieroglyphical arguments). It’s as if, in an age
long past, they were depicted like this or as if our forefathers
had wished than in the future they would be made this way.
The new and successful way we have depicted the signs
of the twelve divisions of the ecliptic is as rare as it is completely novel.
And indeed, the Rarest thing is that all this is embodied in One Unique Hieroglyphic Symbol, that is, MERCURY
(fortified by a Sharp Point).
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

4

Truly, Mercury is properly called the rebuilder and
restorer of our whole Astronomy. He is the Messenger of
our IEOVAE [Jehovah], sent so that we might be founders of
a NEW discipline of this Sacred Art of Writing, or with this
aid, renew one that was extinct and had been wholly wiped
out of mankind’s memory.
We have done this in a way that all these Hieroglyphical Interpretations show themselves most gently and of their
own accord. Nothing is forced and nothing inappropriate,
as it were, can be seen throughout this whole Little Book.
We seal those things we have just discussed (and
8.
things far greater yet to come) with our HERMETIC SEAL
of LONDON declaring that there is not one superfluous
point included and (even more significantly) that there is
not one point missing. Everyone, especially those who profess to be serious investigators of philosophy and wisdom
will be forced to authenticate the great Rarity of this work
(for the everlasting memory of mankind).
Grammarians will have to Admit to this rarity when 1.
they see that there are specific reasons for the shapes of Letters, their Positions or Places in the Order of the Alphabet,
how they are Bound together, their Numerical Value, and
many other things (that must be considered with regards to
the Primary Alphabets of the Three Languages).
Furthermore, it is a Rare Grammarian who can Defend the idea that Grammar is ONE Science WHICH can
be learned from ONE Man.
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4 verso
In my 1557
narrative on
the Englishman
Roger Bacon
entitled A
Mirror of Unity.

From
Romans,
Chapter 1

[Paul writes
about this
lack of excuse
in Verse 20.]
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Such a Man we have previously shown to be the Most Rare
on Earth [that is, the one-in-a-thousand million Adept], when we wrote a Narrative
about him. It appears to be that there are so many great Mysteries
(of the Art of Grammar and things drawn forth about such Mysteries
with the aid of the Art of Grammar) which have solid Foundations
in the Sacred Scriptures of GOD ALMIGHTY, that even in a large
Book I could not furnish all the explanations; nor indeed does that
seem to be required Here.
Nor should you, O Glorious King of the Romans, be surprised
that I mention in passing that Alphabetic Lettering contains such great
Mysteries. For HE, who is the SOLE Author of all Mysteries, has
compared HIMSELF to the first letter and the last Letter (which is
to be understood not only in the Greek language, but also in Hebrew
and Latin, as can be demonstrated in various ways in this Art). Oh
how great, then, must be Mysteries of the Intermediate Letters? It is
not surprising that such Mysteries are found in Letters, for all things
visible and INVISIBLE, manifest or hidden (by either Nature or Art),
emanating from God himself, are to be most diligently explored in our
investigations, so we may proclaim and celebrate his GOODNESS,
WISDOM, and POWER.
Thus Saint Paul taught that MANKIND would have no good
excuse [for not proclaiming the Wisdom of God] even if it had no written testament
other than his Creatures, which were made from GOD’S own finger
during the CREATION. I would not be so demanding as to require
these things of all Grammarians.
But to those who labor to find out the hidden Mysteries of things,
witness that (by our MONAD) we have demonstrated a RARE
Example[Exemplum] of this Kind.

5

We admonish them, as friends, that, the first Mystical letters
of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin were issued by God alone and handed
down to Mortals.
Furthermore, (despite what may be the custom of human
arrogance to boast) the shapes of all those letters derive from
points, straight lines, and circumferences of circles (by wonderful
and most wise artfulness). The eternal wisdom of our Heavenly
Father has taught us that the whole sense of the Mosaic Law [Laws
of Moses] is to be considered, even to the fulfillment of every Jot
and Tittle. The ultimate consideration and Analysis of these Laws
is the IOD and Chireck (from which all the Hebrew letters and
vowels arise).
ALTHOUGH THE ONENESS OF THE POINT OF A
CHIRECK REMAINS MOTIONLESS AT THE APEX, it is still
not contrary of us to embrace a trinity of consubstantial monads,
which appear to the ONENESS OF THE IOD ITSELF; THAT
TRINITY BEING FORMED FROM ONE STRAIGHT LINE
AND TWO DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE CIRCUMFERENCE.
The analysis reveals quite clearly that The First Humans
could never have devised a work as Amazing as the Hebrew Letters and Nekudoth [vowel accent marks] without the Presence and Inspiration of Divine Power.
Even if these are the least of subjects, which are considered
by Vulgar Grammarians, when the Wise properly consider how,
and by what wonderful artfulness, they lend themselves to the generation of all the Letters and the Nekudoth, they will learn very
many wondrous things (by perfect Spiritual Enlightenment).

Matthew,
Chapter 5
[refers to jot
and tittle]
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5 verso

2.

3.
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Let us dismiss those Philosophers of Letters and Language and bring in my fellow MATHEMATICIANS honest
Witnesses of the Rareness of this our Gift.
Will not the ARITHMETICIANS (and I don’t say LOGICIAN) – who treats Numbers as Abstract Bodies, far from 1.
being perceived by the senses; who subjects them to various
Mental Processes and hides them in the depths of Intellectual
Reasoning – will he not be astonished to see, in this our Work,
that his numbers are shown to be Concrete and Corporeal,
and that their Souls and Lives as Forms are separated from
them, so that they may be of service to us?
Will he not be surprised to see such wonderful Off- 2.
spring of the MONAD, to which no Other Unit or Numbers
need to be added, and which do not need to be Multiplied by
any numbers they do not already contain?
Or by first contemplating Carefully Prepared operations of Division and Equation (as this Art prescribes)?
Will he not be filled with the greatest admiration by this
most subtle, yet General Evaluating Rule: that the strength 3.
and intrinsic VALUE of the ONE THING, purported by others to be Chaos, is primarily explained (beyond any Arithmetical Doubt) by the Number TEN?
The GEOMETER (my King) will begin to feel embarrassed, and feel that the very Principles of his Art are insufficiently established (which is quite strange) when he understands what here is Secretly whispered and Intimated: By the
SQUARE Mystery of this Hieroglyphic MONAD something
CIRCULAR, and wholly Equal, is being conveyed.

6

Also that the TOILS of Archimedes may be compensated by a most excellent Reward, even though he never
solved this Problem. In matters this Great, it is Enough to
have had the Intention.
And won’t the MUSICIAN be rightfully astonished 4.
when here he will be able to perceive inexplicable, celestial
HARMONIES without any motion or sound?
And won’t the ASTRONOMER regret all his sleep- 5.
less vigils and cold labors he has suffered under the Open
Sky, when here, without any Discomfort from the Air, Under
his own roof, with windows and Doors Shut on all sides, at
any given Time, he is able to observe the movements of the
heavenly bodies? And, indeed, without any Mechanical Instruments made from Wood or Brass?
And won’t the OPTICIAN condemn the Senseless- 6.
ness of his Ingenious work, laboring in all sorts of ways to
make a Mirror according to a Line (appropriately curved in
a circle) of a Parabolic Section of a Cone, which will attack
any Matter (able to be burned by fire) with the incredible
Heat from the Rays of the Sun. Yet here a Line is presented,
resulting from a Three-Cornered Section of the Tetrahedron,
from which, when Made Full-Circle, a Mirror may be found
that (even when the Sun is being blocked by Clouds) can reduce any kind of Stones or Metal into Impalpable Powders
by the force of (truly the very strongest) Heat.
And will not be, who has devoted all the Time of his
life to making exacting measurements with WEIGHTS, 7.
judge just how well his Labors and costs have been invested, when here, the Magistery of our MONAD will teach
him, most assuredly by actual Experience, that the Element
of Earth can float above that of Water?
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6 verso

8.

”
”
”
”
9.
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Likewise, there are those who have diligently presented
their findings regarding PLENUM, occupied by matter, and
VOID, empty of matter, (a subject that has been controversial
since Philosophy was in its Infancy). They have seen that the
Surfaces of Elements, which are in close proximity are coordinated, connected, and Joined Together by a Law (decreed by
God Almighty) and Bond (practically Unable to be Loosened)
of Nature. They can most assuredly demonstrate to people that
Fire, Air, and Water can be pulled or pushed, upwards or downwards, This Way or That Way (or in any direction they desire) in
miraculous ways by various Inventions (which are useful to the
Republic, as demonstrated by the Whole Art of Hydraulics and
Heron’s Feats of Magic [Thaumopoetica], as we nowadays like to call
them.)
But no one of that Profession can claim to have made
a Machine, which could raise the Element of Earth Upwards,
through Water, and into Fire. However, the Theorems in our
MONAD demonstrate that this is possible.
O most wise King, may you Store these things in the most
Secret Treasures of your Mind and Memory.
I now come to the Hebrew KABBALIST who will now
see that Gematria [certain letters represent certain numbers] Notariacon [first
letters of a phrase combine to spell a new word, similar to an acronym] and Tzyruph [certain letters, jumbled, form different words] (the names of the 3 principal Keys
to this Art) are used here, outside the confines of the Language,
which is called Holy. Also, he will now see that the Symbols
and Characters of that Mystical Tradition (which was received
from God) entirely corroborated here (from the obvious, which
is sometimes visible and sometimes invisible) then he will call
this Art SACRED as well. Furthermore, (compelled by Truth,
if he should understand) he will acknowledge, the same Most
Benevolent GOD is not only the God of the Jews, but of all
Peoples, Nations, and Languages,

7

regardless of boundaries, and that no Mortal may Excuse
himself for his Ignorance of this our Holy Language.
In my Aphorisms delivered to the Parisians, I called
this language the KABBALAH OF THE REAL, on the Kabbalah of Being. I call the other Kabbalah, the vulgar one,
which utilizes well-known Letters, which are Written by Man
The GRAMMATICAL Kabbalah or the Kabbalah of Saying.
The KABBALAH OF THE REAL, born to us by the
Law of Creation, (as Saint Paul intimates) is more Divine, as
it allows for the Discovery of New Arts and faithfully Explains
even The most Difficult to understand Arts. Following our
Example, others may see how it applies to other Arts.
I know well (O KING) that you will not be horrified 10.
if I offer this MAGIC Parable in your Royal Presence. Our
Hieroglyphic MONAS possesses, at its Innermost Center, a
Terrestrial Body. The MONAS explains, without Words, how
that Terrestrial Body is ACTUATED. When ACTUATED,
the Terrestrial Body is UNITED (in a perpetual Marriage) to
a Generative Influence, which is Lunar and Solar. Previous to
this, in Heaven or elsewhere, the Lunar and Solar influences
were QUITE SEPARATED from the Terrestrial Body.
When (by God’s will) this Marriage has been made
(which I interpreted for the Parisians as Tes games aîan, that
is, the Earthly Marriage, the terrestrial image joining with influences from above), the Monad can no longer be nourished
or watered on its Native Earth until the FOURTH great, and
truly Metaphysical Revolution has been Completed. When
this Advance has been made, he who nourished the MONAD
will First Go Away into a METAMORPHOSIS, and afterwards, will very rarely be seen by the eyes of Mortals.
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11.
Liber de
Flatibus

[meaning
“Book of
Breathing”]

12.

13.

14.
Year
1562
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This, O Great King, is the true INVISIBILITY of
the MAGI, which has been sung about over and over again
(and without Sin), and which (as all Future Magi will discover) has been granted to the Therems of our MONAD.
The most expert PHYSICIANS will most easily
learn from these same Theorems about Hippocrates’ Mystical intent. For he will know WHAT IS TO BE ADDED
OR TAKEN AWAY. He will Gladly acknowledge that
this Same Art of Medicine is contained in the short Compendium of our MONAS.
The SCRYER [“BERYLLISTICVS” or crystal-ball gazer] may
see most accurately in a Crystal Lamin [thin plate used in scrying]
all SUBLUNARY things that are of Earth or Water. And
in a Carbuncle or Ruby he can explore the Region of Air
and Fire.
And if the 21st Theorem of our Hieroglyphic
MONAD can satisfy a REFINER OF GOLD [“VOARCHADVMICO”] and give him ENLIGHTENMENT [“VOARH BETH
ADVMOTH”] as a subjet of speculation, he will admit that he
need not travel to India or America for the sake of Philosophizing.
And finally, (using whatever ALCHEMY [“ARIOTON”] can provide or promise, gleaned from 20 Years of
hard work in The Hermetic Art), we have written on the
subject of the ADEPT in a treatise to the Parisians, with
its own particular MONAD (illustrated with Conclusive
Mystical Evidence). Nevertheless, we assure your Royal
Majesty that with ALL THIS VERY evidence, so carefully presented, in this our Spiritual Hieroglyphic MONAD,
that no other Similar Example could express it to mankind
any better way.

8

It must doubly turn into itself. Namely: to Assimilate
the Dignified Work and to Imitate its Worthiness. You may
now Agree, O King Maximilian, (famous for the Honor of
his Three-fold Crown) that I have said enough (Indeed, I
fear, more than enough if Vulgar men were listening) of the
Rarity of this our Theoretical Gift, whose Quality is defined
by its own limits.
It is enough (O to the singular Glory of all Kings)
that While we have carefully demonstrated that this Gift is
so rare, let No Aesopian bird (not even the most Envious
Mischievous Tongue) mutter [disapprovingly] about it.
The most Modest and Wisest Philosophers will agree
that this work is far from deserving the Indignity of False
Accusations. For They will not disdain to provide, with me,
Praise and Honor, to that Phoenix. From the Wings of its
Lone Mercy, we have plucked, with both Fear and Love, all
those extremely Rare Theoretical Feathers against our Nakedness brought on by Adam. May we much more Cheerfully resist all the sharp coldness of Ignorance, and hide
the Shame of our Errors from the Philosopher’s eyes, while
striving for the honest TRUTH.
And although we have not, in Any Way, relied here
on any human Authority, if something said or written by an
Ancient Philosopher can be opportunely illustrated by our
Light, then we have not refused to deliver this advantage to
our Descendants.
In our Hieroglyphic Demonstrations we descend into
certain Mysteries of Hermes, Ostanes, Pythagoras, Democitus and Anaxagoras, but not simply for the purpose of seeking confirmation of our own tenets in them.
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This great Rarity is so well joined with such Excellent
Quality that Nothing, WE PROTEST, has been placed by us
in this little book, either openly or covertly, that is not Honest, Sincere, in accord with Human Dignity, and extremely
Useful in the pursuit of perfect Piety and true Religion.
Such steep, difficult to reach Mysteries can only
RIGHTLY[ORTHOTOMEIN] be judged by someone who sees
their whole Amplitude.
For no one would betray his Childishness, Maliciousness, and Arrogance faster than he who would dare to Condemn as Impious, or Reject as frivolous, any of the things
which we have Commended to Your Wisdom.
And in this regard, nobody could produce a witness
that was Sharper in judgment, More Experienced in Practices, more powerful in authority, or more Faithful in Sincerity
than the Greatest, Omnipotent King of Kings has made King
MAXIMILIAN. Therefore, Your August Majesty will stand
as a witness for me above all others.
The fact that our work has been Approved and Ratified [by your Majesty] will not only stop the mouths of many Wicked Grammaticasters but it will excite the minds of many
Philosophers who are dejected, or Lying around Idly, by the
Alleged Uncertainty of such great Mysteries. On account
of the Rarity of such Things, they might be fearful of the Arrogant Judgments of the Ignorant – those who are wont to
condemn Good Studies and Bad Studies alike (blindly and
indiscriminately, as their usual names have a Resemblance),
resulting in the most deplorable destruction (sometimes) of
the Best of books.
It can clearly be seen that both [types of philosophers, the uncertain and the fearful] have, at various times, done great harm to the
Christian Republic.
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Their minds undoubtedly had the capacity to undertake such great matters, but they were completely terrified,
for reasons previously mentioned; Or perhaps because Ignorant Judges had Rudely and Arrogantly condemned their
whole study of such noble and divine Mysteries, they made
only mediocre Progress.
But this is not the place to compare all the Honest
Sciences with their false rivals, which are indeed Shadowy,
Hateful, Troublesome, Harmful to Human Society.
Solely because of the way the vulgar grasp and follow
[these false sciences], must, we say, be exploded and condemned,
not only by the Judgment of the Vulgar, but by that of every
wise man. And we urge that this be done diligently.
And those who do not even know these BODIES exist, or WHERE or what they may be, and of which [their false
studies] are but weak shadows; How do they have the audacity; How can they justifiably condemn the non-Vulgar studies of the non-Vulgar man. LET JUSTICE BE DONE. Let
each get his own due.
The Vulgar, who Pretend to have Knowledge [“sciolis,” sciolists], who not only eagerly pursue the Shadows of the
Great Arts, but also defile them and lie about them in a most
wicked way. We might attribute this to Foolishness, Delusion, and Lack of Respect.
To bring Violence against Virtuous and Firmly
Grounded Studies of those who have strong moral character and Distinguished integrity (simply because of the petty, False Accusations of the Vulgar) not only brings their
Names and their studies into disrepute, but also puts their
Lives in danger. This (O King) seems to me not only inhuman, but Unjust and almost Sinful.
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Luke,
Chapter 8
[Luke, Chapter
8, Verse 18 reads,
“Take heed then
how you hear;
for to him who
has, will more be
given, and from
him who has
not, even what
he thinks that he
has, will be taken
away.”]

All bodies have EDGES in COMMON with their
Shadows (something which Mathematicians know quite well).
Similarly the WISE realize that true Bodies [of work] have Diction [word choices], in Speaking and Writing, which are in common with their shadows. While the Wiser Philosophers enjoy
the Solid Teachings and pleasant benefits of the BODIES,
the Ignorant, Foolhardy and Presumptuous Apes Grasp at
mere SHADOWS, which are empty and Worthless.
And so indeed we see This happen. All honest and
legitimate Understanding and Comprehension of Shadows
must be conceded to those dealing with true Bodies, but [to the
vulgar, who hold things which are] not Solid and Sincere (merely vague
shadows), such things will be snatched from their hands.
RIGHTFULLY [ORTHOTOMEIN], it is necessary (O King)
to make a clear distinction between SHADOW and BODY
in order to distinguish the Limits, Strengths, and Uses of each
of them.
This Divine Duty, among many others, is performed
with the Royal and Imperial sword of JUSTICE.
However, with a certain Artfulness, the Wise will gladly allow the figures of SHADOWS to exist in the sinuous
curves of true Bodies, lest the choicest lettuces be offered
to asses rudely rushing into the Hesperian Gardens, though
thistles would be good enough for them. [What Dee seems to be
saying is: Shadows can be quite valuable (like lettuce) and should not simply
handed over to the vulgar (asses) when the vulgar would be content with much
less (thistles).]

Forgive me (O King) if (by Christ’s authority) I convict
the World of Injustice. “And when He has come, He will convict the world of sin, and righteousness and of judgment.”

Josten points out that this is a reference to John 16:8. “And when He has come, He will convict the
world of sin, and righteousness and of judgment.” (New King James Version of the Bible, 1982)
Jerome’s Latin Vulgate (405 AD) reads “et cum venerit ille arguet mundum de peccato et de iustitia et
de iudicio.” (Notice that the verb arguet (convict) is the same verb Dee uses.) (In the original Greek, the verb is
elegcho, to reprove, accuse, or convict.)
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Nor do I wish that this work, which I have particularly commemorated to Your Wisdom, here and in these our
times, to Appear to be mere opinion or as Superfluous. But
enough of these things.
Thus, I most humbly Offer to Your Serene Majesty
this my offspring, the HIEROGLYPHIC MONAD, (Conceived in London, yet Born in Antwerp). I earnestly desire,
with all my strength, that you do not disdain to become its
Second Father. Not only now, but later in life, when it will
be older and even more Valuable because of your Trust,
may it always be at hand and of service to you. I wish that
henceforth you will consider it your own, O Most Merciful
KING. During the entire period of its birth, your pleasing
face seemed to be present before my eyes. In this respect,
you have made my Labors fruitful and helped me bring this
work to Light.
My Mind has been pregnant with it continuously for
the past 7 years, yet because of the magnetic virtue you exert, even from such a great distance, it took me only 12 days
to bring it forth, most peacefully, into the world.
May the Most Holy TRINITY grant that this be a
happy and auspicious event in the life of your August Highness as well as to my most passionate searchings for honest
truth. This Most Holy Trinity, (founded before all time, in
the Omnipotence of the Ineffable MONAD), [“Ineffable MONAD”

As it appears
in Aphorism 52
of our
Propaedeumatic
Aphorisms,
printed in
London,
in the year
1558.

refers to the ONE whose name is not spoken, as in the Jewish tradition of not speaking

which lives and reigns forever, and to whom
alone all Praise, Honor, Power, and Glory always be given
and sung by every Creature. AMEN.

the name of GOD.]

Antwerp.
In the year 1564, January 29.
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To the Printer

GULIELMO SILVIO:
My exceptionally good Friend.

JOHN DEE OF LONDON

S.

D.

P.

[Offers his Wishes for much Health]

You See, my Good Friend Willem,
how especially I esteem the most noble Virtues of the Illustrious King MAXIMILIAN,
to whom I impart, from the Shrine of my
Heart, my Rarest and most distinguished
Secrets. I communicate these secrets so that Others in the
Circle of the World can also enjoy them, thanks to your care
and diligence. (This is done in honor of the King for his
extraordinary and Regal Virtues. Thus, others may learn
by his example, as he not only wisely attends to the Royal
Governance of Kingdoms, but is still fully learned about the
Wondrous Mysteries of Philosophers and Wise Men.)
There are, therefore, two things, which I earnestly
ask of you. The first is that you carefully copy (as best you
can) the Various Letters, Points, Lines, Diagrams, Shapes,
Numbers, and other things.
This, the Same Body to which I have given birth, perfect in every part, (BY GOD’S WILL) will not be Mutilated
or Deformed due to Printer’s Negligence, as it is brought
forth into the Light.
[The 1691 Anonymous author translates S.D.P as “Wisheth much Health.”
The 3 letters. might be an abbreviation of Salutare (Health or Prosperity),
Desidero (to Wish), and Praebo (to Offer, Make, or Grant)] [Often the initials S.V.B.E. were used as a salutation for “si vales bene est.” I hope you
are in good health. –Smith’s English Latin Dictionary, “health” p. 366]
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In this way it will not be unworthy of a King, nor indeed
unworthy of the studies and labors of the Philosophers who
will frequently be examining it deep into its innermost parts.
I believe I have taken sufficient caution against that misfortune by selecting you as the Typographical Parent of this
new Born child. I am certain you will take great Care to send
it forth, in all ways, shining clearly, and with all of its Members
Well-Composed.
The SECOND thing that I ask of you is indeed not a light
matter. Make certain not to hand these Books indiscriminately
to just any man. It is not that I begrudge them this, or anything
better, but I suspect that bad things will result. These poor men
may not be able to find their way through the Labyrinth (as they
torture their minds in incredible ways while neglecting to take
care of their everyday affairs).
Also, these men might persuade others to follow the
same path (which will likewise be impassable). Even worse,
impostors, who are but ghosts of men, may maliciously lie about
its certainty, pretending that they had explored it fully. Finally,
these men may boldly deny the existence of such MIGHTY
WORKS OF GOD.
Based on their Presumptions, they will first rashly attack
these Mysteries, then, in their Despair, they will furiously make
false accusations about my Integrity.

[GULIELMO SILVIO is Latin for Willem (or William) Silvius (of the Forest).]
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Yet, having known you for many years, I know you will be
cautious in such important business (either because of our
friendship or for the Good of the Christian Commonwealth
or, at least, for the Heroic Virtues of the Wise MAXIMILIAN
Himself, virtues that are not found in the Common Sort of
Men). I know I have not sought your Trust in Vain.
I know you will be cautious, and,
because of you, all honest
booksellers will be
cautious as well.
Farewell.
From our Study in Antwerp
In the year 1564, January 30.

MONAS
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SACRED SYMBOL OF ONENESS
JOHN DEE OF LONDON

Mathematically, Magically, Cabalistically, and Anagogically
Explained To

MAXIMILLIAN
Most Wise

KING

of The Romans, Bohemia, and Hungary
THEOREM 1
The very First and most Simple Representation, of
not only existing things, but also things hidden in the Folds
of Nature, and also in the exhibition of the Bringing Forth
of Light, is made by means of a straight Line and a Circle.

		

THEOREM 2

However, a Circle cannot be skillfully crafted without the Line.
Likewise, the Line cannot be crafted without the Point.
Thus, Things come into being by way of the Point and a Monad.
And things related to the circumference (regardless
of how big they may be) cannot exist without the
Service of the Central Point.

							

THEOREM 3
Thus, the Central Conspicuous Point of the HIEROGLYPHIC
MONAD refers to the EARTH, around which both the Sun, as well as the
MOON, and the rest of the Planets complete their Courses.
And in this gift, since the Sun possesses the
greatest dignity (because of its excellence) we represent It by a Complete Circle with a Visible Center.
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THEOREM 4
The Semicircle of the Moon is shown here to be Above the Circle of the
Sun. Nonetheless, the Moon obeys the SUN as her Master and King.
The Moon seems to rejoice in the Sun’s Shape and proximity so much
that she emulates him in the Size of her Radius (at least, as it appears to the common man). Finally she longs to be imbued by the SOLAR RAYS so much that
she becomes Transformed into him. Then she disappears from the Sky altogether.
After a few Days she reappears as a horned-shaped figure, exactly as we have
depicted her.
THEOR. 5
And most certainly, one Day was Made out of Evening and Morning by
the joining of the Lunar Half-Circle to its Solar complement.
Thus, it was on this first Day that the LIGHT of the Philosophers was made.
		
THEOR. 6
Here we see the SUN and the MOON resting on a Rectilinear Cross. By
virtue of Hieroglyphic interpretation, this Cross is able to signify both the TERNARY and the QUATERNARY.
The TERNARY, as two straight lines and the one Copulative
Point they have in Common.
The Quaternary, from 4 straight Lines forming 4 right Angles.
Each line might (for this purpose) be twice repeated. (Thus in this most
secret way the Cross also shows itself to be OCTONARY. I doubt whether our
Predecessors, the Magi, ever perceived it this way, but it should be especially
noted. )
The magical TERNARY of the First of our Forefathers, and Wise Men
consisted of BODY, SPIRIT, & SOUL. Thus we have here manifested the Most
Excellent SEPTENARY: [made from] two Straight Lines with their Common Point
[ a Ternary of things], AND 4 Straight Lines separated by One Point [a Quaternary of
things].
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THEOR. 7

An experimenter will learn that when homogenous Parts of the Elements have been removed from their natural Habitations, they will Return to
them along Straight lines.
Thus, it is not Absurd to show the Mystery of the FOUR ELEMENTS
by 4 straight lines emanating from a single Point in Different Directions (where
they are each resolved into single Elements).
You will particularly note, Geometers teach that a LINE IS PRODUCED
BY THE FLOWING OF A POINT. In the same way, our Lines signifying the
Elements are like DROPS (like physical points) that continuously Fall (as if
FLOWING) in our Mechanical Magic.
THEOR. 8
Furthermore, the Cabalistic Expansion of the QUATERNARY, using
the customary Style of Enumeration (as we say, One, two, three, four) sums to
the DENARY [TEN].
As Pythagoras himself used to say, 1, 2, 3, & 4 add up to ten. It is not
without reason that the Oldest Latin Philosophers decided to signify the number
TEN by using the Rectilinear CROSS made from 4 Straight lines (as it is the
Twenty-First letter of the Roman Alphabet).
Its place might further be defined as being established when the TERNARY carries its power through the SEPTENARY.
THEOR. 9

All this agrees well with the SUN and MOON of our MONAD. By the
Magic of the same 4 Elements, a Most Exact SEPARATION [SEPARATIO] has
been made. Furthermore, the circumference lines of the circles, in the SOLAR
compliment, form a CONJUNCTION [CONJUNCTIO] (for all lines of a given
length will describe the same-sized circle, as per the laws of Geometry).
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Thus, it is not possible to hide how much the DENARIAN symmetry of the Cross in our MONAD usefully serves the SUN and MOON.
THEOR. 10
The (Sharp, Pointed) symbol of the Zodiacal Division of Aries,
used by Astronomers
is quite well known to everyone.
It is also well known that this is the place in the heavens where the
Fiery Triplicity Begins. Thus, we shall add the Astronomical sign of the
Aries (in the Practice of this MONAD) to
signify that the aid of fire is required.
We cam summarize this hieroglyphical consideration of our MONAD in
our hierglyphical statement:
THE E LEMENTS OF THE S UN AND M OON OF THIS M ONAD,
IN WHICH THE DENARIAN SYMMETRY IS STRONG, WANT TO
BE SEPARATED, AND THIS IS DONE WITH THE AID OF FIRE.
THEOR. 11
The Mystical Sign of Aries, consisting of two Half-Circles joined
together at a common Point, is most fittingly signified by the Equinoctial
Nycthemera [the place of the sun on the Spring Equinox, the first day of Aries].
The Time of Twenty-four Hours, divided in Equinoctial mode, denotes our most Secret Proportions. I say this in respect to the Earth.
[Equinoctial mode means using with hours of equal length,
not hours of unequal length, a system used before 1200 AD.]

THEOR. 12
The most Ancient Wise Magi have handed down to us the Hieroglyphic Symbols of the five Planets. Indeed, they are composed of
the characters of the MOON and the SUN, and from the hieroglyphic
symbols of the Elements and of Aries. As shown here, it is not difficult to
explain their shapes Hieroglyphically from the foundations we have previously laid down.
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First, we shall speak,
in Paraphrase, of those planets,
which have Lunar Characteristics, then of the ones with Solar
characteristics.
When our LUNAR
Nature first revolved around the Earth by the science of the Elements, it
was mystically called SATURN. Later [during its second revolution], for the
same reason, it was called JUPITER and retained that more secret shape.
[rotated clockwise, see chart above].

And, in a more obscure way, they [the oldest wise men]
represented the Moon, in the third revolution, with the elements
applied. They used to call it MERCURY. You can see how LUNARY it looks [the Lunar Mercury Symbol]. Some of the Wise Men
preferred to envision Mercury as being made in the FOURTH
Revolution. This will not Contradict our Secret analogy.
Only the Purest Magical Spirit can manage the Work of the albification [tês leuxanseos] in the place of the Moon. By his Spiritual virtue,
he may, when ALONE with us in the Middle of a Natural day, speak to
us hieroglyphically, without words. He will introduce those 4 Geogamic
[Earthly] figures and IMPRESS them into the very Pure and Simple Earth
prepared by us. Or, instead, that
other symbol [the Lunar Mercury Planets Symbol, on the far right].

			
		

		

THEOR. 13
Don’t the Hieroglyphs of the SUN and of ARIES combine to make
the Mystical Symbol of MARS? Doesn’t the Magistry of the elements (partially) intervene? And, I ask, don’t the SUN and the Fully expressed Elements
make the sign of VENUS?
Therefore, these two Planets have consideration for the SOLAR circumference [periroran] and to the work of revivification [Anazoopyreseos] by fire.
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In this
progression Appears another Mercury, who
indeed is the
Uterine Brother of the first. This is clearly
the fully complete Lunar and Solar Magic of the Elements, as the Hieroglyphic Messenger tells us most expressly, if only
we fix our eyes upon him and lend him an attentive ear. He is (GOD
WILLING) that most Famous Mercury of the Philosophers, the MICROCOSM and ADAM

THE PRINCIPAL
ANATOMY
OF THE MONAD
IN THE WHOLE
[ART OF]

INFERIOR
ASTRONOMY
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Yet some Great Experts put the SUN itself in his place and
degree. In our present age, we are not able to demonstrate this unless
we let this Golden Work [Khrysoxarallino] be governed by the SOUL
that has been Separated from the BODY by the Art of Fire. This
work is difficult and dangerous because of the Fires and Sulphorous
fumes. 			
But, surely that
marvelous SOUL will
show forth, binding
VENUS [LUCIFERUM]
and even MARS [PYROENTA] to the disc
of the MOON (or at
least that of MERCURY) with unbreakable
bonds.
In the third place
(as some will have
it) is the SUN of the
PHILOSOPHERS (to
Complete our SEPTENARY Number). You can see the exactitude
and the clarity with which the ANATOMY of our HIEROGLYPHIC
MONAD corresponds with the ARCANA of these two Theorems.
THEOR. 14
Now it is clearly confirmed that this whole Magistry depends upon the SUN and the MOON. Of this, even the ThriceGreat Hermes admonished us, asserting its Father is the SUN and its
Mother the MOON.

15
And we know it is to be nourished in LEMNIAN EARTH. Without a
doubt, LUNAR and SOLAR rays exert a singular INFLEUNCE upon
it.
THEOR. 15
We suggest that the Philosophers should consider the Labors
of the SUN and the MOON around the Earth. While the SUN’s Radi- 1.
ance is exalted in Aries, the MOON Receives a new Dignity of Light in
the Next Sign (namely Taurus) and is EXALTED above its own innate
powers. The ancients explained the Proximity of these LUMINARIES
(more notably than others) by the mystical Symbol of TAURUS.
That Taurus is the EXALTATION of the MOON is common
knowledge, which has been handed down from the first age of the Man
(among the Maxims of the Astronomers). This Mystery can only be
Understood by those who have become complete Masters of the Mysteries. For a similar reason, they have said that TAURUS is in the
HOUSE of VENUS [VENERIS esse DOMVM], of Chaste and Prolific
CONJUGAL LOVE.
As that Great OSTANES concealed in his most Secret Mysteries, “For Nature delights in Nature [ê physis,te physei têrpetai].”
But the SUN, having suffered some Eclipses of its light, re- 2.
ceives MARTIAN Strength and is said to be Triumphant in its EXALTATION in the same HOUSE
[DOMO] (namely, in Our Aries).
These Secret Mysteries are
clearly and perfectly shown in
our MONAS.
Depicted here is the
Hieroglyphical Sign of Taurus
and also that of MARS, which we explained in Theorems 12 and 13 has
a straight line going from the SUN to ARIES.
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From the present Theorem, another Cabalistic anatomy of our

MONAD presents itself, of which this is a true and skillful description:
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELEMENTS,WHICH ARE IN THE MIDDLE

BETWEEN THE EXALTATION OF THE MOON AND THE SUN.
NOTE
In my Opinion, there are two things that should be particularly noted here. First, that the Hieroglyphic Symbol of Taurus also represents to us
the Dipthong of the Greeks, which is always the singular Genitive Ending
of the first Declension. Secondly, by way of Simple Transposition, the letter ALPHA is demonstrated in two ways: either with the Circle and Half
Circle Tangent or (as shown here) intersecting.

THEOR. 16
We must now briefly Philosophize on our assertions about this
noble CROSS. Though our CROSS has been made, as we have said, from
two straight lines of equal length, they do not divide each other into equal
lengths.
In the Mystical distribution of our Cross, we wanted equal parts and
unequal parts. However, hidden in the power of these Two lines divided this
way is also the virtue of an Equilateral CROSS (because the two lines are of
equal Length).

”
”
”
”
”
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Generally speaking, a certain JUSTICE of NATURE demands that
when a CROSS is made from two lines of equal Length, they should be
divided Crosswise equally. In accordance with this Justice, we shall propose the following ideas about the Equilateral Cross (which is just like the
twenty-first letter of the Latin Alphabet.)
On this Rectiliniar, Rectangular and Equilateral CROSS, when any
Straight dividing line goes through the point of intersection separating Oppositely placed angles, the parts on each side of the dividing line are similar
and equal. The resulting parts are the same shape as the letter that the Latins
accepted as their FIFTH vowel, and was commonly used among the most
Ancient Latin Philosophers to denote QUINARIUM [the number 5].

16
And I think that it was not done by them Irrationally,
as it Conforms to the Middle of our DENARIUM [the number 10].
Each of these two parts (from this Hypothetical division of the
Cross) represents the number FIVE [Roman Numeral V], one of
which is upright, and the Other is upside-down.
This reminds us of a Multiplication, which is the Squaring of Square Roots (which here falls wonderfully on a CIRCULAR NUMBER, the number FIVE). Most certainly this produces TWENTY-FIVE (and
it [the letter V] is both the twentieth letter and the fifth vowel).
We shall now consider another orientation of the equilateral CROSS which is similar to our MONADIC CROSS.
If a similar Division of the Cross into two halves is made, (as
above), the twin symbols of another Letter of the Latin Alphabet is revealed. One of them is upright, and the other is upsidedown and backwards. This letter (from the ancient custom of the Latins) has
been used to represent FIFTY.
It seems to me that this sign was established first, because the sign for
FIVE was essentially derived from the sign for TEN of Our Cross, and from
a Place where that Cross, the Greatest of all Mysteries, is the most Consummate Hieroglyphical Sign. Thus, EMBRACING the Strength of TEN and the
virtue of FIVE, it rejoices, and brings forth the NUMBER FIFTY.

O, MY GOD, HOW GREAT ARE THESE MYSTERIES?
Furthermore, the Name of that Letter, EL [letter L], seems to respect the
Denarian virtue of the Cross as it has been placed in the Middle Position between the first Letter of the Alphabet and the letter which makes the Denarian
Cross, being Tenth in sequence from either letter [L is halfway between A and X].
And since we have shown that there are two such integral parts of
the CROSS (considering now their numerical meaning) it’s apparent that the
CENTARIUM is produced [the number 100].
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But if, by the Law of Squares they [the two letter L’s or the two 50’s] are multiplied by each other, our result is Two-Thousand-Five-Hundred.
If this SQUARE NUMBER [2500] is divided by the previously mentioned
Square of the first Circular Number [5 times 5, or 25] it will bring us back to the CENTENARIUM [2500 ÷25 = 100]. Thus, the CROSS, explaining itself by its DENARIAN Strength, will be perceived as referring to CENTURIO [the number 100].
Therefore we are now taught (besides other things worthy of being noted)
by these Theories of the CROSS to enumerate and proceed in this manner: One,
Ten, Hundred. We are carried upwards by the DENARIAN Symmetry of the
CROSS. Nevertheless, as the Character of the CROSS is unique, it also represents
One.
THEOR. 17
As it is apparent from Theorem 6, there are FOUR right angles in our
CROSS. The preceding Theorem teaches how to attribute to each of them a QUINARIAN significance, the right angles being still arranged the same way, but having a different Position [ X as opposed to +].
The same theorem shows how the Hieroglyphic Symbols of the Number
FIFTY are made [Roman numberal L].
Also it is quite evident that, vulgarly, the CROSS signifies the number
TEN. This is also the twenty-first letter in the sequence of the Latin Alphabet
(whence it came to pass that the Wise Men called Mecubalists [ones versed in Jewish
used to signify twenty-one by the same letter).

tradition]

Finally, the Cross may be considered in a most simple way, as it is seen to
be One Symbol, whatever other virtue and whatever degree of strength it has.
From all this it may be concluded, by the best Cabalistic Description that
our CROSS is able to signify, to the Mystics, in a Wonderfully Abbreviated way,
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY TWO [number 252]. As FOUR times FIVE;
FOUR times FIFTY; TEN, TWENTY-ONE, AND ONE makes TWO HUNDRED
AND FIFTY TWO.
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There are two other logical ways that we can draw forth this Number
from our premises. For the sake of brevity, we recommend these reasons be
rooted out by Beginning Kabbalists. The various artificial productions of this
Magistral Number are also worthy of the Consideration of Philosophers.
I shall not conceal from you here another Memorable Secret Mystery.
We have Seen that our Cross has allowed itself to be Divided into two other
letters. As previously we dealt with their Numerical virtue in a certain way,
now we shall compare their VERBAL FORCE with the CROSS, because
then a LIGHT [LUX] will appear. We shall understand with the highest admiration the Final and Magisterial WORD (through the Harmony and Agreement of the TERNARY in the Unity of the Word).
THEOR. 18
From our twelfth and thirteenth Theorems it may be gathered that
Celestial Astronomy is like a parent and master to INFERIOR [Astronomy].
Therefore, our Cabalistic eyes
being lifted towards Heaven (illustrated by the Theories of these Aforementioned Mysteries) we shall behold an
ANATOMY exactly corresponding to
that of our MONAD, showing itself
to us in the LIGHT AND LIFE OF
NATURE.
For it reveals, by its own WILL,
the Secret Mysteries of this Physical
ANALYSIS.
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As we were contemplating both the Theoretical and the Heavenly motions of
that Celestial MESSENGER [Mercury], we were taught that the figure of an EGG
might be applied to these COORDINATIONS.
For it is well-known to Astronomers that he makes an OVAL-shaped Circuit
on his course through the Aether.
And since a word to the wise is sufficient, behold our Interpretations of this
Celestial Advisor (shown hieroglyphically), which completely agree with what we
have previously said. HENCE, let the Pitiful Alchemists be admonished to acknowlege their various Errors.
What is the WATER of the White of EGGS?
What is the OIL from the YOLKS?
And what is the SHELL of the EGG?
May these Ignorant Impostors, in their Desperation, come to understand
these things and many more things like them: HERE WE HAVE PRACTICALLY
ALL OF NATURE’S SYMMETRY.
Once upon a time, a SCARAB [dung-beetle] shattered an EAGLE’S EGG because of the INJUSTICE, the violence and cruelty, which that BIRD had inflicted on
Men and Timid Beasts. Some took refuge in the Scarab’s Cave (seeking help), but
still they did not have their freedom.
The Scarab determined that he alone, in any way possible, must avenge that

INJUSTICE. He had a spirited mind, was prepared with a firm determination, and

lacked neither Strength nor Ingenuity. The Scarab made several efforts to persecute
the EAGLE Using the most Subtle Art of DUNG.
At last, he caused the EGG (which had been deposited in the Lap of Jupiter)
to FALL DOWN TO EARTH and be BROKEN INTO PIECES.

Using this and other methods, the Scarab would have obliterated all of Eaglekind from Earth, had not Jupiter (on the Alert for such an evil) ordered that no SCARABS shall fly about at the time of year when EAGLES care for their EGGS.
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I would counsel those who are bothered by the Cruelty of the BIRD
to learn a most Useful art from those Sunbeetles (who live by lying hidden for
certain courses of time).
Even if they themselves do not act, it is still most acceptable if, from
the EVIDENCE and Signs, Revenge can be taken on the Enemy.
If those men, to whose minds it first came to telling fables concerning
the highest Mysteries of Nature, were present, they would confess ( O KING
) that I am not trying to play Aesop, But Oedipus.
I know for sure that there are some who, if they had the EAGLE’S
EGG DISSOLVED, by the SCARAB’S ARTFILLNESS, would first COMBINE [TEMPERAMENTUM] its SHELL with the entire, pure white of the EGG.
Then they would smear that compound with all the liquid of the YOLK, in a
skillful way, rolling, and rolling some more, just as the Scarabs conglomerate
their Balls.
Thus, a great METAMORPHOSIS OF THE EGG would occur. Indeed, the WHITE, (by those multiple, as it were, Spiral Revolutions), would certainly disappear
as it involutes with the LIQUID
OF THE YOLK.
By this Artifice, such a
Hieroglyphical sign will not displease the Stewards of NATURE.
We read that such an Artifice was
much celebrated in prior centuries, by the most venerable and
most Ancient Philosophers, as
most certain and most useful.
		
Later, Anaxogoras made his most excellent Medicine from this Teaching, as seen in his little
book, The nature of whirling around fast. [peri ton ekstrophon physikon]
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He who sincerely applies his mind to these Mysteries will clearly see
that nothing here is outside of the virtue of the Hieroglyphical MONAD.
THEOR. 19
The PYRONOMIC ANALYSIS [ANALYSIS BY FIRE] of all Corporeal
things demonstrates effectively that the SUN and MOON infuse their Corporeal strengths, into all Inferior Elemental Bodies in a much stronger manner
than do all the other Planets.
The MOON pours out Watery Moisture [Aqueous Humor]. The SUN
pours out Fiery Liquid [Igneum Liquorem]. Thus the TERRESTRIAL CORPULENCE [of the fat of the Earth] of all mortal things is sustained.
THEOR. 20
Previously we demonstrated, by good Hieroglyphical reasoning, that
the ELEMENTS are signified by Straight Lines. Here, we shall provide an Accurate Observation about the POINT which is at the CENTER of our CROSS.
As in our Examination of the TERNARY, that [point] can in no way be Regarded as Absent from [that central] location in our BINARY. Some (Unskilled
in Divine Mathematics) might Contend that it was Absent. If it was absent,
then our BINARY world not Remain, but a QUATERNARY would emerge.
Taking away that point, would create a Discontinuity of the uniformity of the
Lines.
Yet our Adversary had Supposed with us that a Binary would Remain.
By this argument, the BINARY and the QUATERNARY would be one the
same, a thing which is Manifestly impossible [ton adunation]. That POINT must
Necessarily be there, as, along with the BINARY, it Constitutes our TERNARY. Nothing else can be SUBSTITUTED in its place.
Nonetheless, it is not of the Essence [Hypostatic Property] of the BINARY,
nor in any other way a Part of it. That it is not a Part can be clearly explained
this way: All Parts of a Line are Lines. Yet the hypothesis affirms that this is
a POINT.
Therefore, it is not any part of the BINARY, never mind its being of
the Essence of the Binary. Thus it should be particularly NOTED that it even
though it is contained in the LINEAR Lengths of the BINARY, it has a ESSENCE of its own.
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And since, in this way it is seen to be COMMON TO BOTH, it can be
thought of as RETAINING A SECRET IMAGE OF THE BINARY.
Thus, we clearly DEMONSTRATE: THE QUATERNARY RESTS IN
THE TERNARY.
I beseech you, my God, to forgive me, if I have Sinned against your
Majesty by Revealing so great a Secret in Public Writings. But, I Hope Only
Those who are Worthy will Understand.
Let us now proceed to that QUATERNARY, which we have assigned to
our CROSS. Let us discuss whether that POINT contained THEREIN can be
absent.
Mathematics surely teaches us that it can be removed.

IF THERE IS A SEPARATION, not only does our QUATERNARY
RESULT, but it becomes much more DISTINCT and made CLEARER for ev-

eryone to see.

NO PART OF THE SYMMETRY OF ITS SUBSTANCE HAS GONE
AWAY. THIS SUPERFLUOUS AND CONFUSING POINT IS THUS UNCOVERED, BUT CONDEMNED.
O Almighty and Divine Majesty, WE MORTALS ARE FORCED TO
ADMIT WHAT GREAT WISDOM AND INFINITY OF UNSPEAKABLE
MYSTERIES ARE CONTAINED IN THY TITTLES AND JOTS, AS REPRESENTED IN THE ORDERLY ARRANGEMENT OF THY LAW.

CAN THE GREATEST SECRETS AND ARCANA OF THE EARTH

BE EXPLAINED AND FAITHFULLY DEMONSTRATED, BY VARIOUS EVIDENCE, SOLELY BY THAT ONE POINT WHICH I (BY
THY LIGHT) HAVE LOCATED AND EXAMINED?
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This POINT, seen clearly in the divine TERNARY, is by no means SUPERFLUOUS there. But, when the POINT is in the REALM OF THE FOUR
ELEMENTS, it is considered FECULENT [containing feces or dregs], indeed CORRUPTIBLE and FULL OF DARKNESS. O Three, Four Times Blessed are
Those Who are able to ATTAIN that (as it were, COPULATIVE) POINT of the
TERNARY, and who can leave its GLOOM and SUPERFLUOUSNESS to the
Prince of Darkness.
”
Thus we shall reach a CLARITY
” guished WHITE GARMENTS.
”

[as white as]

SNOW and the distin-

O MAXIMILIAN (with you or some future member of your

Austrian Family as The Teacher of these Mysteries), Whom God, to the Honor
of His Tremendous Name, will make the Greatest in times to come (while I am
Sleeping in Christ) in that abominable, even intolerable Darkness (of the Point,
which is SUPERFLUOUS ON EARTH). But, lest I Myself should offer Superfluous words (that are not in their due place), I will presently bring myself within
the Limits of my purpose.
Now, since I have finished my Discourse to those whose eyes are Seated
in their Hearts, I must turn my Speech to those whose Hearts still extend from
their eyes. The figure of the CROSS, illustrated here, is able to represent the
things we have previously spoken about.
First, in figure A, the POINT is NECESSARY in the TWO LINES of
Equal Length (intersected equally or unequally).
Then, in figure B, (where there is a certain Emptiness where the superfluous Point has
been removed) you can distinctly see FOUR
straight Lines which, without suffering any
change, have been SEPARATED from the POINT they previously had in com” mon. This is the way in which Our MONAD, progressing by way of the Binary
” and TERNARY, is restored to its OWN Oneness in a Purified QUATERNARY
” by the Proportion of Equality (for every Whole is Equal to all its parts).
”
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During this process, our MONAD does not admit any External ”
Units or Numbers. It is perfectly self-sufficient, being complete in all its ”
”
numbers.
”
It is diffused in Magical ways into the grand Abundance [of Num- ”
bers]. Eventually, by the uncommon, Skillful Work of a Master and by the ”
greatest Profit of the Monad itself, in Dignity and Strength), it is Restored ”
to its First and Own MATTER. Meanwhile, the Impurities which have no ”
Respect for its genuine and hereditary Proportion, have, by all means and ”
”
diligence, been cut off and cast away forever.
THEOR. 21

Earlier you have seen the Philosophical Translation of the

MONAD made when that which Lies Inwardly Enclosed in the Recesses
of our MONAD was brought to Light. Its First Parts or, as it were, Outer
Parts changed Places and Became Enclosed in the Midddle place.
[Dee seems to be referring to how the planetary symbols formed the central
Monas symbol in the “Anatomy of the Monad” diagram of Theorem 13]

Now we will show you another transposition of the Mystical

MONAD. When our Hieroglyphical Characters of the SUPERIOR
PLANETS earlier showed themselves to us, they were Upright.
When they are changed in another way, these Planets will be in
the Order which Plato ascribes to them. Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars come
together where the Point of Aries is. Then descending, the
Cross serves [to help form the symbols of] Venus and Mercury.
Finally, there follows the Sun itself and, at the bottom, the
MOON. But these matters should be dealt with in another
place.
However, I did not wish to conceal these Philosophical Treasures of our MONAD, so I have decided to
give one reason we considered it meaningful to change the Position of
the MONAD in this manner. Concerning this Position, you shall See
and Hear greater things, to be explained in a few words.
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Let us therefore Divide the Monad (positioned in this new way) into its anatomical parts
B, D, and C. In that new TERNARY are parts D
and C, signs that we have previously become acquainted with [Moon and Sun], but here they appear
somewhat uncouth. The THIRD one, marked B,
might not be as easily recognizable to everyone,
but it should not be considered lightly.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Those well-known FORMS, D and C, denote ESSENCES which are
separate and different from B.
Secondly, the horns of C are seen turned downward, as it were, towards
the EARTH.
And that D, in whose center alone is that POINT to be seen which is
truly TERRESTRIAL, illuminates C, and looks towards the earth, namely downwards.
And finally, that both D and C here direct their Hieroglyphic message
towards lower places than does B.
The earth, however, may Hieroglyphically denote to us STABILITY and
FIXATION. What, therefore, D and C are, I leave to inference. Everyone can

hereby learn a Great SECRET. What we previously said about the SUN and the
MOON when the lunar Horns were elevated upwards, may now be interpreted in
a fuller and most necessary way. But enough of these matters.
Now we will examine the NATURE of that THIRD symbol [labled B] in
Accordance with the Principles of our Hieroglyphic Art. First, it seems to carry
on its Head a DOUBLE MOON, our Aries sign (only Mystically inverted). Then,
appended to it, is the Hieroglyphical Sign of the Elements.
How great this Duplicate MOON is, (according to the subject Matter) can
be explained by the GRADES OF THE DOUBLE MOON. We speak of those
degrees, which Experts in Natural Science can find but FOUR among all created
NATURE, namely, TO BE, TO LIVE, TO FEEL AND TO UNDERSTAND. Noting that the First Two of these Grades are in this [inverted Aries sign or “double-moon”]
we shall thus say:
		
THE MOON EXISTS AND IS ALIVE.
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Some define Life by MOTION, and there are Six well-known kinds of
movement [up, down, left, right, front, back, as per Plato in the Timaeus].
The adjoining CROSS denotes that the Distinguished Artifice of the Elements is required here. Moreover, we have frequently said in our Theorems, the
HALF-CIRCLE is the hieroglyph of the MOON, and the Whole-Circle signifies
the SUN.
But now, there are two Half-circles, which are SEPARATE (though Connected by a common POINT). If they are appropriately joined (as indeed they
may be by art) they are able to represent the Circular fullness of the SUN. Taking
all these considerations together, we might Hieroglyphically Summarize with this
maxim:

THE MOON, EXISTING AND ALIVE, WITH THE TREATMENT
OF THE MAGISTRY OF THE ELEMENTS, HAS THE POWER TO REPRESENT THE FULLNESS OF THE SUN, WHEN ITS TWO HALF-CIRCLES
ARE JOINED TOGETHER BY ART.
We show that completed CIRCLE (which we just mentioned) noted here
letter E [in the illustration]. First, let us remember that this SOLAR GRADE did not,
by NATURE, lie in our way, but has been MADE UP ARTIFICIALLY.
Indeed, in its first appearance it preseated itself to us in its Nature (as can
be easily seen in B) with its Parts Loose, Flowing, and unconnected, not yet Compacted SOLIDLY into a Solar Appearance.
[in B, the outer tips are unconnected, but in E they are connected]

Let us next remember that the Radius of these Half-Circles is not equal to
the Radius of D and C (which were produced for us naturally and are Well-Known
to all), but are much smaller. Thus it is clear that B is not of such great magnitude
as D and C.
And E confirms this for us very well, as by the operation of [closing] the
Circle, B was advanced to the shape of E. Thus, before our eyes appears nothing
more than the sign of VENUS.
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Therefore, we have already made it plain by those Hieroglyphic Syllogisms: We may not hope for the true D to be [produced] out of B.
[a syllogism is an argument with two premises and a conclusion]

Nor was there, at first, a true C in the nature of B, and therefore no TRUE,
live MOON. Thus, concerning LIFE and Motion, you might be doubting that [a
relationship] really exists between them in Nature.
However, as we have already made clear to the wise, ALL THINGS that
we have said (about B) in metaphorical phrasing are ad minus ANALOGIES.
Also, that which we briefly touched upon regarding C and D applies ANALOGICALLY quite fittingly to B and its ELEMENTS.
Furthermore, what we have said about the Nature of Aries must apply to
B, because it carries Aries (though inverted) on its head. That Mystical Sign of
the Elements is also joined to B. From this Anatomy of the singular body of the
MONAD (thus dissected by art) we see that a new TERNARY has come forth.
Thus we can have no doubt that the MEMBERS, thus Formed, embrace
each other closely in a mutual SYMPATHY. They allow, as if by their own accord, a MOST ABSOLUTE MONADIC UNION whose MEMBERS have a
strong MAGNETIC virtue.
Finally, we are pleased to note (for the sake of the recreation of the mind) that B most readily presents us with as many
RUSTIC letters as it has pointed ends on its Head or, as it were, on
its Forehead.
The three clearly illustrated here, are very ROUGH
and in want of neatness, yet fluid and rolling. While, in a different way, there are
six, (which Summed together make three times three). As you see, they are made
from one or more Half-Circles.
Yet in the hands of Experts on the writing of letters [grammarians or literati],
there is a stronger, more Enduring Reason for the SHAPING OF THOSE LETTERS. Here I have had before my eyes an infinity of Mysteries, but I wanted to
interrupt the Theorizing with this Sport.
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Yet, (After restoring our MONAD to its former Mystical Position, Skillfully Compositing its several Members) I understand that I will promote the Efforts of some if I At Least advise them and exhort them to NOW accurately learn
WHAT the FIRST TRIPLICITY, the FIRE of ARIES, is. WHAT that Equinoctial
is. WHAT caused the SUN to be EXALTED and capable of being RAISED
ABOVE ITS ORDINARY GRADE.

And to RUN OVER, IN SECOND AND WISER MEDITATIONS the
many things we have previously stated. As we hasten on to other things, we
thought it fit to point out to others on the road (on which they should press on) not
in only in a friendly way, but also most faithfully, though keeping silent (as we
have said) on the CONSPICUOUS infinity of other Mysteries.
THEOR. 22
It’s clear that the Mysteries of our MONAD have not yet been exhausted.
Now I will show Your Serene Royal Highness more secret Vessels of the HOLY
ART (indeed, entirely Kabbalistic ones) carefully chosen from the workshop of
the MONAD, and which provide revelations only to Initiates. Therefore, with All
of the Connections of our MONAD Wisely DISSOLVED, let us add letters to the
various parts (for the sake of distinction), just as you see Marked here.
We point out that α [the loweris a certain Artificial Vessel made from A and B, with
M (the RADIUS common to both,
only now made Evident). As you can
see, it differs from the First letter of
the Greek Alphabet by only a slight
Transposition [Metathesis] of its parts.
We are the first to teach that
its True and Mystical Proportion consists of a Straight Line, a Circle and
a Half-Circle. Although it can also
be made from just a Circle and HalfCircle, as we have shown previously.
case Greek letter alpha]

[in the NOTE at the end of Theorem 15]
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Nevertheless, all these ways fall within one and the same Mystical design.
But λ & δ are, at least Primarily, like images of other implements (indeed,
λ is VITREOUS [made of glass], but, δ is an Earthen one [made of clay, earthware, stone,

etc] [ λ and δ are the lowercase Greek letters lamda and delta, which, in uppercase, are Λ and Δ ].

And secondly, λ and δ may remind us of a certain Pestle and Mortar,
which have to be made from a material (truly) that with them we can Pulverize
into fine Powders, Artificial Pearls without drilled perforations, Plates of crystal
or Beryl, Chrysolites and precious Rubies, also Carbuncles and other Most Rare
Artificial Stones.

Lastly, that which you see marked ω is a small vessel which is Full of
Mysteries. The vessel differs from the very last letter of the Greek Alphabet (now
restored to its originally established Mystagogic [pertaining to mysteries] meaning) by
a slight, but obvious, transposition of its parts, which are two half-circles.
It is not Necessary to further discuss the shape of these common Vessels
nor the Materials (from which they should be made). Yet it should be noted that
α [lower case Greek letter alpha] is waiting for an opportunity to perform its role, by a
short, but very Secret ARTIFICIAL air-vent.
And
it will draw forth a Primordial Specimen most useful to Beginners of this
WORK until a more skillful Way of Preparing SUBTLE [substances] becomes
known to them. But any external Air or Wind would do much damage in λ, the
glass [vessel], (in the performance of its principal function).

ω, however, is a MAN of ALL HOURS.

[lowercase Greek omega]

Corollary [Porisma]
Who cannot detect the scent of those sweet and healthful Fruits of
The Holy Art [Tes ieras Texnes] that arises (I declare) from the Mystery of just
these two letters? We shall bring some of these [fruits] (from our HESPERIAN
GARDEN) a little closer, to be seen as if in a mirror.
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Yet we still will not be bringing forth anything but our MONAD.
For the Straight Line appearing in Alpha is homologous to the part marked
by the Letter M in the most recent Anatomy of the Cross. From this the rest
of the chart becomes accesible.
Existing
before the
Elements.

Mortal
Adam
Male and
Female.

Mortification.

Wrapped
in
Shadow.

Born in a
Stable.
Sacrificed
on the
Cross

Ordering
of the
Elements.

Consummation
of the
Elemental
Geneology.

Cross.

Cross.

Existing
after the
Elements.

ADAM
IMMORTALIS.

Vivification.

Manifestation.

Conceived
by his Own
Influence.

Powerful
Seed.

The
Creation of
Matter.

Earthly
Marriage.

Beginning.

Suffering
and
Burial.

YHWH
Virtue of
the Denary.

Glorious
Rising again
and
by his own
Triumphant
Virtue.

Purification Martyrdom
on the
of the
Cross.
Elements.
Transformation.

Divine
Marriage.

King
of Kings
Everywhere.

Middle.

End.

With these few [words in the chart], I know I am providing not only
starting points [arormas], but Conclusive Proofs [Apodixes] to those in whom
inwardly there blazes a fiery Vigor and a heavenly Origin. May they readily lend an ear to the great Democritus, announcing to those who wish a
remedy for their spirit and who, by all means, crave a deliverance from
their hard labors, that this Doctrine is not Mythical [Mythakon], but Mystical
[Mystikon] and Secret.
[to tes psykes...iama kai pantos moxthou lutêrion kataskseuasai boulomenois]
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As also [they should listen] to he who has asserted that it is the method
established by the speech of the maker of the world, that the religious man,
born of God, by right-working, may learn by these words, which are theological and mystical.

[lôgo demiourgou (demiurge) xosmou (cosmos) metho denetai: ina o theophron xai o thegenes
anthropos, dia tês rutheias ergasias: xai theologixon, xai mustixon logos mathe]

THEOR. 23
We now present the proportions, accurately notated, observed by us
in the Hieroglyphical Construction of the MONAD, to be observed by those
wishing to bear it on Rings and Seals, or to use it in other ways.
In the Name of JESUS CHRIST who was for us affixed to the
CROSS (the pen only of Whose Spirit, writing these things swiftly through
me, I Desire and I Hope to be), we shall now endeavor to obtain all these Measurements from our ELEMENTS of our CROSS.
We do this because (in accordance with the SUBJECT MATTER of
our INTENDED ARGUMENT) everything that takes the Beginning of its
Generation under the Celestial MOON is either composed of the FOUR Elements or is itself on Elementary ESSENCE. And that [is possible] in various
ways that are not Commonly Known.
And since these Elements are not in Equal Proportion or strength in
any Created thing, yet (as the Wise know) can in certain things be reduced to
Equality by Art, we have made our CROSS from equal and unequal parts.
Thus, in another regard, we may call them the Same and the Different,
or the One and the Many, while (as we pointed out above) Secretly admitting
the qualities Peculiar to the equilateral CROSS.
But, if we were to clearly point out the causes or divulge all the reasons (which we hold fast) for the PROPORTIONS shown here, more than the
ones we have explained (to the wise) throughout the whole book, we would be
passing beyond our limits, which were not prescribed without intent.
Choose any Point in a plane, for example A. Draw a line through it at
sufficient length on both sides. Make this C,A,K. At Point A, on the line KC,
erect a Perpendicular.
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Extend it to a sufficient Length (in Infinitum, as the Geometers say, and
rightly so, to avoid inconveniences). Let this line be DAE. Now, choose a Point
anywhere on line AK and let it be B.
Thus, having first of all established AB (which is the common Measure
of our work) project its triple [length] from A towards C. This line shall be AC.
Make AE Twice the Length of
AB. Also, make AD Twice the Length
of AB. Thus, the whole DE is Four
Times the length of AB.
In this way, we have made our

CROSS OF THE ELEMENTS from a

QUATERNARY of lines: AB, AC, AD,
and AE.

Let a straight line of length AD
be cut out of the BK and call it BI.
With a Centerpoint at I, and a Radius of
IB, describe a Circle. The Circle cuts
line AK at R, so the diameter of the
circle is BK.
Let a straight line of length AB
be drawn from point R towards K, and
let it be RK. Then, let a straight line of
sufficient length be drawn extending
out from both sides points K (at right
angles to AK) which shall be line PKF.
Let a straight line of length AD be projected from point K toward F and
let it be line KF. With a centerpoint at K and radius KF describe a half-circle
FLP, whose diameter is FKP.
Finally, let a perpendicular to the straight line AC be drawn through
point C. It should extend to sufficient length on either side and be called OCQ.
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Then, on line CO and from point C, make a straight line of length
AB, which shall be CM. With a center point at M and radius MC, describe
a half-circle CHO whose diameter is CMO. Likewise, a line of length AB
shall be made along CQ and from point C, and this line shall be CN. With a
centerpoint N and radius NC, describe half-circle CGQ, whose diameter is
CNQ.
We now affirm that all the required PROPORTIONS of our MONAD
have been explained and described.
We should point out to the Mechanicum that the whole line CK
consists of nine equal parts, each the length of our F UNDAMENTAL AB.
Thus, he may go about performing this work in another way.
Also, all Diameters and Radii ought to be marked with (as the
Mecanici say) invisible lines. Nor should any CENTERS remain visible,
except for the Solar Center, which is seen here marked with the letter I.
Furthermore, no more letters are to be added.
Now, for the sake of Ornament (there are no Mystical requirements
considered by us now) the Mechanicus can add a certain Surface Width to
the Solar Circumference (by drawing one concentric circle inside of it). (The
distance between the two concentric circles should be approximately one fifth
to one quarter of AB [the length of that “common Measure”] ).
The Moon is to be a fully horn-shaped, the way she appears in the Sky
after her first Conjunction with the Sun. To do this, measure up from point K,
towards point R, a fourth or fifth (as we have mentioned) of the length of line
AB. Using this as a Center, and line AB, which is in fact the Radius of the
Moon, draw a second partial-Circumference, which will contact and rest on
both sides of the previously drawn Half-Circle.
A similar thing can be done at points M and N. Erect Perpendiculars
at these points and measure upwards one sixth the length of AB, or even less.
With these new points as centers and the previously used radii MC and NC,
draw second half-circles, as it were, on the outside.
[A “Mechanicum” is a skilled workman without the knowledge of Mathematical demonstration –
Dee’s definition from the Preface to Euclid]
[“invisible” is a translation of Dee’s Latin word obscuris, meaning “dark”, which poetically
means “invisible,” as objects become invisible in the darkness.]
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Finally, on both sides
of the Straight Lines of our
Cross, drawn parallel lines at a
distance of about one tenth to
one eighth of that length AB.
Thus, our CROSS is
made from FOUR, as it were,
Linear Surfaces whose width is
about one fifth to one quarter
of length AB.
In this adjoining
illustration, I have sketched in
outline one way that this Ornamentation might be done. One
may arrange all [these widths]
however he sees fit, as long as
no harm (not even the slightest) is done to our Mystical
PROPORTIONS.
By such negligence,
the new Discipline of these true (and essential) Hieroglyphic Measurements
may, in the course of time, be thrown into confusion or even perish.
It [this “new Discipline”] is by far more splendid and Grand than we have
been able, or indeed, even wanted, to explain in this little book. TRUTH, the
Daughter of Time, will teach this, GOD WILLING.
We will now Methodically place a few more things before your eyes,
which may be obvious to anyone becoming practiced in the Symmetries of our
MONAD. Let’s begin with the QUATERNARY of Lines in the Cross.
Some are in the habit of declaring that these lines are, in essence,
FOUR. But, this QUATERNARY of lines, rightfully, is capable of a different
Mystical partitioning and calculation.
[To summarize these “secondary” circles and half circles:
(1) A circle is drawn inside the Solar Circle.
(2) A half-circle is drawn above the Lunar Crescent.
(3) Two half circles are drawn above the two horns of Aries.]
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Thirdly, we will point out several examples of Numbers, which
are used by God in NATURE, that we have skillfully derived from it [the
Cross] or from other Theories throughout the book.
[Fourthly] We

shall blend in others [other numbers], in apropriate
places, which, if understood correctly, will bear not a little fruit. All this
we shall do concisely.

PYTHAGOREAN QUARTERNARY

All possible
Transpositions
The
Pythagorean
Sum
A Complete
addition of
the parts,
yields

Our Canon of Transposition

However many Numbers are chosen to describe, make a Continuous multiplication from the First to the Last, starting from the First
” Monad and proceeding with the Natural sequence.
”

In other words, multiply the First times the second, then that
Product by the Third, then that Product by the Fourth, continuing to your
” last number.
”

The final product is the number of Possible Permutations in so
many places [or how many ways in which the chosen number of digits can be re-ar” ranged].
This same procedure of computation can be used anywhere and
” for so many diverse things. I highly Recommend this Operation to you
(O KING) as the one most useful in every investigation of Nature
and also in the Affairs of the Republic. I am in the habit of using it with
the greatest of satisfaction in the Tziruph (or Thmura) of the Hebrews.
”

QUA-
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Continuous
multiplication
yields

ARTIFICIAL QUATERNARY

Simple
Addition
yields

Sum of
the addition
of All the parts is

Equal to All
possible
Permutations of
a Quarternary.
In Nature, the
highest limit of
Purity and
Excellence
of Gold
is 24 Karat
as long as
it is in one’s
possession
above the earth.

I am Indeed not Ignorant that, from the Arithmetical Virtue and FORMAL
NATURE of the QUATERNARY, very many other Numbers could be
brought to light.
But HE who does not understand how their greatly concealed Nature is to be developed and illuminated would feel his intellect
blunted, not sharpened by a greater multitude of them.
Therefore, the carefully considered diagrams which
follow show how our Numbers Originate in the
WEIGHING OF ELEMENTS, marking the
MEASURES OF TIME, and finally in the
ordering of the STEPS of the Power and
Virtues of Things.
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Agent: external
Virtue
Acquired, Inter
nal
“Our Numbers
have such Dignity
that to violate
their Laws would be
a Sin against the
Wisdom of Nature.
Indeed, these Laws
announce with
authority the certain
and Fixed Limits
that Nature wants
to teach us
(in the examination
of its greatest
mysteries).”
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Words cannot express the many things that can be drawn forth from
these Diagrams (if they are deeply contemplated).
So we give here one Reason, above all others (which, together with
this whole new art, we divulge from the first time) why the QUATERNARY,
as well as the DENARY impose, for the common good, certain limits in Numeration.
We assert that the reasoning, which our Ancestors extolled
is not as complete and exact as the
one we will now make known.
It is neither in the power
of NATURE, nor any ART to
impel any MOVEMENT or progress UNLESS IT BE BY FOUR
Supercelestial Revolutions.
After this, the MONAD will be wholly and fully Physically Restored
(then, indeed, it is a MOST UNITED MONAS, what the Magi proclaim as
ONENESS).
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”
”
”
”
”

(And thus is brought forth for us, He, whom, on account
of his eminence, we wish to denote in this way [as inverted].)
This is so because there is no OVERFLOWING CREATIVE power in the Elemental world, nor the Celestial, nor the
SUPERCELESTIAL, with which it has not been most completely
enriched and endowed.

FOUR Famous Men who were Philosophizing together (in times
past), through their labors, grasped its real Effect. For a long time, they were
Astonished by the Great Wonder of the Thing. Then, at length, they devoted
themselves entirely to Singing and preaching Praises of the Most Good and
Great God. On account of this, they were granted great Abundance, as well
as the Wisdom and Power to rule over other CREATURES.
THEOR. 24
In the Beginning of this Little Book, we started with a Point, a
Straight Line, and a Circle.
1.

Now, at the End, like a Circle Completing Itself, we have a POINT,
LINE, and our ELEMENTS Flowing Out of our MONAD, which is Analogous to the Equinoctial when a Circuit is completed in 24 Hours.

2.

THUS, at last, in this our Twenty-Fourth Theorem, we shall
Consummate and Conclude with the METAMORPHOSIS of ALL THE
TRANSPOSITIONS OF PARTS OF A QUATERNARY (defined by the
Number 24).

3.

HONOR and GLORY to Him, who Sitteth on the Throne (as John,
Chief Protector of Divine Mysteries Testifies in the FOURTH, AND LAST
verse of the FOURTH Chaper of Revelations).

4.

AROUND Whom were four Animals (each having SIX WINGS),
DAY and NIGHT, without rest, declaring Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Al-

mighty, Who was, Who is, and Who will come.
5.
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And WHOM, 24 ELDERS, in 24 Seats, placed in a CIRCLE, falling forwards prostrate (HAVING CAST OFF THEIR GOLDEN CROWNS)
adore, saying:

28
Thou art Worthy, O Lord, to receive the GLORY and the HONOR and the POWER,

FOR THOU HAST CREATED ALL THINGS.
Because of THY WILL, THEY ARE,
AND HAVE BEEN CREATED.
AMEN, SAYS
THE FOURTH LETTER,

To whom GOD gave the
Will and Ability to record
this Divine Mystery in a
Written Memorial, and to
complete these his Labors
peacefully on January 25th,
having begun on the 13th
day of the same

In the year 1564, Antwerp.

INTELLECT

JUDGES
TRUTHat a Point
Contact
The Eye of the Vulgar
will, here, be Obscured
and most Distrustful

ANTWERP:
PREPARED BY GULIELMUS SILVIO, ROYAL TYPOGRAPHER: ON THE DAY BEFORE THE

FIRST DAY OF THE MONTH OF APRIL, IN THE YEAR 1564
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And of the Fruit of the Earth,
He Will Give

The Watery Dew
of Heaven
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1577
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[Henry Billingsley’s note to the reader]
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[Introduction and Definitions written by John Dee]
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[“Brief Treatise” by Flussas annexed at the end of Book 16]
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[Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Washington DC]

Preface to Euclid

1570

Modernization

THE ELEMENTS
OF GEOMETRY

by the most ancient
Philosopher

Euclid

of Megara
For the first time,
faithfully translated into English
by Henry Billingsley,
Citizen of London.
To which are attached
certain explanatory notes,
annotations, and inventions
made by the best mathematicians
of both the past and the present.

With a very fruitful Preface written by Master John Dee,
specifying the chief Mathematical Sciences,
What they are and how they are commodious.
Disclosing certain new Mathematical
and Mechanical secrets
that were, until these our days, greatly missed
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Notes on this Modernization

On the facing page is a modernization of Dee’s “Groundplat,” which serves
as a comprehensive index to all the things he discusses in the Preface. You’ll see
words you never knew existed. That’s because Dee coined many of them (and they
never really caught on).
Why bother translating an English book into English? One reafon is fimple.
Few folks feel like wading through a fwamp ftrewn with s’s that look like f’s. Second, for cost considerations, Elizabethan typesetters filled the pages chockablock
with words. The text has been graphically lightened by adding much-needed breathing room.
For the sake of clarity, I have made other alterations. Chapter headings have
been added that correspond with the Groundplat. Sentences have been shortened and
rearranged. Words whose main definitions have morphed during the past centuries
have been changed. Some spellings has been modernized (like Zography for Zographie). I have eliminated much of Dee’s ubiquituous italicizing, but I have kept his
emphatic capitalzations.
Some might feel that Dee’s words should not be changed at all, much as
Shakespeare’s original words are often held sacrosanct. (To modernize or not to modernize, that is the question.)
To those traditionalists, and indeed to everyone, I recommend you plod
through at least parts of Dee’s Elizabethan English. I’ll admit that certain subtle word
meanings and alliterative phrases have been lost in my translation. But too me, it’s
better that this priceless antique is dusted off, polished up, and brought to light rather
than let it remain in its original condition in a dark corner of the attic of history.
Dee’s Preface provides an interesting overview of the main branches of science, but its real value is that it contains hidden clues that help unravel the puzzle of
the Monas Hieroglyphica, as well as design of the John Dee Tower.
Jim Egan
(2010)
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J. DEE

Here you have (as promised) the Groundplat of my Mathematical Preface annexed to
Euclid’s Elements of Geometry published for the first time in our English tongue.
In the Year1570, February 3.

Simple Arithmetic

Arithmetic

In Supernatural, Eternal
and Divine Things,

Demonstrates all the properties of Numbers.
In which Unit is Indivisible.

(by application Ascending)

Mixed Arithmetic

With aid of Geometric Principals,
demonstrates an Arithmetical purpose.

Principal
Arts
(there are
only two)

Simple Geometry

Geometry

The use
of these

Demonstrates all the properties of Magnitudes.
In which the Point is Indivisible.

Mixed Geometry

Common
Arithmetic
Some have
the names
of the
Principals

Measuring
things
at hand

Some have
their own
names

Mecometry (All Lengths)
Embadometry (All Planes, of land, boards, glass, etc.)
Stereometry (All Solids, of timber, stone, vessels, etc.)
Geodesy

Apomecometry

Measuring
things that
are distant
(either on
Land or or
at Sea)

(derive from
the Two
Principle
Arts)

In Natural Things, both
Essential and Incidental,
Visible and Invisible

Arithmetic of Whole Numbers; Arithmetic of Fractions
Arithmetic of Proportions
Circular Arithmetic
Arithmetic of Radical (Root) Numbers ( simple, compound or mixed, and of their fractions)
Arithmetic of Cossick Numbers (involving an unknown); the great Art of Algebra

Common
Geometry

Derivative
Arts

(without further application)

(by application Descending)

With aid of Arithmetic Principals,
demonstrates a Geometrical purpose,
such as Euclid’s Elements.

Mathematical
Arts and
Sciences

In Mathematical Things

The similar
uses and
applications
in the
Derivative
Mathematical Arts
(though in a
lower
degree ).

(The linear distance between
any object and the Meaurer)

Hypsometry

(The height or depth of anything
from the level of the Measurer)

Platometry

(The surface area of a plane
the Measurer can see)

(surveying)

From
which
these
Feats and
Arts are
grown

Geography
(topography)

Chorography

(local topography)

Hydrography

(the study of oceans)

Stratarithemetry

(for military purposes)

Perspective (Optics, or the properties of Direct, Bent, and Reflected Rays)
Astronomy (Distances, Magnitudes and all natural Motions of the planets and fixed stars)
Music (judging and ordering the many varieties of Sound)
Cosmography (describing of the Heavenly and Elemental parts of the World)
Astrology (the secret Influence of the planets and fixed stars in every elemental body)
Statike (Weighing things, the properties of heaviness and lightness of all things)
Anthrography (number, measure, weight, figure, situation and color of Man)
Trochelike (the properties of all Circular motions, in devices using wheels and pulleys)
Helicosophy (the designing of all Spirals, like a screw or a spiral stairway)
Pneumatithme (air or water Pressure, in things like bellows and pumps )
Menandry (Multiplying of a force used for lifting, pulling or pushing)
Hypogeiody (mapping Tunnels under the earth’s surface)
Hydragogy (Directing the flow of water, like in aqueducts and canals)
Horometry (determining the exact Time, with sundials or various inventions)
Zography (Painting from Life, using lines and color to represent what you see)
Architecture (the Reasoning for the Lineaments and Framing of a house, building, fort, or ship)
Navigation (finding the shortest Route between two places over the seas)
Thaumaturgike (Wonderworkings that can be perceived by the senses)
Archimastry (certifying something by experience, Experimental science)
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TO THE GENUINE LOVERS

of truth and diligent Students of the Noble Sciences,

JOHN DEE, of London,

heartily wishes grace from heaven, and most prosperous
success in all their honest attempts and exercises.

Ivine Plato, the great Master of many worthy
Philosophers and the constant avoucher and pithy
persuader of Unum, Bonum, and Ens [Truth, Goodness,
and Beauty] in his School and Academy, was visited
occasionally by certain kind of men (besides his
ordinary scholars), allured by the noble fame of
Plato, and the great commendation of his profound
and profitable doctrine.
But such Hearers, after long harkening to
him, perceived from the drift of his discourses that
Unum, Bonem, and Ens was Spiritual, Infinite,
Eternal, and Omnipotent. When they realized that
nothing was being alleged or expressed about
worldly goods, worldly dignity, health, strength, lustiness of body, nor anything about the way to attain
marvelous bodily bliss and happiness for the senses, immediately their fantasies were dampened. Their
opinion of Plato was completely changed. Indeed, they came to look down scornfully on his doctrine and
left his school, never to return.
Plato’s student, Aristotle, felt the cause of this was that they had no forewarning or information “
about the general direction of his doctrine. Being aware of the scope of Plato’s intentions beforehand,
they could have better decided whether to stay away from the school or to study there to their full
satisfaction. Thus, Aristotle learned to explain beforehand what he was going to speak about and the
extent to which he would cover the subject.
As I think about the diverse styles of these two excellent Philosophers (though both certainly
“
“
were a great teachers, and they often spoke without prefacing their teaching), I am in no little pang of
perplexity. It would be easier for me to simply not write a Preface at all (using Plato as my example).
Writing a Preface is more commendable and even essential (to introduce the Mathematical Arts into
common use), but it is full of great difficulty and sundry dangers. Starting unceremoniously without
an introduction would not be appropriate in presenting such unfamiliar matters to an audience so
unacquainted with the subject.
I trust (now imitating Aristotle) that I can do justice to the full breadth and dignity of the
Mathematical State by clearly prescribing its range, and precisely expressing its chief purposes and most
wonderful applications.
I am certain that those diligent students, who listen to Plato all the way through his final
conclusion, had their desires so infinitely fulfilled. Likewise, those who read my Preface introducing the
Mathematical Arts will be greatly satisfied.
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“
“
The
intent
of this
Preface
“
“
“

The quicker the Pythagorical, and Platonical perfect scholar and the determined, profound
Philosopher is allured to this work, the sooner and faster he will (like the Bee) gather both wax and honey.
Thus, I consider it a great occasion (for the reasons just mentioned and also with respect to the
general Mathematical Art), to use a certain forewarning and Preface, whose content shall be that mighty,
most pleasant and fruitful Mathematical Tree, with its chief arms and second (grafted) branches. I will
both explain and show the usefulness of these arms and branches. This enterprise is so great that (in these
days) it has never accomplished by any one else (to my knowledge). Also, it is quite difficult, in these our
dreary days, for such rare and strange Arts to gain the respect to which they are entitled.
In exchange for my sincere endeavor to satisfy your honest expectations, all you have to do is
lend me your thankful mind for a while. I will be as succinct as my speedy pen will allow. Apply your eye
or ear attentively. Perhaps after reading the Preface you will find the lesson long enough. But more likely
you will be hooked by the lion’s claw and, being much more well-informed, make your own conjectures
about its royal symmetries and other properties. Now, my gentle friends and countrymen, turn your eyes
and bend your minds to that doctrine, which, for our present purpose, my simple talent is able to provide.

[three kinds of things in the Universe:
Supernatural, Natural, and Mathematical]
There are three generals categories of all things which have being: Supernatural, Natural, and a
third kind. Supernatural Things are immaterial, simple, indivisible, incorruptible, and unchangeable.
Supernatural Things can only comprehended by the mind. Natural things are able to be perceived by
the senses.
Natural things can involve probability and conjecture, but Supernatural things are the chief
demonstration of a most absolute science. By comparing the properties of the two types, we can better
describe the state, the condition, the nature and the property of the third thing I mentioned.
This third type is given a special name: Mathematical things. They are (in a manner of
speaking) in the middle between Supernatural and Natural things. They are not as absolute and
excellent as Supernatural things, but not as base and gross as Natural things. They are immaterial but,
nevertheless, are they somewhat able to be signified by material things.
And though their particular Images are aggregable and divisible by art, their general
Forms are always constant, unchangeable, untransformable, and incorruptible. They cannot, at
any time, be perceived or judged by the senses, but they also can’t be considered to have been first
conceived in the royal minds of Man. Above the imperfection of conjecture, supposing, and opinion,
yet just below high intellectual conceptualizing, are the Mercurial fruits of Dianetical discourse [the use
of Reasoning], which exist in perfect imagination.
These Mathematical things have a marvelous neutrality, yet they also have a strange
participation between Supernatural, immortal, intellectual, simple, indivisible things and Natural,
mortal, sensible, compounded, divisible things.
Probability and sensible prose may well serve in natural things, and is commendable. However,
in Mathematical reasonings a probable argument is not regarded as useful, nor can its testimony serve
as proof. Only a perfect demonstration of certain essential and invincible truths (which have been
universally concluded with certainty) will suffice for an exact and pure mathematical argument.
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( .j.)

[the two Principal kinds of Mathematical things:
Number and Magnitude]

There are two principal kinds of Mathematical things, namely, Number and Magnitude. 		
We define Number to be a certain mathematical sum of Units.
A Unit is a mathematical thing that cannot be divided. Because of some likeness to this property
of the Unit, something which acts like one, or is counted as one, may reasonably be called One.
We consider a Unit to be a Mathematical thing, though it be no Number, as it is indivisible.
Actually, Number is a principal Mathematical thing because it consists of Units.
Magnitude is also a Mathematical thing. Anything whose nature involves length, width, or
breadth is a Magnitude.
A Magnitude that has all three dimensions we call a Solid or a Body.
A magnitude with only two of these dimensions we call a Surface or a Plane.
A magnitude with only one of these dimensions we call a Line.
Every line has two ends. The ends of a line are called Points.
A Point is an indivisible Mathematical thing, which has a certain determined position. Moving
a point from a determined position mathematically produces a Line in the direction it moved. In this
respect, the ancient Mathematicians referred to a line as the race or course of a Point.
We also refer to a Point as Mathematical thing, even though it is not a Magnitude. It is indivisible
because it is an end or boundary of a Line, which is a true Magnitude. We may define a Magnitude to be
that Mathematical thing which is infinitely divisible into parts, whether it is a solid, a plane or a line. As
I said, though a Point is not a Magnitude, Terminatively we regard it as a Mathematical thing because it is
the end or bound of a line.
Neither Number nor Magnitude have any Materiality. First, we will consider Number and the
Mathematical Science that pertains to it, which is called Arithmetic. Then we will consider Magnitude
and its Science, which is called Geometry. (But I am not content with that word Geometry, for reasons I
will discuss shortly).
How Immaterial and free from all matter Number is. Who does not perceive, or wonderfully
wonder about this? For neither the pure Elements nor Aristotle’s Quinta Essentia [Fifth Essence] can
represent the proper matter of numbers. Nor is the purity and simplicity of spiritual and angelical
substance proper enough to represent numbers.
As the great and godly Philosopher Anitius Boetius, said “ Omnia quacuna a primeva rerum
natura constructa sunt, Numerorum videntur ratione formata. Hoc enim fuit principale in animo
Conditoris Exemplar.”
That is, “All things (which from the very first original being of things, have been framed and
made) do appear to be formed by the reason of Numbers. For this was the principal example or pattern in
the mind of the Creator.”
O comfortable allurement, O ravishing persuasion, to deal with a Science whose subject
is so ancient, so pure, so excellent, so surmounting all creatures, and so used by the Almighty and
incomprehensible wisdom of the Creator in the distinct creation of all creatures. The distinct parts,
properties, natures, and virtues of all creatures are ordered and, by most absolute number, brought from
Nothing to the Formality of their being and state.
We may both wind and draw ourselves into the inward and deep search and view of all Creatures’
distinct virtues, natures, properties, and forms if we learn the properties of Numbers (as perfectly as the
science permits.) And also, farther, arise, climb, ascend, and mount up (with Speculative wings) in spirit,
to behold in the Mirror of Creation, the Form of Forms, the Exemplar Number of all things Numerable,
both visible and invisible, mortal and immortal, Corporal and Spiritual.

Number
Note the
word Unit
to express
the Greek
Monas&
not Unity
as we
have allcommonly,
until now,
used.

A point
A line

Magnitude

“
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In the
Year 1488.
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(.j. verso)

Part of this profound and divine Science was explored by Joachim the Prophesier [Joachim
of Fiore, ca. 1135-1202]. By using Formal, Natural and Rational Numbers he was able to predict and
foretell particular important events long before they happened. His books are good proof of this.
Besides that, the noble Joannes Pico Earl of Mirandola, [Pico della Mirandola,1463-1493] was a
trustworthy witness that “Joachim, in his prophesies proceeded by no other way than by Formal
Numbers.”
This Earl himself, in Rome, posted 900 Conclusions regarding all kinds of Sciences so
they might be debated openly. Among the rest of his Mathematical Conclusions (in his eleventh
Conclusion), he writes this sentence, in Latin (which I have phrased in English):
“By numbers, a way is had, to the searching out, and understanding of everything able to be
known. To verify this Conclusion, I promise to answer to the 74 Questions written below by using
Numbers.”
To avoid superfluous wordiness and because Pico’s works are commonly available, I will
not relate these Conclusions, but they should be read diligently and contemplated thoughtfully by
earnest Observers. The constant law of numbers is planted in Natural and Supernatural things, and
is prescribed to all Creatures, to be kept inviolably. To stay within my bounds, I will simply mention
that there are other remarkable things in Pico’s Conclusions which demonstrate wonderful mysteries
that can be understood by way of numbers.
It is easy to gather that Number has a treble state: One, in the Creator. Another in every
Creature (in respect of his complete constitution). And the third in Spiritual and Angelical minds,
and in the Soul of man.
In the first and third state, Number is termed Number Numbering.
But in the second state (all Creatures), Number is termed Number Numbered. Number bears such
a sway and has such an affinity in our soul, that some of the old Philosophers taught that Man’s soul
was a Number moving itself. And indeed, it does seem as though we are the result of a Fortunate
Accident. However, the Fortunate Accident is that the Creator was a perfect and eternal being long
before all Creatures were made.
Therefore, Number Numbering is the discretion, discernment, and distinction of things.
In the beginning, God the Creator produced all things orderly and distinctly, according to his
discretion. His Numbering was his Creating of all things. And his Continual Numbering of all
things is why they are Conserved in being. Where and when he will lack a Unit, there and then, that
particular thing shall be Dis-created. (But I won’t dwell on this subject)
Man’s dividing, distincting, and Numbering creates nothing. But with regards to the whole
multitude of Number, it makes certain and distinct determinations. And even though these things be
weighty, and truths of great importance (by the infinite goodness of the Almighty Ternarie), there
are Artificial methods and easy ways by which the zealous Philosopher may approach this Riverish
[abounding in rivers] Ida, this Mountain of Contemplation, and then even more Contemplation.
Number is a thing so Immaterial, so divine, and so eternal, but by degrees, little by little,
stretching forth and applying some likeness of itself, it can become Material. It starts, as a Spiritual
thing. Then it can be brought lower, to things perceived by the senses, like an echo. Then even
lower, to things that may be seen and are numerable. And finally (most grossly) to a multitude of
corporal things that can be seen and felt. Of these gross and sensible things, we are trained to learn
a certain Image or likeness of numbers, and to use them skillfully for our pleasure and profit. As
mortals, our spiritual selves are so coarse, and our understanding is so dull, that our Senses rule the
commonwealth of our little world.
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Thus we say, Three Lions are three, or a Ternarie. Three Eagles are three, or a Ternarie.
Each of these Ternaries is the Union, knot and Uniformity of three discrete and distinct Units. That
is, in each Ternarie, we can point out or show three separate parts: One, One, and One. But in
Numbering, we say One, Two, Three. How far these visible Ones differ from our Indivisible Units
(of pure Arithmetic) no man is ignorant.
From these gross and material things we may also be led back upwards, degree by degrees,
directing our rude Imagination towards the conceiving of Numbers absolutely (now, not using
created things to represent those imagined Numbers). Finally, at great length, we may be able to find
the number of our own earthly name, gloriously exemplified and registered in the book of the most
blessed and eternal Trinity.

[the various kinds of Common Arithmetic]
Understand that vulgar Practicers have extended their definition of Numbers, in various
ways, past what we call Numbers, whose smallest part is a Unit. The common Logician,
Reckonmaster, or Arithmetician, in his using of Numbers, imagines parts smaller than a Unit and
calls them Fractions. For example, he will divide a Unit in two, and call it “a half.” He can find an
infinitely different number of ways to divide the Unit. Even further, he finds Fractions of Fractions.
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, and Extraction of Roots are the chief
parts of Arithmetic, the Science that demonstrates the properties of Numbers and all operations to be
performed in numbers.

“
Arithmetic.
“
“Note.
“

[Arithmetic of Whole Numbers and Arithmetic of Fractions]

1.

[Arithmetic of Proportion]

2.

[Circular Arithmetic]

3.

[Arithmetic of Radical (Root) Numbers]

4.

These five sorts of operations work differently with fractions than they do with whole
numbers. Operations involving Fractions are so a distinctly different that we give them a specific
name. The doctrine of working in whole numbers only, where a Unit is the smallest part allowed, is
simply called Arithmetic. Using using smaller parts is called Arithmetic of Fractions.
Similarly, the necessary, wonderful and Secret doctrine of proportionality also works in its
own special way so we call it the Arithmetic of Proportion.
For speed and greater ease of calculation, the Astronomers, (who deal with circular motions),
have devised a special manner of ordering numbers, involving Sexagones [multiples of sixty], and
Sexagesines [fractions of sixty]. The use of Signs, Degrees, Minutes and Seconds is called the Arithmetic
of Astronomical Fractions or the Arithmetic of Physical Fractions. I have shortened the name to
Circular Arithmetic because it is also used in circles that are not Astronomical.

Another special area of Numbers deals with which is Incommensurability and Irrationality,
a characteristic that can be seen in the study of Magnitude. Remember, in pure Arithmetic, a Unit
is the common Measure of all Numbers. But here, Numbers are like measurements found in Lines,
Planes and Solids. Sometimes they are Rational, and sometimes Irrational. These are used in the 5
3
Cubic
operations of Arithmetic mentioned above and have many types, like: √ Square Root, √
Root, and other roots. So this is also considered to be a another different kind of Arithmetic.
[Dee actually uses

for the square root symbol and

for the cube root symbol.]
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In practice, often two,
3
15
√12 + √
or
three, four, or more roots
3
4
19 + √12 – √2
are combined, for example: √

(.ij. verso)

And sometimes whole numbers
(or fractions of whole Numbers) are
combined with various roots:

20
3

√
4

+

3

√24

or

16 + 33 –
or

√44 + 12

1
4

√10
3
9
+√

The variety of combinations is infinite. Some of these examples involve fractions, so this
operation in Arithmetic greatly enlarged by various mixings with the other operations.
To steer clear of objections and to keep it understandable for students, I call this operation
the Art of Radical [Root] Numbers. As you can learn in Euclid’s Tenth Book, it is incorrect to think
that all roots are Irrational Numbers (Surds). Calling them Radical Numbers and prefixing them with
a special sign ( √ ) distinguishes them from other Numbers.

[Arithmetic of Cossick Numbers (involving an unknown); the great Art of Algebra]
Aside from this, consider the incredible power of man’s Search and Capacity, his infinite
desire for knowledge. By mixing theory and practice he has gone ever further and discovered one of
the most Practical uses for Number: the great Arithmetical Art of Equation,commonly called the
Rule of Cossick or the Rule of Algebra. The Latins called it Reglam Rei & Census or the Rule of a
Thing and its Value. This name is appropriate because it includes the first and last points of this work
[both sides of the equation]. Some of its names in Italian, French, and Spanish include the Latin word
Res, but usually it’s simply called Algebra. However, there are two ways using this word can be
misleading.
One has to do with the idea that Geber invented it [Abu Musa Jabir (Geber) ibn Hayyan, ca.721- ca.
815]. The other has to do with the spelling of the word Algebra.
Geber had great skill in Numbers, Geometry, Astronomy, and other marvellous arts and was
quite capable of developing this rule. However, long before Geber’s time, a Greek Philosopher and
*In the
Year Mathematician named Diophantus wrote 13 books on the subject (of which six are still extant). I was
1550 able to borrow them* from the famous Mathematician and my great friend, Petrus Montaureus.
And secondly, the true name is Algiebar, and not Algebra. This can be proven by the title
of a work by the Arabian Avicenna, which was translated (with precision) into Latin by Andreas
Alpagus (an expert in the Arabic language):
“Scientia faciendi Algiebar & Almachabel i. Scientia inveniendi numerum ignotum, per
additionem Numeri, & divsionnem & aequationnem.”
Which translated means,“The Science of working Algiebar and Almachabel, that is, the
Science of finding an unknown number, by Adding of a Number, & Division & equation.”
This title includes the name and it also touches on the the principal parts of the Rule. Calling
5. it the Rule of Equation or the Art of Equation clarifies the State of the Rule and highlights its
middle part [which is the equals sign, between the first part and the last part].
This Rule has a peculiar Character that makes it different from the other Arithmetical
operations. It involves all the kinds of Numbers, Simple, Compound, Mixed, as well as Fractions.
Because it contains the whole power of Numbers’ practical Application, this Rule and the Arithmetic
of Algiebar are profound subjects for Man’s intellect to deal with. In human Studies, affairs, and
exercises nothing involving number is more profitable or more suited to the divine force of the Soul.
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[practical uses for Arithmetic]
Perhaps you have been looking for proof or evidence of the use, profit, and Commodity of
vulgar Arithmetic in the Common life and trade of men. I will now demonstrate how useful Atithmetic
can be. I must be careful not to bore you with too many proofs, yet show you enough so that you
understand the process. First, I will demonstrate a proof, then give four, five, or six examples. This
should be enough to persuade any reasonable man to love, honor, learn, and practice the excellent
science of Arithmetic.
Who is a better recipient of the fruits of Arithmetic than Merchants (of all kinds)? Some
Merchants don’t use Arithmetic, and feel they don’t even need it.
How could they possibly refuse the assistance of the Golden Rule (whether using it in a simple or
compound instance) either forward or backward?
[In mathematics, the Golden Rule is the “Rule of Proportionality” or the “Rule of Three.” When 3 numbers in a

proportional equation are given, it teaches how to figure out what the fourth one is. For example, (2 to 3 = 9 to X) is “forward”; (2 to 3 = X to 12) is “backward”]

In the Rules of Fellowship (either with or without regard to time) how can they not be assisted
by Arithmetic [Merchants in a company each profit in proportion to the percentage of stock they own].
Arithmetic is necessary even if it’s just between a Merchant and his Factor [trading partner]. Wouldn’t a
Merchant find Arithmetic essential when Bartering wares, or when the exchange was partially goods
and partially money?
How could Merchant Adventurers and Sea Travelers order their affairs properly (and without
loss) unless certain Rules for the Exchange of money (or Rechange) were devised for their uses?
In many instances, the Rule of Alligation demonstrates truth. In how many instances has the
Rule of Alligation been useed to determine a truth so precise that it could not be determined by natural
wits, regardless of experience? [Alligation means “a linking or mixing.” If two differently priced grains are mixed,
what is the price of the mixture? This rule is used in mixing medicines, or metals, or (shamefully) in the dilution of wine.]

And how ample and wonderful is the Rule of False Positions, especially as it has been explained by two excellent Mathematicians (who were acquaintances of mine in their lifetime). I am referring to Gemma Frisius and Simon Jacob. [This rule involves guessing an answer for an unknown in an equation,
then making an adjustment upon seeing the result]

Who can briefly summarize the Rules of Capital without Arithmetic? [How much capital or
money is needed to get a business or enterprise started.] Who can Imagine the Myriad of various cases
and examples (in Act and earnest) that are determined by all these Rules?
		
I will leave it to the Merchants to explain all the other ways they commonly use Arithmetical Practices.

The Art of Graduation

Mintmasters and Goldsmiths mix Metals of various kinds and values. They are properly
directed and marvelously pleasured Using Arithmetic as their guide. The honorable Physicians will
acknowledge that they use the Science of Arithmetic in various ways. One of the main uses is to
make compounds of Medicine using the Art of Graduation.
Galen, Aurerois, Arnold of Villanova, and Ramon Lull have each published Rules for
determining the new Form Resulting from adding various Degrees above Temperament. But about
200 years ago, a Method was invented by a Countryman of ours that is easier, more precise, and
more commodious. (I am uncertain who owns a copy of this little Latin treatise, or when it might be
republished.)

R.B.

[Roger
Bacon]
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Both to demonstrate my love of Country and to prove the usefulness of numbers (in this most
subtle and fruitful philosophical conclusion), I will briefly explain the essentials.
First draw a circle with a diameter of one inch. Divide the Circumference into four equal parts.
Extend four lines from the center outwards through the four points. Make each line 4 ½ inches long.
(Thus they will be 4 inches long outside the circle.)
Indicate every inch with clear, accurate markings. If you wish, you can subdivide the inches
again into 10 or 12 equal, smaller parts. At the ends of the lines write the 4 principal elemental Qualities Hot and Cold (opposing each other) and Moist and Dry (opposing each other.) In the Circle write
the word Temperate. This word has a wide range of meanings. For example, it is used in determining the
Complexion of Man [the 4 Humours or 4 Temperments in man are choleric, sanguine, melancholic, and phlegmatic.]

*Take Raymond Lull’s
council
in his book
de Quinta
Essentia
[Fifth Essence]
*Note.
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Given two (mixable) things of known* Degrees, their Quantities (or Weights) are either the
same or different.
Regardless of whether the two things are equal or different, or if they are of the same or different Qualities [like Hot and Cold], the following rule applies: “The form resulting from their Mixture is in
the Middle, between the degrees of the forms that are mixed.”
For example, let A be Moist in the first degree and B be Dry in the third degree. Adding 1 and 3
makes 4. The half or Middle of 4 is 2. Thus, 2 is in the middle equally distant from A and B. Starting at
B and counting 2 degrees towards A, the answer is Dry in the first degree. ( *Note that the Temperament
is not counted. If, at any time, it’s involved in the Mixture, simply use a Cipher [zero].)
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Here’s another example involving C and D on the chart. Suppose C is Hot in the fourth degree
and D is even Temperament (or Zero). Adding 4 plus 0 makes 4. The middle, or half, of 4 is 2. Thus the
Form Resulting from mixing C and D is Hot in the second degree.
Here’s a third example. I have a liquid Medicine whose Quality of heat is exalted to the fourth
degree (like C in the previous example). I have another liquid Medicine whose Quality (namely, E) is heat
in the first degree. (Also let’s suppose the quantities of each of these is the same.) Simply subtract the
lesser from the greater and divide what remains into two equal parts.
So, subtracting 1 from 4 leaves 3. And half of 3 is 1½. Add this to 1 and it results in 2½. (Or
you could have subtracted 1½ from 4 to also arrive at 2½.)
If the Temperament Qualities of two things are different and their Quantities are also different,
this Second Rule Applies. The proportion of the “lesser quantity” to the “greater quantity” is equal to the
proportion of the “greater quantity minus the unknown result” to the “unknown result minus the lesser
quantity.”
This is easier to see by example. Suppose you
had 2 pounds of liquid hot in the fourth degree and only 1
pound of Liquid hot in the third degree. To determine the
Form Resulting from the Mixture of these two Liquids
make a chart like this:

Note.

“
“
“
“
“ The
“ Second
“ Rule
“
“

I have devised an easy, brief and general manner of solving this problem using Algiebar.
Let’s call the Middle form that we are searching for 1
.

[This is Dee’s symbol for “the unknown.” His putting a 1 in front of it does not affect it at all. In modern math, “the

unknown” is usually the letter X. This tradition derives from Geber’s Arabic word for “thing” which in Old Spanish was written

XEI. However to avoid confusion with the multiplication sign “X,” here I will use the letter Z, which somewhat resembles Dee’s
symbol.]

		
So applying the Second Rule, the proportion of the weights (“1” is to “2”) is the same
proportion that “the heavier (4) minus Z” is to “Z minus the lighter (3).”
In short, as 1 is to 2, so 4–Z is to Z–3. In a proportion which involves 4 numbers, the first times
the fourth always equals the second times the third.
Doing that multiplication results in (2–3) = (8–2Z).
Using the Art of Algebra we add 3 to each side of the Equation, resulting in Z = 11– 2Z.
To reduce it further, we can add 2 Z to each side. This results is 3Z =11.
Dividing 11 by 3, the Quotient
is 3 2/3. This is the value of the 1
,
the Coss or the Thing that we were
looking for. So the Form Resulting is
Heat in 3 2/3 degrees.
To check or prove this is easy. Subtracting 3 from 3 2/3 leaves 2/3. Subtracting 3 2/3 from 4
leaves 1/3. And the proportion of 2/3 to 1/3 equals the proportion 2 to 1, which is what was originally
given. (Alternatively we could have added 2Z to each side, prior to subtracting 3 from each side. This
reduces to 3Z–3=8 which is 3Z=11, and the answer is the same.)
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Though this example only involves Mixing two things, more commonly three, four, five, six
or more things are combined into one Compound. Apply these same rules to determine the Form
Resulting from the mixture. The easiest procedure is to determine the Form Resulting from the first
two things, then combine that result with the third thing. Continue this way and the final result is the
Form Resulting from the mixture of them all.
I don’t need to speak much about what the Mixture is. Common Philosophy defines it this
way: Mixtio est miscibilium, alteratorum, per minima conjunctorum, Unio. [‘Combination’ is the unifi-

cation of the ‘combinables’ resulting from their ‘alteration.’ From Debus, Alchemy and Early Modern Chemistry, p. 175]

Every word in this definition is of great importance.
I also don’t need to spend time showing how the other manner of distributing degrees also
agrees with these Rules. Neither do I need to mention further uses of the Cross of Graduation.
Nor will I give any more examples of the kinds of ways the two aforementioned general
Rules can be used. There is enough information here for the quick witted and the Studious. Some
may not understand what I mean without a more lively teaching, but this is not the proper place to
discuss it in full. It is possible that others, with a proud sniff, might disdain what little I have discussed here and would be ungrateful even if I did elaborate.
To conclude, those with modest and earnest Philosophical minds will praise God highly
for this. They will Marvel that the profoundest and subtlest point about the Mixture of forms and
Natural qualities: It is matched and married so wonderfully with the simple, easy, and short way of
the noble Rule of Algiebar.
Who cannot love, praise, and honor the excellent Science of Arithmetic? For here you can
see that the little finger of Arithmetic is mightier and more ingenious than the intellect of 100,000
average men.

[even more practical uses for Arithmetic]

Taxtixou
[Tactics]

Next, we will discuss how the wise and valiant Captain can authoritatively be helped by the
“
Rules
of
Arithmetic in what the Greeks called Taxtixou [Tactics] or the Skill of Arranging Soldiers for
“
Battle.

In his work dedicated to Emperor Hadrian, Aelianus writes about the importance of Numbers and
Mathematics in Tactics. He felt that his book was more comprehensive than all previous books written
on this Art.
Many worthy Captains, Philosophers and Princes of Immortal fame and memory have praised
Aelianus’ work, including Aeneas, Cyneas of Thessaly, Pyrrhus Epirota (and his son Alexander),
Clearchus, Pausanias, Euangelus, Polybius (a close friend of Scipio), Eupolemus, Iphicrates, and Passidonius. His work discusses the use of Geometrical figures, but the fairest flower in their garland of Tactics,
that which helps the Captain the most, is Arithmetic and an understanding of Geometric figures.
There are many ways Arithmetic stands the Captain in great stead. For example, one way is in
determining how provisions should be distributed, whether the Army is of a constant size or if the number
of soldiers were to suddenly increase. The good Art of Arithmetic might also be used if the number of
soldiers were to suddenly decrease, in order to apportion provisions so they will last for a longer time.
The wise, expert, and thoughtful Captain will agree that for other Reckonings, Measurings, and
Apportionings, the Science of Arithmetic is one of his chief counselors, directors, and assistants. This
was made evident by the Noble, Courageous, loyal and Courteous John, the late Earl of Warwick.
Though few knew this young Gentleman personally, his character traits (his lusty bravery, force, and skill
in Chivalrous feats, his humbleness, and friendliness to all men) were seen openly by the whole world.
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What virtue he had fastened to his breast. What Rules of godly and honorable life he had
framed to himself. What notable vices he took great care to eschew. What manly virtues in other
noblemen (flourishing before his eyes) he aspired after. What prowess he tried and was determined to
achieve. What feats and Arts he began to furnish and fraught himself [acquired] in order to serve his King
and Country, both in peace and war.
No one can attest to his Heroical Meditations, forecastings, and determinations better than I.
With firm Conscience and to the honor of virtue, I recommend his name be put in the Register of Immortal Fame.
By one act in particular (there were many more that I noted, both in England and France) this
John revealed his hearty love of the virtuous Sciences and his noble intent to excel in martial prowess.
He requested of me the best Rules for the ordering of all Companies, sums, and numbers of
men (either from Greek or Roman times or from new Strategies devised in our times). It was taken into
account whether a soldier had one weapon (or more), whether they had Artillery (or not), and whether
they were on horseback or on foot. It was considered whether he was trying to make a few men seem
like a large force, or if many men were to appear as only a few. Or if the soldiers should march as a
large group into the Battlefield, or engage in several minor skirmishes, or even to arrange an Ambush.
He wrote the pertinent Arithmetical Rules on a vellum parchment which he kept in a Gold Case worn
around his neck. It was his most precious Jewell, his most trusted Counselor. Thus, he enshrined Arithmetic in gold. Of Number’s results he had good hope.
I hardly need to provide testimony as to how needful, fruitful, and skillful Arithmetic is for
Schoolmasters of Justice. By this I mean all types of Lawyers. Even Civilians can attest to the idea that
the Art of Numbers is needed to perceive ancient Roman Laws or how an infinite number of cases of
Justice are able to be settled. Papinianus instituted a just law of partition and allowance between a man
and his wife after a divorce by using the great Art of Arithmetic. Accursius, Baldus, Bartolus, Jason,
Alexander and finally Alciatus used Arithmetic to detect, convince, and make the truth shine clearly
instead of jumbling, guessing and erring about the equity and Intent of the lawmaker. Good Bartolus,
using Accursius’ thorough Glosse, wrote about apportionings:
“Nulla est in toto libro: hac glossa difficilior: Cuius computationem nec Scholastici nec Doctores intelligunt …”
That is, “ In the whole book, there is no Gloss harder than this, Whose account or reckoning,
neither the Scholars, nor the Doctors understand …”
What can they say of Julian’s law (Si ita Scriptum... etc.) regarding the just distribution of a
deceased man’s estate among the wife, Son, and daughter? How can they perceive the Arithmetical
Reckoning of Africanus where he discusses Lex Falcidia. How can they defend him from his Reprovers or even understand his supporters like Johannes, Accursius Hypolitus and Alciatus? How can they
even perceive how skillfully Africanus’ reckoning was made?
He proportioned the Sums bequeathed to the legitimate heirs in this way: Upon death, the heirs
received 17 1/7 [percent] of the estate. After 10 months another 12 6/7 [percent] of the estate was distributed. This makes a total of 30 [percent]. The proportion of 17 1/7 to 12 6/7 is the same proportion that
100 has to 75, that is, the Sesquitertia, or 4 to 3, which makes 7.

This noble
Earl died in
the Year 1554
scarcely 24
yaers old having no children
with his wife,
the Daughter
of the Duke of
Somerset
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In many areas of Civil Law, an expert Arithmetician is required in order to understand
the deep Judgement and Just determination of the Ancient Roman Lawmakers. One must be even
more of an expert to equitably decide the wide the variety of Cases in Civil Law. Thus, you can
conjecture that in Canon Law and in the laws of the Realm (which bear chief authority with us),
Justice and equity would be executed more skillfully with knowledge of Arithmetic and Proportions.
Many worthy Philosophers and prudent lawmakers, who have written many books De
Republica [Concerning the Republic] (on the ways to procure and maintain the best state of Commonwealths) have already determined the Rules of Justice.
Justice is not only the Base and foundation of Commonwealths, but also the total perfection of all our works, words and thoughts. It is a virtue that pertains to everyone. God challenges
this at our hands. To be honored as God. To be loved as a father. To be feared as a Lord and
Justice. “ master. Our neighbor’s proportion is also prescribed by the Almighty lawmaker. That is, do unto
“ others as we wish others would do unto us. These proportions are necessary in Justice, commendable in duty, and are essential to the life, strength, maintenance and flourishing of Commonwealths.
Aristotle in his book Ethics (to fetch the seed of Justice and use it as a beacon) was reluctant to use the perfection and power of Arithmetical and Geometrical proportions of Number.
Plato’s purpose in his book called Epinomis (the Treasury of all his doctrine) is to seek a
Science, which, when a man had it perfectly, he might seem (and indeed so be) Wise.
Briefly discussing other Sciences, he finds them inadequate. But of the Science of
Numbers, he says, “Illa, qua numerum mortalium generi dedit, id profecto efficient.. Deum autem
aliquem, magis quam fortunam, ad salutem nostrum, hoc munus nobit arbitror contuliffe … Nam
ipsum bonorum omnium Authorem, cur non maximi boni Prudentia dico, causam arbitramur.”
This translates as: “That Science, verily, which has taught mankind numbers,
shall be able to bring it to pass.” And, I think, a certain God (rather than fortune) gave us this gift
for our bliss.
For why should we not Judge he who is the Author of all good things to also be the
cause of the greatest good thing, namely Wisdom? Then, at length, he proves that Wisdom can
be attained by good Skill of Numbers. With which great Testimony and the manifold proof and
reasons, (expressed earlier), you may be sufficiently and fully persuaded (by the perfect Science
of Arithmetic) to agree with Plato.
Of all Sciences besides Thoelogy, Arithmetic is most divine, most pure, most ample,
most profound, most subtle, most commodious and most necessary. Its close Sister is the Absolute Science of Magnitudes, of which I now intend to write (by the Direction and Aid of him,
whose Magnitude is Infinite, and to us, Incomprehensible).
Both with the Multitude and also with the Magnitude of Marvelous and fruitful truths,
you (my friends and Countrymen) may be stirred up, and awakened, to behold what certain Arts
and Sciences (to our unspeakable behalf) our heavenly father, has prepared for us and which have
been revealed to us by various Philosophers and Mathematicians.
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[ Geometry (Megethologia) or Science of Magnitudes]
Of Number, a Unit, and of Magnitude, a Point, do seem to be much like original causes. Nevertheless, there is a great difference between the two. We defined a Unit, to be an indivisible Mathematical
thing. A Point, likewise, we said to be an indivisible Mathematical thing.
Furthermore, a Point may have a certain determined Situation. We may assign or prescribe a
Point to be here, there, yonder, etc. However our Unit is free and can abide no bondage, nor be tied to
any place or seat, (whether divisible or indivisible).
A Point may have a Situation limited to him, a certain motion, to a place, and from a place.
But, a Unit cannot be thought of as having any motion.
A Point, by its motion, Mathematically produces a line (as we said before) which is the first and
most simple kind of Magnitude. But, a unit cannot produce a number. Even though it is produced by a
Point being moved, a line does not consist of points.
Numbers
Contrarily, even though it is not made by a unit, Number consists of units, as a material cause.
Formally, Number is the Union or Unity of Units.
This uniting or knitting is the workmanship of our mind. From these distinct and discrete units
our mind makes a Number, which by uniformity, results in the formation of a certain multitude of units.
Thus, every number has the Unit as its least part.
But Magnitudes (like a line) do not have a least part as they are infinitely divisible. All Magnitude is either a Line, a Plane, or a Solid. A Line, Plane, or Solid can not be perceived by any sense, nor
can they be exactly represented in any way, nor produced by Nature, the way Number (by degrees) is able
to be perceived.
However, we can use visible forms to imagine what our Mathematical Line is or what our Point
is. So precise are our Magnitudes, that one Line is no broader than another, for they have no breadth.
Nor do our Planes have any thickness. Nor do our Bodies have any weight regardless of how large their
dimensions are.
Our Bodies are both Smaller than either Art or Nature can produce yet also Greater than all the
world can comprehend. Our least Magnitudes can be divided into as many parts as the greatest. An
inch-long Line may be divided into as many parts as may the diameter of the whole world (whether that
diameter is extended from East to West or in any other direction.)
What privileges our two Mathematical Sciences exhibit over all manual Art and Nature. They
deal with things of such power, liberty, simplicity, purity, and perfection. They proceed so certainly, so
orderly, so precisely. The Mechanical Workman who can best represent Mathematical works is judged as
the most excellent.
Our two Sciences are pure in their own ways and in their own Matters. They each can be Demonstrated in ways that are plain, certain, universal and eternally true.
All Philosophers, from the beginning to now, have called the Science of Magnitude (its properties
conditions and appurtenances) by the name Geometry. But truthfully, this term is too base and scant for Geometry
a Science of such dignity and fullness.
Possibly that name has been used by all wise men throughout history so that it might carry in
perpetual memory the first and most notable benefit which this science showed to common people. In
other words, how Common land might be divided into parts using boundaries. Sometimes boundary lines
got lost or confused, as in Egypt when the Nile River (the greatest and longest river in the world) overflowed every year. Sometimes land was bequeathed, assigned, or sold and needed to be properly divided.
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Through ignorance, negligence, fraud, or violence often one man might wrongfully limit,
measure, encroach or challenge the lands of another, causing great loss, disquiet, murder, or even
war. Finally, by God’s mercy and by man’s Industry, the perfect Science of Lines, Planes, and
Solids (like a divine Judge) allowed every man to have his own. Pleased by this art, and greatly
relieved by the just measuring, the Philosophers who wrote the rules for land measuring named it
Geometria, that is, (according to the very etymology of the word) “Land Measuring”. The people
knew no further use for Magnitude other than in Planes.
And the early Philosophers and Scholars did not disclose to these people anything other
than flat, plane Geometry. But Philosophers like Plato and Pythagoras, (even thiugh they understand
the etymology of the word Geometria) all used the term. Plato defines it as, “Studium quod circa
Plato, in Book
7 of Republic planum versantur” [The study of flat planes]
Euclid, in the Elements of Geometry, never mentions Land Measurement, but clearly demonstrates how Geometry is useful for more than measuring Plane surfaces. Thus, we need a better
“ name for our Mathematical Science of Magnitudes, which regards neither clod nor turf, neither hill
“ nor dale, neither earth nor heaven. It is absolute Megethologia, not walking the ground and dazzling
“ the eye with pole, perch, rod, or line, but lifting the heart above the heavens by invisible lines and
immortal beams, meeting with the reflections of incomprehensible light, and so procuring unspeakable Joy and perfection of what I prefer to call Megethica or Megethologia.
Divine Plato exercised good taste and judgement regarding the name Geometry by warning
his Scholars about the name Geometry in the seventh Dialogue of the Commonwealth [in Republic,
Book 7].
Here is a good translation from Plato’s Greek into Latin: “Profecto, nobis hoc non negabunt,
Quincuna vel paululum quid Geometria gustarunt quin hac Scientia, contra omnino se habeat, quam
de ea loquuntur, qui in ipsa versantur.”
In English, this reads: “Verily (says Plato), whosoever has tasted even the least
amount of Geometry, will not deny this Science is of another condition quite contrary to that which
they who are exercised in it speak of it.”
And there it follows, regarding our Geometry,
“Quod quaeritur cognescendi illius gratia, quad simper est, non & eius quod oritur quandog & interit. Geometria, eius quod est semper, Cognitio est. Attollet igiture (o Generose vir) ad
Veritatem, animum ata ita, ad Philosophandum preparabit cogitationem, ut ad supera convertamus,
qua, nunc, contra quam decet, ad inferiora deycimus, &c. Quam maxime igitur praecipiendum est,
ut qui preclarissimam hanc habitat Civitatem, nullo modo, Geometriam spernant. Nam & quae
praeteripsius propositum, quodam modo esse videntur, haud exigua sunt &c.”
“That [Geometry] is learned, for the knowing of that which is forever, and not of that which,
in time, is brought to an end. Geometry is the knowledge of that which is everlasting. It will lift
up therefore (O Gentle Sir) our mind to the Truth, and by that means, it will prepare the Thought to
the Philosophical love of wisdom, that we may turn or convert toward heavenly things (both mind
and thought) which now, when it comes to us, we cast down on base or inferior things. ... Chiefly,
therefore, it should be commanded, that those who inhabit this most honorable City, must in no way
look down upon or disregard Geometry. There are many important things that seem to be outside the
realm of Geometry, but they are not ...”
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And, verily, by my small Talent (from above), I am able to prove and testify that the literal text
and order of our divine Law, Oracles, and Mysteries requires more skill in Numbers and Magnitudes
than the expositors have usually uttered. They have only, at most, shown their own lack of knowledge.
(To name any is needless, and this is not the occasion to note the places. But if I am duly asked, my
answer is ready.)
And without the Literal, Grammatical, Mathematical or Natural truths of such places
(perceived by good and certain Art), the Spiritual sense of those places (by Absolute Theology) cannot
be comprehended. Therefore, no man can doubt that toward the attaining of incomparable knowledge
and Heavenly Wisdom, Mathematical Speculations (both Numbers and Magnitudes) are means, aids,
and guides – ready, certain, and necessary.
Henceforth, in this my Preface, I will frame my talk to the fugitive Scholars of Plato, or rather,
to those who can (and also will) use their outward senses for the glory of God, for the benefit of their
Country, and for their own secret contentment or honest preferment on this earthly Scaffold.
To them, in an orderly manner, I will recite. describe and declare a great Number of Arts
derived from our two Mathematical fountains and seen in the fields of Nature. Because of these
fountains, the Seeds and Roots that lie deeply hidden in the ground of Nature are refreshed, quickened,
and provoked to grow, shoot up, flower, and bear infinite and incredible fruit.
These Arts depend more upon Magnitude’s properties more than upon Number’s properties.
And there is good reason why we call them Arts or more specifically, the Derivative Mathematical Arts.
I define an Art to be a “complete Methodical Doctrine that deals with enough particular
matter to give the Metaphysical Philosopher knowledge necessary to the human state.” I define a
Derivative Mathematical Art as that which orders and confirms its doctrine as perfectly as the subject
matter will allow (by a Mathematically demonstrative Method in Numbers or Magnitudes).

J.D.
*Herein I
woukd gladly
shake off that
Earthly name
Geometry

“
“
“
“

And besides the many uses of Geometry in matters pertaining to war, he adds that there is a
second unpurposed result and commodity arising from Geometry saying:
“Scimus quin etiam, ad Disciplinas omnes facilius per descendas, interesse omnino, attigerit
ne Geometriam aliquis, an non &c. Hanc ergo Doctrinam, secondo loco descendam Juvenibus statuamus.”
“But, also, we know, to learn all Arts more easily, it is very important that one have knowledge
of Geometry. Let us therefore make an ordinance or decree that this Science shall be learned by all
young men in the second place.” [that is, following Arithmetic]
This was the Judgment of Divine Plato, both of the purposed, chief, and perfect use of Geometry and of its secondary, dependant, and derivative commodities. For us Christian men, a thousand
thousand more occasions exist that require the assistance of Megethological Contemplations, which
will train our Imaginations and Minds, little by little, to forsake and abandon the gross and corruptible
objects of our outward senses, so we can apprehend Mathematical Things by sure demonstrative doctrine.
And by these *Megethological Contemplations readily we will be helped and conducted to
conceive, discuss, and draw conclusions about Intellectual, Spiritual, and Eternal affairs. These things
are related to our everlasting Bliss, which otherwise (without Special privilege of Illumination or Revelation from heaven), no mortal man’s intellect (naturally) is able to reach or encompass. 		

An Art.
A Derivative
Mathematical
Art
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A Mechnician.

1.

(a.iij. verso)

I intend to use the name Mechanician differently than it has been used previously.
Its’s only appropriate (for distinction sake) that I give you also a brief description of what I
mean by this. A Mechanician, or a Mechanical workman, is he who is skilled to work and
finish any sensible work without knowledge of Mathematical demonstration which a principal
or derivative Mathematician has demonstrated or can demonstrate.
I know full well that he who invents or makes these demonstrations is
generally called A Speculative Mechanician or a Mechanical Mathematician. So in many
instances, one man may have several different names, depending on the various arts in which
he is skilled.
For example, a Logician, sometimes (in dealing with the same matter in
different ways) may also be a Rhetoritician. I make mention of these trifles, (as now, in respect
of my Preface) for the sake of subtle curious disputers. In other places, they may ask me to
support my reasoning, but here I will not dwell on it.

[measuring things at hand using Common Geometry]

3.

From the purity, absoluteness, and Immateriality of Principal Geometry, another kind
of Geometry is derived. What the vulgar call Geometry is the Art of Measuring the qualities
and contents of sensible magnitudes.
I call this Mecometry [Mechanical Geometry]. It teaches how to measure things at
hand, or things to be measured in the field. It teaches how to measure linear distance or
circumference of Length, Plane, or Solid using a Compass, Rule, Square, Ell, Perch, Pole,
Line, Gaging rod (or similar instrument).
Measuring the area of any plane Surface, whether it be Surveyed ground, measured
Board, Glass, or something similar is named Embadometrie.
Measuring the Solidity or contents of any bodily thing like Timber, Stone, the
content of Pits, Ponds, Wells, Vessels, small & great, of all shapes for Wine, Oil, Beer, or
Ale is commonly called Gaging. And the general name of these Solid measures is called
Stereometry.

2.

[measuring things at a distance using Common Geometry]

Common
Geometry.
1.

2.

1.
2.
3.

Note.
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Also, this vulgar Geometry can teach the practiser how to measure things even if
there is a good distance between him and the thing measured. This measuring of how far an
observable thing (on land or water) is from the measurer is called Apomecometrie [Apo means
out of + mechanical geometry]. Measuring the depth below or height above the level where the
measurer is, whether seen on land or in water, is called Hypsometrie.
Measuring the width of anything in the measurers’ view, whether situated
on Land or Water is called Platometrie [Plat means flat]. Though here I’m discussing not only
things measured on Land and Water, but also the height of clouds or the height and volume
of blazing Stars and the Moon. I will touch more upon these kinds of measurement when
discussing the Arts of Perspective and Astronomy.

17 (a.iiij.)

[Feats or Arts of Commom Geometry]
[Geodesy] [surveying]

From these Feats springs the Feat of Geodesy or Land Measuring, a way to cunningly
measure and Survey far-off Land, Woods, and Waters. I say more cunningly, but God knows in
these realms of England and Ireland great wrong and injury has (in my Time) been committed by
Note.
untrue measuring and surveying of Land or Woods (whether through ignorance or fraud).
But of this I am certain, the difference between truthful and untruthful surveys might be
determined by hiring an excellent Mathematical Reader from each of our two Universities for a
mere 100 marks a year.
The French King employs two such Mathematical Readers from the famous University
of Paris at the cost of 200 French Crowns. But let’s return to our purpose and see how the skills
of Geography, Chorography, Hydrography and Stratrithmetry have grown from this knowledge of
Geometry.

[Geography] [topography of large areas]
Geography teaches the various ways (spherical, in plane, or other) to describe and design
and represent (in commensurations analogous to Nature) the situations of Cities, Towns, Villages,
Forts, Castles, Mountains, Woods, Havens, Rivers, Creeks and other such things upon the surface of
the earthly Globe (either all of it or a principal part of it).
Daily and hourly, many men realize the great pleasure and many benefits of this Art.
Some collect artifacts from battles fought, earthquakes, heavenly firings and similar occurrences
mentioned in history books to beautify their Halls, Parlors, Chambers, Galleries, Studies or
Libraries. They help us understand the geography of adjoining lands and lands quite distant from us.
Such maps might have come from that little morsel of ground in the heart of Christendom
[Jerusalem], or from the large dominion of the Turks [Asia Minor], or from the wide Empire of the
Muscovite [Moscow, or Russia] not to mention the rest of the world. Some use the maps to guide
them on their journeys to far lands, and others use them to understand the travails of other men.To
properly explain the various reasons men like, love, obtain, and use Maps, Charts and Geographical
Globes would require a whole book.

[Chorography] [local topography]
Chorography seems like an underling or branch of Geography, but it has many practical
uses. Some call it Topography. [In Greek Xora and Topo both mean place.]
It teaches how to analogically describe the contents of a small circuit of ground while
disregarding the surrounding parcels. In the territory or parcel of ground it describes, it leaves out
no notable or odd thing that is visible above ground. Sometimes it even gives a peculiar mark or
warning about underground things, like Metal mines, Coal pits, Stone quarries or the like.
Thus, a Dukedom, a Shire, a Lordship (or even less) can be accurately depicted. It
is marvelously pleasant and profitable to view the plot of a City, Town, Fort, or Palace in true
Symmetry without having to actually be there. Out of Gunshot, an Architect can study the
topography of Hills, Rivers, Havens and Woods.

“
“
“
“
“

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
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[Hydrography] [oceans]
Hydrography provides us with a perfect analogical description of the Ocean seacoasts
in the principal parts of the world on either a flat plane or a round Globe. It depicts not just
the Seacoasts but also the Islands and places of danger like Quicksands, Banks, Pits, Rocks,
Countertides and Whirlpools.
As Geography deals principally with the Earth’s description, Hydrography deals chiefly
with Water. But it also incorporates certain dangerous Landmarks visible form the sea, with
regards to their compass direction, location, shape, and size.
And along all the coasts, a Hydrographer should record what Moon makes a full Sea and
how the Tides and Ebbs come and go. The Hydrographer should know by soundings about the
depths and ways of Channels (at high and low tide) through observation and diligent Measuring.
There are many other aspects of Hydrography (or how to make a Rudder) that I could
write about, like the 32 points of a Compass or how to describe the location of a place on the
Globe. (Only four people in all of England know that a Sphere in plane has neither straight lines
nor circles.)
I could write about matters like the Variation of the Compass from true North (of
great importance to all), but I will stop as I’ve already enlarged the bounds and dutys of a
Hydrographer more than any man to this day. However I am quite able to prove that all these
things pertain to the Hydrographer. Ultimately the chief purpose of this Art is in the Art of
Navigation, but it has other uses and can be enjoyed by those that never go to sea.

[Stratarithmetry] [battle arrays]

* Note.
The difference
between
Stratarithmike and
Tacticie
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Stratarithmetry is the skill (pertaining to war) by which a man can depict using
Geometrical figures a certain grouping of Soldiers. (This is because there is a regularity in
the space between soldiers. You can’t take a fraction of a man, but any overplus of men can
be added to the next troop.) Thus, any army or company of men (standing orderly, in a shape
known dimension) can easily be counted*.
This is a sufficient description of Stratarithmetry for now. It differs from Tacticall De
aciebus istruendis [“Tactics, the plannning of a battle array”] because it involves the wisdom, foresight
and skillful ability to arrange and purpose a company of men.
By figure, I mean either a Perfect Square, Triangle, Circle, Oval, long Square (the
Greeks called this Eteromekes), Rhombus, Rhomboid, Lunular, Ring, Serpentine and Other
Geometrical figures used in past and future wars for commodiousness, necessity and advantage.
Stratarithmetry is also useful in making a true report or estimate of the number of Enemy foot
soldiers and horsemen who might still be far off.
Even to provide a “not more than” or “not less than” figure is not an easy thing, even
for those so bold enough to take on that challenge. In various instances, a Captain can use
Geometrical Figures in taking advantage of the three kinds of usual spaces between footmen and
horsemen. If he has many men, they can be arranged to make the greatest show. If he has few
men, he can use Figure and space to make it seem as though he has many.

19 (b.j.)
But by Chorography you can better determine if the Known Figures are regular (in
sides and angles). You can determine when the use of a Triangular arrangement is beneficial.
You might find it strange dealing with Arithmetical figures in forming an arrangement for
Battle, as their contents differ so much from those of Geometrical Figures.
The Herald, Pursuivant, Sergeant Royal, Captain (or whoever) can improve
the judgement of his eye or his skill in Tactical Ordering by using Geometrical instruments,
the Astronomer’s Ring, and the Astronomical Staff (which is conveniently constructed to
be portable). He may wondrously help himself by using a perspective Glass [early version of a
telescope] which (I trust) in the future will be more refined than they are these days.
I have briefly reviewed a few of the Artificial Feats that use vulgar Geometry, but
there are many Methodical Arts that are of great usefulness even though they lack the purity,
simplicity, and Immateriality of our Principal Science of Magnitude.

J.D.
Friend,
you may find it
hard to perform
my description
of this Feat,
as battlefields
are not always
regular shapes.
Try breaking
them down
into triangles.
Indeed, it does
seem strange to
mix battlfields
and geometrical figures.

[Arts that are Derived from Arithmetic and Geometry]
Here are the proper names of the Methodical Arts that derive from Geometry (and
which are interrelated as well). Perspective, Astronomy, Music, Cosmography, Astrology,
Statike, Anthropography, Trochilike, Helioscophy, Pneumatithmy, Menadry, Hypogeiody,
Hydrogogy, Horometry, Zography, Architecture, Navigation, Thaumaturgike and
Archemastry. It is essential I specifically describe each of these and explain their benefits in
order to make this Preface a sweet, pleasant Nosegay [bouquet] for you, to comfort your spirits.
You may be almost out of courage and in despair (through brutish brute) supposing
that Geometry is only useful for building a house, a curious bridge, the roof of Westminster
Hall, or some witty, pretty device, or engine [mechanical device] and is only useful to a Carpenter
or a Joiner or the like. By word and work, I will prove that the situation is far different than
most people in the world commonly think.
Among these Arts, Perspective should be learned before perfect knowledge of
Astronomical Appearances can be attained, and for good reasons. Light is the first of God’s
Creatures. The eye, the light of our bodies is its most mighty Sense and its most Artful and
Geometrical organ. Therefore, we will begin with Perspective.

[ The Art of Perspective] [optics]
Perspective is the Mathematical Art which demonstrates the manner and properties of
all Radiations–Direct, Refracted, and Reflected. This Description or Notation is brief, but it
reaches as far as the world is wide. It concerns all Creatures, all Actions, and passions, and is
performed by the Emanation of beams.
By Beams or natural lines I mean not only of light or of color (though they
give show, witness and proof that the Art is grounded on), but also the certain and determined
active Radial emanations of other Forms, both Substantial and Incidental.
By this Art (not including its highest points) we may use our eyes and light
with greater pleasure and more perfect Judgement both in things seen in light and of other
things which work and produce their effects similarly to the Radiation of Light.
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We should be ashamed to be ignorant of the reasons why our eye is deceived and abused in
various ways, like the way the eye perceives a far off Globe or Sphere to be a flat Circle on a plane,
or the way a Square on a plane might appear to be round. Or the way distant parallel walls appear
unparallel, or a flat roof appears to bend downwards or a flat floor appears to bend upwards. Or the
way things moving swiftly appear to be moving faster when they are near and slower when they are
distant. Or of when one thing is moving slightly slower than another, the slower thing appears to be
standing still. These are all errors of the eye.
One should learn the reasons for the order of the Colors of the Rainbow, its size, location
and height. It is pleasant, necessary and commodious for man to understand why two or three suns
might appear at the same time, to know the cause of Blazing Stars and similar things caused quite
naturally (yet signifying further matters).
Yea, isn’t it greatly against the Sovereignty of Man’s nature to be amazed and confounded
right in front of his very eyes, like a Peacock’s tail or the neck of a Dove, or a whole oar that seems
to be broken when seen through water.
[The Greek Atomist Lucretius mentions all three of these examples (peacock tail, dove’s neck and bent oar) in

A marvelous
Glass
[Mirror]

S.W.P.

[Sir
William
Pickering]

Book 2 of his work De Rerum Natura, On the Nature of Things]

Far off things can appear near. Near things can appear far off. Small things can seem
large. Large things can seem small. One man can seem like an Army. If he doesn’t understand
perspective, a man might even be cursedly afraid of his own shadow.
Yea, looking into a certain mirror [concave] and drawing a dagger or sword towards the
mirror you might suddenly stand aback in surprise at the image that appears in the air between you
and the mirror. A hand, with sword and dagger will be stabbing back and do whatever you do in the
mirror. This may sound Strange, but it’s more amazing than words can describe.
Nonetheless, the reason for this effect can be explained by Optical principles. I won’t
get into the explanation here, but for those of noble courage who long ardently for the wisdom of
Natural Causes, let him understand that he may find proof of this even here in London. A certain
English gentleman (who is an Odd man in this land, but his skill in the Mathematical sciences and
languages, and good service to his Country make him an honorable man) is able and (I am sure)
willing to let this mirror be seen, thus proving my assertion. For the benefit of the honorable and
to repress the arrogance of the ignorant with their malicious mouths, I here request him to let his
Mirror and proof to be seen. Then you will better understand what I have described.
This Art of Perspective is excellent but no man would easily believe it without Actual
proof. Without Perspective, Natural Philosophy cannot be fully understood. Without Perspective,
Astronomy cannot be well grounded, nor can Astrology be verified and avouched for.
The part of Perspective which deals with Mirrors is called Catoptrics. It has too many
marvelous and profitable uses to explain here, but the principal conclusions are already well known.
But before you have learned enough about the power of Nature and Art, you might not fully
comprehend some parts of Perspective and slip into light Judgement of them, so I shall refrain from
explaining them all here.
[Dee uses this expression, “the Power of Nature and Art” in the “Thus the World was Created “ chart of the Monas Hieroglyphica]
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[The Art of Astronomy]
Astronomy is a Mathematical Art which demonstrates the distance, magnitudes, and all natural
motions, appearances, and passions of the Planets and fixed Stars, for any time (past, present or to come)
in respect to a certain Horizon or without respect to any Horizon. By this Art we can ascertain the
distance from the center of the Earth to the Starry sky and each of the Planets, or how large any visible
fixed star or Planet is compared to the size of the Earth.
By this Art we can ascertain that the Solidity, Mass, and Body of the Sun is 161 7/8 times the size
of the Earth. And that the Body of the early globe and Sea is 42 7/8 times larger than the Moon. Thus,
the Sun is 6940 25/64 times larger than the Moon. Yet the unskillful man would judge them to be the same
size. Therefore, by Necessity one is much farther from us than the other.
The Sun, when he is farthest from the earth (which now, in our age is in the 8th degree of
Cancer) is 1179 earth radii from the Earth. And the Moon, when she is farthest from the earth is 68 1/3
earth radii from the Earth. The nearest the Moon comes to Earth is 52 ¼ earth radii.
The starry sky is 2008 1/2 earth radii from Earth. Subtract the Moon’s nearest distance from this
and it makes 20029 1/4 earth radii.
The heavenly Palace is so thick that the Planets have all their exercise in, and marvelously
perform the Commandment and Charge given to them by the Majesty of the King of Kings in the realm
Genesis calls Ha Rakia [Hebrew for “the Expanse”]. Consider it well.
The radius of the Earth is 3436 4/11 miles. Its circumference is about 21600 miles. This makes
each of the 360 degrees of a circle 60 miles.
If you contemplate this little parcel of Astronomical fruit regarding the size and distances of the
Note.
Sun, Moon, Starry Sky and the huge mass of the Ha Rakia you will find your conscience moved and sing
the confession of God’s Glory and say:
The Heavens declare the glory of God, and the Firmament (Ha Rakia) showeth forth the works of
his hands. And so forth, for the first five staves of that Kingly Psalm.
Well, well, it is time for some to lay hold on Wisdom and to Judge the truth of things. We ought
not to simply expound the Holy word through Allegories and Neglect the wisdom, power and Goodness
in God which can be seen and learned from his Creatures and from Creation. Holy Scripture declares to
us very many Mysteries of the nature and properties of Creation by parables and Analogies.
To us, the Frame of God’s Creatures is a bright mirror. By reflection it Rebounds our knowledge
and perception, Beams, and Radiations of the Image of his Infinite goodness, omnipotence, and wisdom.
Thus we are taught, persuaded, and thankful to Glorify our Creator as God.
Could the Heathenists find use for these most pure, beautiful and Mighty Corporeal Creatures?
Can we find these uses after the true Sun of righteousness has risen above the Horizon of our temporal
Hemisphere? It has so abundantly streamed into our hearts. Its goodness, mercy and grace has heat which
All Creatures feel, heat which is both spiritual and Corporeal, Visible and Invisible. Shall we look upon
the Heavens, Stars and Planets like the Ox or the Ass does, not wondering what they are or how they were
created?
If we are to better understand why All Creatures were created chiefly to glorify the Almighty
Creator by all means possible, we should (as Plato says in Epinomis):
“Nolite igonare Astronomiam, Sapientissmus Quiddam esse”
“Do not be ignorant that Astronomy is a thing of excellent wisdom.”
From the beginning, Astronomy was commended, and in a way commanded, by God himself, as
he made the Sun, Moon, and Stars for us as Signs, knowledge of the Seasons, and for the Distinction of
Days and Years.
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Men should take particular note of this word “Signs.” Consider it along with the tenth Chapter
of Jeremiah. Some may think they have found a rod. But let modest reason be the indifferent Judge of
who should be beaten with the rod if they don’t study Astronomy.
Leaving that, I pray you understand this: The Distinction of the Seasons, years, and New Moons
cannot be understood without diligent Observation, examination, and calculation of the periods and
courses of celestial bodies.
Knowledge of the Art of Astronomy is required for Understanding the Courses of Times,
days, Years, and Ages as well as for the Considerations of Sacred Prophesies foretold in High Mystical
Solemnities which will be accomplished in due time.
It is required for an understanding of other human affairs, like covenants between man and man,
and many other great uses.
There would be great uncertainty, Confusion, untruth, and brutish Barbarity without the
wonderful diligence and skill of this Art.
An Astronomical Staff is more useful than simple belief in learning and determining Times and
periods of Time that are written about in the Records of the heavenly book.

[The Art of Music]

1.
2.
4.

3.
5.
6.

7.
8.
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The Original cause of Music is Motion. Having spoken about the motions (both swift and Slow)
which are performed in the Firmament of Nature in the Art of Astronomy, I will now speak of another
king of Motion, that which produces an audible Sound, and which (when made by Man) comes in
numerous varieties. What I call the Science of Music, the Greeks called Harmony. (I will not meddle in
the Controversy between the ancient Harmonists and Canonists.)
Music is a Mathematical Science which teaches (by sense and reason) how to perfectly judge and
order the diversity of sounds, high and low.
As Plato says, Astronomy and Music are Sisters. Just as Astronomy was made for the eyes, the
ears were made for Harmonious Motion. Astronomy has a more divine Contemplation (and commodity)
than the mortal eye can perceive.
Music might also be considered more preferred to the *Mind than the ear. And from audible
sound we ought to ascend to the examination of which numbers are Harmonious and which are not and
why some are and some are not.
I could enlarge upon the heavenly *motions and distances and describe a marvelous Harmony, or
Pythagoras’ Harp with eight strings.
Also, same might be said of Mercury’s* two Harps, each of four Elemental Strings.
And a very strange matter might be alleged of the Harmony appropriate to our Spiritual part as
Ptolemy wrote about in his third book* (Chapters 4 and 6).
*And what is the cause of the apt bond or friendly fellowship between our Intellectual and
Mental part and our gross and corruptible part? It is a certain Mean or Harmonious Spirituality which
results from the participation of both of them.
There is a Harmony in the the *Tune of a Man’s voice.
And certainly there is Harmony in the *Sound of an Instrument.

23 (b.iij.)
The average Musician would hardly believe what might be said about Harmony. It is a
Mixture (as I might call it) collation, or Application of these Harmonies, as of 3, 4, 5 or more.
Marvelous effects of these proportional considerations have been found and more may yet be
found. These wondrous effects are useful to the State.
Democritus and Theophrastus write that griefs and diseases of the Mind might be diagnosed
and cured by Music. Harmonic Consonance has accomplished marvelous things according to
the Works of Terpander, Arion, Ismenias, Orpheus, Amphion, David, Pythagora, Empedocles,
Ascelepiades, and Timotheus. But I won’t discuss them further here.
Commonly heard Music is so commodious and pleasant that I might make this claim: If it
wasn’t, more Musicians and Listeners would object to my definition of Music than would agree with
it. The worthiness of this art is self evident (I wish other arts were as obvious), so I will spare you
more explanation, and proceed.

J.D.
Read in
Aristotle’s
8 Books on
Politics
Chapters 5,
6, and 7 and
you will hold
Music in
much higher
regard.

[The Art of Cosmography]
Of Cosmography I will give you some brief information. Cosmography is the whole,
perfect description of both the heavenly and elemental parts of the world, their essential homologous
application and mutual collation. This art involves Astronomy, Geography, Hydrogaphy and Music.
It is not the small, simple Art that many consider it to be. It matches Heaven and Earth in one frame
and appropriately corresponds them. Thus, the Heavenly Globe might (practically speaking) might be
described on the Geographical and Hydrographical Globe.
We should consider the Equinoctial Circle, the plane of the Ecliptic, Colures, Poles, Stars in
their true Longitudes, Latitudes, Declinations and Verticality. [Colures are two great circles that intersect each
other at right angles at the poles]

Also consider Climates and Parallels and (with a Horizon annexed) the revolution of the
earthly Globe (as the Heaven is carried by the Primovant [Prime Motion] in about 24 equal hours).
Much has been written about these matters by Virgil in his Georgikes, by Hesiod, by
Hippocrates in his Medicinal Sphere (written to Perdicca, King of the Macedonians) by Diocles (writing
to King Antigona), and by other famous Philosophers.
Cosmography is essential for the timely manuring of the earth, for Navigation, for the
Alteration of man’s body whether he is healthy, sick, wounded, or bruised. It is essential to understand
the Revolution or motions of the Cosmographical Globe, the Rising and Setting of the Sun, the Length
of days and nights, the Hours and times (both day and night) and many other pleasant and necessary
uses.
Many uses are known, but some remain to be discovered by someone clever enough to turn a
small spark of a true fire into a wonderful bonfire.

[The Art of Astrology]
I make Astrology a separate Art from Astronomy, not by my own whim, but by good reason
and authority. For Astrology is a Mathematical Art that reasonably demonstrates the operations and
natural beams of light and the secret influence of the Stars and Planets in every element and elemental
body, at all times and from any given Horizon.
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This Art is informed by many other great Arts and experiences like perfect Perspective,
Astronomy, Cosmography, the Natural Philosophy of 4 Elements, the Art of Graduation, a good
understanding in Music, and moreover, another great Art, hereafter following, though I set this before
for some considerations moving me. You see, these Arts furnish stuff to help make this rare and secret
Art, but it is worthy enough on its own that deductive, logical conclusions can be drawn from it. The
many and continuous travails of the most ancient and wise Philosophers in the practice of this Art and the
examples of effects which confirm their works has provided sufficient proof and evidence, which we also
may perceive everyday.
A man’s body and all other Elemental bodies are altered, disposed, ordered, pleased and
displeased by the Influential working of the Sun, Moon, and other Stars and Planets.
Thus, Aristotle writes in Chapter Two of his Meteorological books:
“Est autem necessario Mundus iste, supernis lationibus fere coninuus. Ut, inde, viseius universa
regatur. Ea siquidem Causa prima putanda omnibut est, unde motue principium existit.”
“Because this Elemental World is, by necessity, adjoining or next to that of the heavenly motions,
these motions govern all its virtue and strength. The heavenly motions are the First Cause of Everything
and thus the beginning of all motion.”
Aristotle also writes in Chapter Ten: “Oportet igitur & horum principia sumamus, & causas
omnium similiter. Principium igitur ut movens, pracipuuma & omnium primum, Circulus ille est, in quo
manifeste Solis latio.”
[“It is necessary, therefore, that we take up both the beginnings and and the causes of all these things. Therefore, the
special and first moving principle is the Circle, which is the way the Sun conducts himself.”]

His Meteorological books are full of arguments and demonstrations of the effect, virtue,
operation, and power of the heavenly bodies have on the four Elements and other bodies which are made
from the Elements, either perfectly or imperfectly.
And in Book Two, Chapter Ten of De Generation & Corruptione [“On Generation and Corruption” or
“On Creation and Destruction”]:
“Quocirca & prima latio, Ortus & Interitus causa non est: Sed obliqui Circuli latio: ea nama &
continua est, & duobus motibut fit.”
In English this means: “The uppermost motion is not the cause of Generation and Corruption.
The motion of the Zodiac is, because it is both continuous and is caused by two motions.”
And in Book Two, Chapter Two of his Physics: “Homa nama, generat hominem, ata Sol.”
He says: “For Man and the Sun are the cause of man’s generation.”
Numerous authorities can be cited from Antiquity (1000, 2000, and even 3000 years ago). These
great Philosophers, Expert, Wise and godly men have come to the same conclusion which, daily and
hourly we men may discern and perceive by sense and reason.
According to Aristotle, all Beasts feel and demonstrate (by their actions and passions, both
outwardly and inwardly), and all Plants, Herbs, Trees, Flowers, Fruits, and all things composed of the
Elements give Testimony that: Whole Dispositions, virtues, and natural motions depend on the Activity
of the heavenly motions and Influences.
The perfect and cautiously observant Astrologer has to conclude that the heavenly
Impression is responsible for the specific order and form of every seed and the Individual Matrix of
things produced in Nature.
In the end, this conclusion can be drawn not only using reason, but by Natural and Mathematical
demonstration.
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I have here expressed which Sciences are requisite (without exception) to the Art of Astrology.
In my Propaedeumata Aphoristica (among other matters disclosed there) I have provided Mathematical
demonstration of the whole Method. I have not seen or heard of it so carefully explained by anyone
before.
Twenty-one years ago I was provoked by certain earnest disputations of the Learned Gerard
Mercator and Antonius Gogava (and others) to make my own diligent observations of Heavenly
Influences down to the precise Minute of time (driven by my own constant and invincible zeal for the
truth).

Directed chiefly by the Supernatural influence of the Star of Jacob, [metaphor for Jesus; referring
to the star that guided the 3 Wise Men] any Modest and Sober Student also carefully and diligently seeking
the Truth will both find and confess there is Verity in my words. He might also become a Reasonable
Reformer to help three sorts of People from greatly erring from the truth about these Influential
Operations.
The first are the Light Believers, the second are the Light Despisers and the third are the
Light Practicers.
The first and most common Sort think that the Stars in Heaven can answer any question or
fulfill any desire.
The Second sort deny that Influential virtue from heavenly bodies can bear any sway in
Generation and Corruption in this Elemental world. Because the Sun, Moon and Stars (being so
plentiful, so bright, so wonderfully large, so distant, having so many motions, being so constant in their
periods; etc.) they assign them one or two simple characteristics and use the Sun, Moon, or the seven
Stars as signs for their businesses here in London or for other such gross purposes of worldly affairs.
They do not understand (or will not understand) the other workings and virtues of the Heavenly Sun,
Moon and Stars.
They don’t understand these virtues the way a Mariner or a Farmer does. They don’t even
understand them the way an Elephant does, or as a Cynephalus does, [a mythical creature with the head of a
dog and the body of a human] or even the way a Porcupine does.
They don’t acknowledge that these perfect and incorruptible mighty bodies even has the
Radiation and Force of a little magnet, (because these bodies are so distant.)
They think the Sea and Tidal Rivers (like the Thames) just ebb and flow, run in and out by
themselves at their own fancy. God help, God help. These men fall short of understanding because
they are either too dull, too willfully blind, and in some instances too busy being malicious.
The third Sort is the common, vulgar Astrologer or Light Practicer. Not being skillful or
knowledgeable enough, either for vainglory or for personal gain, like a simple dolt or blind Horse
(both in matter and in manner) purposefully errs. This sort brings discredit to the Cautious and modest
Astrologer, robbing those most noble corporeal Creatures of the Heavens of their Natural Virtue.
These noble Creatures are the most Harmonious in their Monarchy. They are the most mighty
and the most beneficial to all elemental Generation, Corruption, and their subsidiary effects.
Properly understood and modestly used, we might highly and continually glorify God and his
princely Prophet saying:
The Heavens declare the Glory of God who, in his wisdom, made the Heavens. He
made the Sun to have dominion of the day. He made the Moon and Stars to have dominion
of the night. Day-to-day he utters talk and night-to-night he declares his knowledge. Praise
him. Praise all the Stars. Praise Light. Amen.

In the
Years
1548 and
1549 in
the Louvain.

Note.
1.
2.

3.
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[The Art of Statike] [weighing things]

“
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Next in order is Statike [Statics or the Science of Weighing things]. I will explain what it means and the
commodities that are dependant upon this Art.
Statike is a Mathematical Art which demonstrates the reason for the heaviness and lightness of
things, and of motions and properties related to heaviness and lightness.
Because the Balance is the chief instrument used, we call this Art Statike or the Experiments of
the Balance. Oh, if a man became an able examiner and diligent practicer of this Art he would profit in
many ways.
O God, who has made weight and Balance by thy Judgement, who has created all
things in Number, Weight, and Measure, who has weighed the mountains and hills in a Balance,
who has measured both Heaven and Earth in their hand, only you know all things precisely.
Thus, we who have been informed by the sacred word to consider thy Creatures, might catch
a glimpse or perceive but a shadow of the fact that you have revealed in these Creatures your
wisdom, might, and infinite goodness.
We should be aware that in your merciful goodness you have used three principal ways
in the Creation of all your Creatures, namely Number, Weight, and Measure.
As the two Arts of Number and Measure (the most famous, ancient and most essential
to human use) are already well known, we beseech you (through your accustomed goodness)
that we may obtain sufficient knowledge of this third key, Weight. You have purposely used
these three as Servants of your workmanship.
To glorify your name we should demonstrate (to the weaklings in faith) your wondrous
wisdom and Goodness. Amen.
To you my goodly friend, you Gentle and zealous Student, do not marvel at my devoted
enthusiasm. Perhaps someday you will perceive what has caused me to feel this way. Now I will give
you some ground and show specific benefits of using this Art. Because this Art is rare and my words
seem dark and obscure, I will hold a light before the matter by showing you a few principal Conclusions
demonstrated by Archimedes:

Conclusion 1.
At rest, the surface of all Liquid is spherical.
All liquid surfaces have the same center – the center of the Earth.
Conclusion 2.
If a solid shape is placed in a quantity of Liquid that is of the same size and weight,
it will settle downwards so none of it will be above the surface of the Liquid,
but it will still float within the Liquid.
Conclusion 3.
A solid shape, which is lighter than the Liquid, it will only partially sink in the Liquid.
The weight of the Liquid it displaces is equal to the weight of the Solid shape.
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Conclusion 4.
If this (Lighter than the Liquid) solid shape is forced down into the Liquid, it will try to
move upwards with a force proportional to that difference in weight.
Conclusion 5.
If a solid shape is heavier than a liquid it will fully sink and
displace an equivalent weight of the Liquid.
Conclusion 6.
If a Solid shape is lighter than a Liquid, it displaces only the amount of Liquid
equal to its weight. The amount it sinks is proportional to the difference in weight.
		
Great errors in the judgment of the Natural Motions of Light things and Heavy
things can be corrected by using these Truths. These errors are common among men who are
too trusting of false Authority and misguided suppositions, for example: Given two bodies, the
heavier moves downward faster than the lighter.
This error was first noticed not by me, but by Giovanni Battista Benedetti [Italian physicist, 1530 -1590]. Though it seems like a paradox, this is one of his main propositions: Two bodies
of the same shape will move at the same rate whether they are equal or equal in weight. This
holds true if both are in air, both are in water, or both are in something similar.
Good discourses written on the feat of Gunning [trajectory of cannonballs] explore this
principle, but due somewhat to the imperfection of Nature, it is challenging to demonstrate.
These principles are widely used to determine the natural weights (of parts or of the whole) of
Air, Water, Earth and Fire. The same principles also apply to Compounds of those Elements.
They also apply to the proportions of the Humors in Man, their weights and the weight of
man’s bones, flesh, and etc. They can be used in many ways to determine the Force or strength
of man.
You may also use these principles to determine how much a ship weighs or how much
water it draws, in either the sea or in fresh water. And (lifting your head aloft) you can measure
the Diameters of the Sun and Moon by weight as precisely as by using any instrument.
Friend, I pray you, weigh those things with the just Balance of Reason and you will
find Marvels upon Marvels. One Drop of Truth in Natural Philosophy is worth more than a
whole library of Opinions, which can neither be demonstrated nor do they answer to Natures
Law or your own experience

This can
also be
used to
find weight
proportions of
nonrectilinear
shapes,
like
spheres.

Others have
noted this
Common
Error
A paradox

N.T.
[Nicolo
Tartaglia]
The wonderful use
of these
propositions.
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[the Mathematics of weight, using a balance scale]
To learn the
proportion
between a
Cube and
Sphere
using the
practice of
Statics.

J.D.
Thus you
have 256
perts of a
grain.

* the proportion of
a Squaare
to a Circle
inscribed
within it.
* The squaring of the
Circle, Mechanically

* To generate a Circle
equal to
any given
Square.
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To complete this chapter on Statics, I will provide you with two or three practical applications. First we’ll study the Mathematics of weight, using a Mechanician’s instrument.
With the same Uniform substance, make a Cube and a Sphere. Make the side of the
Cube equal to the Diameter of the Sphere. You can make them out of Wood, Copper, Tin,
Lead or Silver as long as the stuff is consistently heavy. For the Balance Scale prepare a large
number of small weights. So you can accurately measure up to six, eight, or twelve pounds
objects. Know how many of your smallest weights it takes to counter balance these objects on
the Balance Scale.
If you can’t make the weights with precision, you may use clean sand. By continuously
halving the sand, you will arrive at your smallest weight. (If you are using a pinch of sand as
your first measurement, be sure to test your method). The Venetians use a method of halving
256 parts eight times [128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1].
You will find that the cube and sphere are not of equal weight. Weigh the Cube and
the Sphere separately using your small weights. You will find them to be in the proportion of
21:11. This you can see how the Mechanician or Experimenter can understand the proportion
of the Cube to the Sphere without any knowledge of Geometry (which I demonstrate at the end
of the twelfth book of Euclid).
After repeating your tests for confirmation, change the sizes of the Cube and Sphere
until you have made a perfect universal Experience of the proportion. It’s possible that you can
find a ratio even more precise than 21:11.
Once you have found this Drop of Natural verity, test it with other shapes. For example, make a solid Cylinder whose height and base diameter of a Solid Sphere. The ratio of
the volumes of the Cylinder to Sphere is Sesqualiter or the ration of 3 to 2. Add to the Sphere
another half of its weight and you will have the weight of the Cylinder.
As they are both in specific proportions to the Sphere, we can now compare the volumes of the Cylinder and the Cube. The Base of the Cylinder is a circle inscribed in the square
base of the Cube. As the Cube and Cylinder are the same height, their volumes are in the same
proportion that the square base is to the circular base. Now we can use Archimedes’s great
secret, which he deduced through practical Experimentation and great labor of mind.
Given any Circle, you can find a Square of equal size. Conversely, given any square,
you can find an equal-sized Circle. This principle is the Squaring of the Circle.
I have provided an in-depth explanation in my Annotation to the Twelfth Book of Euclid. Through diligence you will find the proportion of a square to the circle inscribed within it
to be 14:11.
Using this proportion you can now determine the ratio of the Cube to the Sphere.
We can also demonstrate this mechanically. Make a square of Gold or Silver plate and weigh it.
Inscribe a circle in the square, then cut it out, filing the edges to precision. You will find ratio of
the weight of the Square to the weight of the Circle to be 14:11.
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As you can see, we can Square the Circle without even knowing the proportion of
the Circumference to the Diameter [which is pi, 3.1416]. (Many have encumbered themselves
superfluously be approaching that problem first which is not only intricate, but quite unnecessary).
There are many ways you can easily determine the Circumference once a circle’s
Quantity is known. I leave you to study this independently so we can move on to another
Magistral Problem, which to this day has never been presented better than this:

The Mechanical Doubling of the Cube,
by conerting the solid cube’s weight itno a liquid (water)
Make a 4-sided pyramid out of 4
equal isosceles triangles made from copper or
tin. Make it as geometrically perfect as you
can, and leave the base open. A cone might
also be used instead of a pyramid .

[Dee is describing this kind of measuring device]

Inscribe marks dividing the height of the pyramid using different increments. Divide
one internal face into 12 equal parts, another into 24 parts, another into 60 parts and the last
into 100 parts.
With its vertex pointing exactly downward, build a frame to steady the pyramid.
Now we will see how to calculate double the volume of a given Cube. Make a perfect Cube out of Copper, Silver, Lead, Tin, Wood, Stone, or Bone. (Make it small enough so
that 3 or 4 of them can fit inside the hollow pyramid).
Put the cube on a scale and balance it with an equal weight of water. Then pour that
water into the hollow Pyramid. Note the measurement of the surface of the water. Repeat the
process make note of the new level of the water.
Next divide the side of the cube into as many equal parts as you can. Now we can
mathematically double the cube.
The ratio of the first water level mark to the second water level mark is equivalent to
the ratio of the cube to a cube double of its size. To the ratio of the side of the original cube
to the side of a cube double its size in volume. (This is proven by Proposition Twelve, Book
Six of Euclid).

To Double
the Cube by
Mechanical
Art and with
Mathematical Demonstration
J.D.
The sides of
this Pyramid
must be 4
equal Isosceles Triangles.
Note
Squaring the
Circle without
even knowing
the proportion
between a Circumference and
a Diameter.

J.D.
Remember, in
for some measurements you
must empty
the water from
the Pyramid
first.
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Vitruvius,
Book Nine,
Chapter Three
God be
thanked for
this Invention
and the ensuing fruits.
Note concerning the
spherical
surface of
water.
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*Note

Now that we know the length of the side of that double cube, we can find its volume by cubing that length. Thus, I exclaim with joy, “EUREKA, EUREKA, EUREKA.”
I have have an even greater reason to thank the holy and glorious Trinity than Archimedes
had after discovering the fraud in King Heiron’s Crown of Gold.
To perform this same test without using a balance scale and weight, make your
cube hollow (but water tight). Fill it with water and pour that into the hollow pyramid.
Repeat that process. Then use the mathematics just shown to find the volume of the
double cube.
Meanwhile, I have not forgotten my first Proposition in the Art of Statistics, that
the surface of water is Spherical. To account for this, add a hair’s width more to your
measurement of the top surface of the water.
To be extremely accurate you could mathematically calculate the swelling of
the water above level by finding the distance between the top of the water and the center
of the earth. Knowing the width of the swell, you can use mathematics [The Pythagorean
Theorem] to determine the height of the swell. Though the swelling is very real, its effect
on your calculations will be insignificant. To further lessen the effect of swelling, moisten
(with a sponge) the interior sides of the hollow Pyramid before conducting your tests.
Experience will guide.
Using this process, you can double the Cube Mechanically, or even triple it (or
more).
Now I will lessen your pain, cost, and care by showing you a simple method
that does not involve using a Fundamental Cube as a unit of measurement. (That method
served as a good demonstration, but it was not the shortest route.)
Take any amount of water (that will fit in the device with plenty of room to spare)
and precisely weigh it.Then pour it into the inverted pyramid and make a note if its level.
Repeat that process with the exact same amount of water and make a note of the
new level.
These two marks give you the proportion between the sides of two cubes, one of
which is twice the volume of the other. (*Thus we can have doubled the the volume of
any cube without having to use a given, Fundamental Cube)
Proceeding with our drop of Natural truth, we can now find the proportion of the
volumes of two differently sized cubes, whether that proportion is Rational or Irrational.
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Make a tall Parallelipipedon [parallelepipeded, essentially a rectangular box] out of
Copper or Tin, again with an open top.
Make a scale of equal increments dividing
the height of the interior of the box.

For Cubes
in any
proportion,
Rational or
Irrational.
[Rectangular metal box
for measuring]

On that scale, mark two places that are in the same proportion as that of the two
given cubes.
Pour water into the metal box up to the first mark. Then transfer that water to
the hollow Pyramid (from the first experiment). Make note of the height, but this time,
we empty* the water.
Pour water into the metal box up to the height of the second mark, and again
transfer this water into the hollow Pyramid.
Now, in the hollow Pyramid, the ratio of the first level to the second level is
the proportion of the sides of any two cubes, which have volume of the original given
proportion, whether it was Rational or Irrational.
Thus, there are various ways to provide much-needed information. Even though
it is done Mechanically, it can be proven Mathematically.
For example, let’s take as a given, two cones whose heights are proportional
to each other. As the volume of a cone is 3 times the area of a base times its height, the
volumes of the 2 cones are in the same proportion to each other that their sides are.
Returning to the hollow Pyramid in the previous experiment, recall the two watermarks that showed the proportion of the volumes of two Cubes. From water level 2,
draw a third line in the hollow pyramid in the same proportion that water level 1 is from
water level 2. Then draw a fourth line that is in the same proportion from the third line.
Because these various depths are in a continuous progression, the various volumes will be in proportion as well*.

“
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*Be
sure to
empty
it first.

The demonstration
of the
doubling
of the
cube

*By Proposition 33,
Book II of
Euclid.
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*This same proportioning that applies that applies to two cones can als be applied to
two square-based pyramids, or even to two parallelipedons [like the tall rectangular containers of the previous
experiment].
Furthermore, this demonstration applies to a certain shapes besides square-based Pyramids or
Cones. Consider this well.
[Dee might be implying a 5-sided pyramid or a 6-sided pyramid, (etc.), but its more likely he’s hinting at a
3-sided pyramid (plus base), in other words a tetrahedron. As a cuboctahedron is made out of tetrahedra and square-based
pyramids, this same proportioning method works with variously sized cuboctahedra].

I have been very long in words both Mathematically and Mechanically, but I trust it was
not too tedious to those who find this information relevant to their work. To avoid prolixity I have
omitted various things which could be easily explored which to the Mathmetician would be a great
Treasure and to the Mechanician of great commodity.
*The great
Commodity
of these new
Inventions

*

Such is
the Fruit
of the
Mathematical
Arts and
Sciences.
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*You have now learned how to find two middle proportionals between two given lines in a
hollow Parallelipedon, a hollow Pyramid or a hollow Cone.
In a rectangular Parallelipipedon, each corner is formed from 3 perpendicular edges or lines.
Given a specific proportion of those 3 lines, similarly proportional rectangular Parallelipipedons can
be found. (I have elaborated on this following Proposition 36 in Book II in Euclid).
Now, we can easily perform all those things that Vitruvius claims in his On Architecture can
be done, like doubling the Cube or finding the two middle proportional lines between two given lines.
Now, that Problem which I explain in my Addition to Proposition 34 of Book II of Euclid is
proven to be possible: Any regular body can be Transformed into another.
Now, any sphere or any Mixed Solid or any Irregular Solid may be made in any given proportion to a first, given body.
Thus, from a Mannequin (as the Dutch Painters call it) a Giant can be made having the same
symmetry. The Mannequin can have any gesture and the Giant will have the same gesture (and viceversa).
Now, from any Mold or Model of a Ship, you can make a similar mold in any give proportion either larger or smaller.
Now from any *Gun or small piece of ordinance you can make another (with the same symmetry in all points) as large or as small as you want. Think about how useful this can be.
There are an infinite number of ways you can apply this principle which has been sought for
so long, so simply presented, and so willingly and frankly communicated to those who faithfully deal
with virtuous studies.
Thus the Mathematical mind can deal Speculatively in its own Art (and by good means)
mount above the clouds and stars. Also, it can Descend to frame Natural things to wonderful uses.
Whenever he wishes, man can return home to his own Center and there prepare more Means with
which to Ascend or Descend (all to the glory of God and our honest enjoyment here on earth).
Though the Printer has been asking for the Preface for a day or two, I could not bring my pen
from the paper before I had given you a brief compilation of some of the commodities that are able to
be reaped using the Art of Statike.
		
For the remaining Arts, therefore, I will be brief. The next Art is an endless Treasure.
I could write about it fruitfully for a whole year, however I will glance over it with but a few words.
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[The Art of Anthropography] [Man]
This is a restored Art, quite worthy of my commendation, which I call Anthropography. I
pray you, think of it as one of the chief points of Human Knowledge. Though my name for it is new,
the subject has been examined by all perfect Philosophers from the beginning.
Anthropography is the description of the Number, Measure, Weight, Figure, Location and
Color of the many varied things contained in the perfect body of a MAN. It incorporates the certain
knowledge of the symmetry, figure, weight, Character, and due local motion of any part of the given
body and of the Numbers that pertain to these parts.
The final phrase in this Definition helps explain why it is considered a Mathematical Art.
The description of the heavenly part of the world is called Astronomy. The description of the earthly
Globe is called Geography.
The matching of both is called Cosmography, (the description of the whole and universal frame of the world). So why shouldn’t the description of he who is in the Microcosmos or the
Lesser World, (for whose sake and service all other bodily creatures were created, who participates
with Spirits and Angels, and is made to the Image and similitude of God) have its own special Art?
Instead of going unnamed or given a base and improper name like Microcosmology, it should be
honored as the Art of Arts.
Depending on your profession you may wish to examine particular parts of this Art, as God,
Nature, Reason and Experience shall guide your interests. The Anatomists will teach you part of
this Art. Physiognomists [those who judge character from features of the face] will teach you another part.
Chyromantics [those who read palms] will teach another. Metaposcopists [those who find a dominant quality
of various bodies, quick as a dog, slow like the pig, forceful like a lion, etc.] will teach yet another part.
The excellent Albrecht Dürer helps explain much about the Eye, which is a substantial part
of the Art of Perspective. Pythagoras, Hippocrates, Plato, Galen, Meletius and many others contribute to our understanding of other parts. To study what’s left, the Heaven, Earth and all other Creatures offer their Harmonious service. Using your own Experience, perhaps you can Methodically
explore the whole, for the sake of posterity.
There is good proof of our Harmonious and Microcosmical constitution. The Art of Zography (Painting and Sculpture) gives view of its outward Image.
To build man’s Churches, Houses, Forts and Ships, the Art of Architecture is most necessary
and profitable. Anthropology is the chief base and foundation of these Architectural structures
If you don’t believe me, simply look at of *Vitruvius
		

[Chapter 1, Book 3 is entitled On Symmetry: In Temples and in the Human Body].

Look at Albrect Dürer’s On the Symmetry of the Human Body.
Look in the 27th and 28th Chapters of Book Two of Agrippa’s On Occult Philosophy
		
[entitled Of the Proportion, Measure and Harmony of Man’s Body; and of the Composition and Har-

MAN
is the
Lesser
World
[the
Microcosm]

*

*Microcosmos
Chapter 1,
Book 3

mony of the Human Soul].

Consider Noah’s Ark.
And go even further. Remember the Delphic Oracle NOSCE TEIPSUM (Know Thyself)
pronounced so long ago and so often repeated by many a Philosopher, and strived at by the Wisest.
Now you may perceive that these voices from so long ago are calling to you the School
where this Art might be learned.
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I am not afraid of the distain of those who believe there are only Seven Arts and Sciences. Some, with enough ignorance and shame don’t even say there are seven. Nobody can really
say there are a certain number of Arts. And within each Art there are no limits to God, Nature,
and Man’s Inventiveness.
Every day New Arts are born. All the Arts of the world will never be known to one
man, or in one land or even in one age. Let us embrace the gifts of God and the paths to wisdom
in this time of grace from above which is continually bestowed on those who thankfully receive
them. All goodness overflows with more goodness.

[The Art of Trochilike] [circular motion]

Saw Mills

Trochilike, is that Mathematical Art which demonstrates the properties of all Circular motions, both Simple and Compound. Because the most basic functional use of circular motion is the
wheel, it is called Trochilike, or as one might say, Wheel Art. In this Art a given Wheel can move
others in many different ways. Two wheels can turn at the same rate, or in any given proportion.
A Wheel can describe a straight line. Also, it can describe a spiral line, an ellipse of a
Conical Section, and many other Irregular kinds of lines. These geometric principles are utilized
in many pleasant and profitable Mechanical works.
I have seen Mills in Germany that saw extremely long boards with no manpower involved. In the City of Prague, in the Kingdom of Bohemia I have seen Mills for making coins and
Mills for grinding corn. Mills and Wheelworks can be powered in many ways, by Wind, Smoke,
Water, Weight, Spring, or by Man or Beast.
Read Georg Agricola’s book, On the Nature of Metals, and you will see how essential
Wheelwork is in Mining operations. Strange works have already been made using Wheels, and
even more incredible inventions will be made in the future. One wonderful current-day example
that will certainly be elaborated on is a clock which the Inventor [William Zenlander, in the 1300’s] sold
for a mere 20 Talents of Gold. It was accidentally broken, but was repaired by Janellus of Cremona [in the 1500’s] and presented to Emperor Charles V. Geralmo Cardano testifies that one of its
gears moved at such a slow rate it would take 7000 years to make a circuit – an almost unbelievable thing.
Many men, some still living, could testify that what I speak of is not that unusual.

[The Art of Heliocosophy] [spirals]
Helicosophy is a close sister to Trochilike. It is a Mathematical Art which demonstrates
the designing of all Spiral lines on a Plane, Cylinder, Cone, Sphere, Conoid, or Spheroid, and all
the properties pertaining to them. This art is most useful in Architecture and in the design of various Instruments and Machines. In many instances, a Screw does what nothing else can do.
Athenaeus writes in Chapter 8, Book 5 [of Diephosophists, or Banquet of the Learned, around 225
AD], that all the manpower in the city of Syracuse could not move a huge Ship that was grounded,
but Archimedes set up his Screw machine and King Hieron was able to operate it and remove the
boat with ease. According to Proclus (page 18), the king was so struck by the wonder of it all he
declared, “From this day forward, whatever Archimedes says is to be believed.”
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[The Art of Pneumatithmy] [air or water pressure]
Pneumatithmy demonstrates by using enclosed hollow Geometrical shapes (either regular
or irregular) the strange properties (either in motions or at rest) of Water, Air, Smoke and Fire
(either separately or together).
The Natural Philospher can use this art to prove that there is no Emptiness in this world.
Nature abhors a vacuum so much that, contrary to ordinary laws, Elements can be caused to
move (or to stand still) [as in a straw]. If there is more space than there is air to fill it, water can
be caused to ascend. Similarly, water can be caused to hang, and not descend, rather than leave
behind emptiness. The same is true of Fire and Air. They will descend either when their Continuity has been dissolved or when they are forced by another Element. They cannot be extended to
discontinuity nor can they be compressed or pent up in a space insufficient to hold their bodily
substance, even using the force of man. They will use great force and violence to enjoy their
natural right and liberty.
As a practical example, by keeping air in an inverted Cauldron, several men can descend
to the bottom of the Sea and remain there for a while. Note that a thicker Element (like the Water)
will relinquish its place to a thinner Element (like the Air) when it receives its violent force.
Pumps, all kinds of Bellows, and many other strange devices are based upon this Art.
Many goodly works in Greek and Latin describe Hydraulic Organs that operated by water, a science commonly called Pneumatica [pneumo means “wind”].
What I call Pneumatithmy, the old and learned Scholars called Scientia de Pleno &
Vacuo [the Science of Matter and Void].

To go to the
bottom of the
Sea without
danger.

[The Art of Menadry] [multiplying of a force]

Menadry is a Mathematical Art, which demonstrates how a Virtue or force can be multiplied so it can push, pull, lift or cast off a virtue weight or force, which is not naturally directable
or moveable. [Menadrie is a term apparently coined by Dee]
Often this art is used in conjunction with other Arts like Perspective, Static, Trochilike,
Heliocosophy, and Pnematithmy. Cranes, Gibbets and Machines use this Art to lift or force things
in a variety of ways. The cause of this force is well-known.
The Dutch Rack uses this force allowing one man to upright a large, full wagon lying on
its side. A Crossbow uses this force. It is the reason why one man with a lever can lift what six
men couldn’t lift using their hands. We have Cranes right here in London that can lift 2000 pounds
of weight, with the help of two pulleys (properly arranged). It is estimated that a large enough
crane can lift up to 200,000 pounds of weight.
Archimedes knew this Art so well that several times, single handedly, with his devices and
machines, ravaged and utterly defeated an entire battle array of the Roman Army (led by the Supreme Roman Consul Marcus Marcellus), which had been besieging Syracuse. With his machines
he rained so many huge stones on them that they were driven far away from the city. And likewise
he hurled mighty stones at the ships that had come up to the walls of Syracuse, utterly confounding the Roman Navy. He was able to project 18 foot pikes almost a quarter of a mile*.

*These things
are written about
in Plutarch’s
Marco Marcello,
Synesius’ Epistolis Polybius,
as well as in
Pliny, Quintilian,
Titus Livius, and
Athenaus
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He devised a way to catch hold of the ships, hoist them above the water and suddenly
drop them into the Sea again. He used *Burning Glasses to set fire to distant Ships. For months
*Galen and
Anthemius
the Romans were repelled from Syracuse. All their force, courage, and tactics couldn’t contend
write about
with his devices and engines. The Romans gave Archimedesthe name Briareus or Centimanus [,
this.
the Greek and Latin terms (respectively) for a mythological giant having 100 arms].
Zonaras says that Proclus understood Archimedes’ Art of Menadry so well that he
Burning
devised
large Burning Glasses. Placing them on the walls of Constantinople, he multiplied the
Glasses
heat of the Sun and directed the beams against the enemy Navy with such force that he set them
ablaze (like lightening) destroying the ships and all the men.
Dion writes about a Geometer from Constantinople named Priscus who invented and
uses a variety of machines using multiplied Force. Even though Emperor Severus conquered
the city, he pardoned Priscus because he honored his Art, cleverness and skill.
Just as important as these machines of Force was the invention of the Gun. Though first
“ invented in another land, an Englishman refined its design. He who has studied the history of
Guns “ Guns is amazed how such a small, common thing (devised by wise men and handled by indus“ trious men) could have such incredible force.

[The Art of Hypogeiody] [tunnels]

Hypogeiody [hypo means under; geo means earth] is a Mathematical Art that demonstrates
how tunnels can be planned and dug under the Spherical Surface of the Earth (at any depth)
to end up under a specific remote location (if the distance and compass direction is known).
This Art explains how a tunnel direction can follow a given track beneath the surface of the
earth. And conversely, how an existing tunnel (straight or crooked) can be tracked from on the
earth’s surface.
This Art is very profitable to the Commonwealth in various ways. I invented this
Art at the request of two Gentlemen. They both owned mines near the border of their lands.
Because the tunnels were crooked and at various depths, they couldn’t determine on whose
property the tunnels were actually located. Upon settling their dispute I published a book
entitled, De Itinere Subterraneo [On Travel Underground].
The rest is at God’s Will. For foot soldiers who dig trenches, for miners digging for
Metal, Stone, or Coal, for those digging for secret underground passages from place to place
(and our country has many) and for other purposes, anyone can easily see the benefit of this
Art. One can also see how much knowledge of Geometry helps in this Art of Hypogeidy.

The Art of Hydragogy [water flow]
Hydragogy [hydra means “water”] demonstrates the possible ways of directing the flow
of Water by Nature’s Law [gravity] or by artificial means from any source (a Spring, Running
Water, or Standing Water) to any other given location.
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Marvelous works using this art have been made for a long time. Not only are they well
documented, but their Ruins can be seen today, like the Roman Aqueducts in Italy. In other places
Canals leading through the Mainland are Navigable for many miles. In other places, water is forced
to Ascend.
Directing water in all these various ways demands great skill of anyone who is to be perfect
in this Art. I won’t get into details of how much Fall is required for every hundred feet of distance
nor of how ventils [man-made sluiceways] should be designed to handle an overflow of too much water.
There are many experts who build waterways, without properly understanding the Geometry involved. Thus, they couldn’t easily choose the optimum course leading from a high spring,
crookedly down and around (and even over other high areas) to the final low destination. Geometry
therefore is essential to Hydrogogy.
Vitruvius, Agricola, (and others) write extensively on the various ways to force water to
ascend like a Tympane mill or a Kettle mill [types of windmills that pump water], the Archimedian Screw,
or Ctesibius’ water pump. [Ctesibius also invented the clepsydra or water clock (see Vitruvius, Book 10, Chapters
4-7); The Tower of the Winds in Athens was based on his design (see Vitruvius, Book 1, Chapter 6)].

So, its quite evident how the Arts of Pneumatithmy, Helicosophy, Static, Trochilike, and
Menadry aid the art of Hydrogogy, and also how useful it is to the Commonwealth.

[The Art of Horometry] [time]
Horometry is a Mathematical Art which demonstrates how, for any given location, the
exact designation of time may be known. This definition sounds simiple, but is has much deeper
meaning than you might imagine. In antiquity, part of this Art was called Gnomonice. More recently it was called Horologiographia. And in English, it is called Dialing.
Ancient is the use, and more ancient is the Invention. Its use appears at least 2300 years ago
when King Achaz invented a dial that worked by the Sun during the day and the Moon and Stars at Kings 4:20
night.
To graphically design various kinds of Dials requires not just skill in Astronomy, but also
Elemental, Spherical, Phenomenal (observational), and Comical Geometry.
It takes more than a talented Painter to prescribe the path of the Sun’s shadow, (down to
a hair’s-width) for any regular surface in any given location. In my youth, I invented a way to accomplish this feat of determining how, using any Horizontal Dial, Mural Dial [wall dial or vertical dial]
or Equinoctial Dial [tilted dial], at any given hour (provided the Sun is shining), to determine the Sign
and Degree ascendant. These things are essential to predict the Rising of those fixed Stars whose
Influence is mighty. But I won’t delve into that here.
Man’s affairs often require knowledge of Time at Moments when neither the Sun, Moon,
or Stars can be seen. So industrious Mechanics invented a way to keep track of time using a consistent flow of Water. Vitruvius rightfully praises to the skies the famous Inventor Ctesibius. Later,
hours were measured by running Sand. Then, using the Art of Trochilike, by weights. And lately by
Trochilike without weights, using a Spring instead.
But all these methods require corrections over time not only because of the heavenly Equinoctial Motion [the Great Year], but also because of the inaccuracy of their own Operation.
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There remains (and I’m not speaking figuratively here) among the Philosophers, a more excellent,
more commodious and more marvelous way than all these to Imitate the motion of the Primovant (or the
first equinoctial motion) by using Nature and Art, which you shall understand more of by further search in
weightier studies. [Dee seems to be hinting about a camera obscura solar disc sundial here].
And so, it is time to finish this Note about the delineation of Time, for our common and private
affairs. Any man that wants to know how to spend his time, needs to know how to tell time.

[The Art of Zography] [painting from life]
Zography [in Greek, Zoê means life] is a Mathematical Art which teaches and demonstrates how the
intersection of all Visual Pyramids, made by any assigned plane (the Center, distance, and lights having
been determined), may be represented by lines and proper colors. To explain all the properties and ensuing benefits of this notable Art would really require a whole Book. An expert Zographer must be skilled in
Geometry, Arithmetic, Perspective, Anthropography and many other Arts. For the most excellent Painter
(who is but the proper Mechanician and sensible Imitator of the Zographer) [Dee is referring to God, the Zographer of the Universe], is so skilled that Man and beast have thought that his paintings were really natural
things and not artificial, that they were alive and not dead.
This Mechanical Zographer (commonly called the Painter) is marvelous in his skill and seems
to have a certain divine power as he can depict absent friends as present and even give dead friends a
continual silent presence not only with us, but with posterity for many Ages. Moving on, Consider how in
Winter he can show you the lively view of Summer’s Joy and riches. And in Summer exhibit the countenance of Winter’s naked and doleful state.
Cities, Towns, Forts, Woods, Armies, indeed even entire Kingdoms (no matter how large or how
far away) he can bring home with ease (to any Man’s Judgment) as lively patterns. In one little house he
can enclose (with great pleasure to the beholders) the lively portraiture of all visible Creatures, either living on earth, or in the earth, or lying in the waters, creeping, sliding, or swimming of any fowl (or even
a fly) that is in the Air flying. He can most nearly match the Judgment of our eyes in respect to the Stars,
the Sky, the Clouds, indeed even the show of the very light itself (that Divine Creature). What an amazing
thing this is. He can represent things that don’t event exist yet. In a sense, his Picture seems to have Created them.
To a skilled craftsman, isn’t a Picture a great pleasure and useful commodity? Which of these
would refuse the Direction and aid of a Picture? To the Architect, the Goldsmith and the Arras [tapestry]
Weaver, a picture is extremely valuable. Is it not by Picture that we get great pleasure when we behold
books on Herbs and Plants, portraits of birds, beasts, fish and even our own curious Anatomy?
And if Picture (by the skillful work of the Painter) is this commodious and marvelous, what shall
we think of Zography, the Schoolmaster of Picture and its chief governor?
Though I don’t mention Sculpture in my table of Mathematical Arts, all men can see how Picture
and Sculpture are connected like Sisters. And both are extremely profitable in a Commonwealth. Excellent
craftsmen have written great books commending both Sculpture and Picture, for example Giorgio Vasari,
Pietro Aretino, Pomponius Gauricus and others.
In addition to these two Arts (and others) there is a certain odd Art called Althalmasat. It is
much more beholding and useful to his Art than the common Sculptor, Entailer, Carver, Cutter, Engraver,
Founder, Painter, (etc.) realizes.
[An Entailer is an Intaglio artist, a Carver makes figurines, a Cutter cuts in wood block, an Engraver engraves in metal
more deeply than an Entailer, and a Founder is one who casts metal].
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[The Art of Architecture]
Many might consider it improper to include Architecture among the Mathematical Arts because it
is not worthy enough. To them I will provide good reasons why I dare do so. They might point out that I
have defined Mathematical Arts as not dealing with material or corruptible things, but dealing with things
which can be expressed using Number and Magnitude. They will claim Architecture unworthy because it
deals with such gross, material works like the building of a house, Palace, Church or Fort.
First, remember that I include Architecture among the Mathematical Arts which are Derived from
the Principal arts of Arithmetic and Geometry. Realize that some of these arts deal more with Natural
things and matter perceptible by the senses, while others draw nearer to Simple and absolute Mathematical Observations.
The Architect prepares, informs and guides the Mechanician who does the actual handiwork of
building a house, Castle or Palace. He is also the final Judge in any decisions that must be made. As the
chief master, the Architect is responsible for the Demonstrative reason and cause of the Mechanician’s
work. Working in Line, Plane, and Solid the Architect’s work must be solidly based on the principles of
Geometry, Arithmetic, Optics, Music, Astronomy, Cosmography—indeed all the Mathematical Arts in
this Preface, as well as other Natural Arts.
As it is based on the principles of all these Arts, you can see why it should be include as its own
Mathematical Art.
Let’s hear from the two men I consider to be the two most perfect Architects:
One is the Roman Vitruvius who wrote On Architecture [ca. 25 BC]. He dedicated the Ten Books
in this work to Emperor Augustus who ruled Rome at the time our Heavenly Archmaster [Jesus] was born.
The other is Leon Battista Alberti of Florence, who also published Ten Books on Architecture [in 1452].

An
Objection

My
Response

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Vitruvius writes: [in his first sentence of Chapter 1, Book 1]
“Architecture is a science involving many disciplines and various kinds of specialized knowledge. All the work done by the builders is guided by the seasoned judgment of the architect. His expertise
grows from practice and reasoning. Reasoning is what declares the final proportions of the work.”
Vitruvius continues:
“In all things, but particularly in Architecture, there are two aspects to be considered, the significant and the signifier. The signified is the object spoke about [like a building]. The signifier is the
reasoned demonstration based on established principles of knowledge. They are two aspects of the same
thing.”
Further along in Book 1, Chapter 1, Vitruvius writes:
“An Architect must be familiar with various Languages, skillful in Painting well instructed in
Geometry, not ignorant of Perspective, equipped with knowledge of Arithmetic, familiar with History, a
diligent student of Philosophy, have skill in Music, be not ignorant of Medicine, understand rules of Law,
and have a firm grasp on Astronomy and the courses of Celestial objects.”
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Vitruvius clearly explains why an Architect must be familiar with all these Arts and disciplines:
“It is important for an Architect to have knowledge of Painting so he can more easily illustrate the
work he proposes.
Geometry offers many aids to Architecture. First among them is the use of the Rule and Compass
to facilitate drawing the building plans. On-site, this geometry is carried out using squares, levels and
plumb lines.
Likewise, by Perspective, the Lights of heaven are well-led in the buildings, from certain quarters
of the world.
By Arithmetic, the cost of the building is summed up, the measurements are calculated, and the
important issues of Symmetry are resolved using Geometric principles and methods.
It is essential to thoroughly study Philosophy because it deals with many varied natural problems
about the “Nature of things,” which the Greeks call physiologia.
		
One example of this is conducting water through Aqueducts. Parts of the course are
downhill, but some are level, and some must actually go over high ground. In each of these situations
water pressure will vary. Problems like this can only be solved by someone who has learned the natural
causes of things by studying Philosophy.
In addition, anyone who has read the books of Ctesibus and Archimedes (or others who have
written down such Rules) will not be able to fully appreciate their meaning unless he has been trained in
these subjects by the Philosophers.
And an Architect must know Music in order to understand both Regular Music and Mathematical
Music. This will help him fine tune the springs of Balists [which shoot heavy darts], Catapults, and Scorpions
[a smaller catapult operated by one person].

Likewise, in Theatres, Bronze Vessels are placed in niches beneath the seats using mathematical
principles. The Greeks called the echeia.
[êxô means “a returned sound or a ringing sound,” from which we get the word echo].
They are distributed in various places throughout the circular Theatre according to the Musical
Harmonies of Diatessaron, Diapente, and Diapason.
[The musical fourth, fifth, and octave or the ratios 3:4, 2:3, and 1:2]

A Mathmetician
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The actor’s voice, projected from the stage, would be amplified when it strikes these vessels, allowing the audience to hear a richer and more pleasing sound.
As for Astronomy, the Architect must know East, West, South and North, and the design of the
heavens, the Equinox, the Solstices, and the course of the stars. Anyone who lacks knowledge of these
matters will be unable to understand the Art of Horology.
As this worthy profession is garnished, beautified and stored with many varied skills and fields
of knowledge, I do not think that someone can just suddenly proclaim he is an Architect. One must start
from childhood and slowly climb the steps of these studies. Only after being trained in Languages, Arts,
and Sciences will be able to reach the high Temple of Architecture.
But to those whom Nature has bestowed such ingenuity, skillfulness, and a good Memory that
they have mastered Geometry, Astronomy, Music and the other Arts, and who have surmounted and
passed the calling and state of Architects can finally become Mathmeticians. Such men are rarely found,
but here are a few examples from times past: Aristarchus of Samos, Philolaus and Archgas of Tarentum,
Appolonius of Perga, Eratosthenes of Cyrene, and Archimedes and Scopinas of Syracuse. Using natural
laws and mathematical principles they invented many kinds of Machines and Sundials, which they described in their books for the posterity.”
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These words (paraphrased in places) can all be found in one chapter in the Ten Books by
the Incomparable Architect Vitruvius. [that is, Chapter 1, Book 1] If you were able to take this book in
your hand and glance through it you would immediately agree: This is a Storehouse of all workmanship. It incorporates the Arts of Geometry, Arithmetic, Astronomy, Music, Anthropography,
Hydragogy, Horometry and more.
Now let’s listen to our other Judge, the Florentine Leon Battista Alberti, and briefly examine his views on Architecture [in his Prologue to Book 1]:
“Before proceeding, I must describe the man I would consider to be an Architect. As other
Arts have Chief Masters, you might think the Carpenter to be the Chief Master of Architecture.
But this is not so. The Carpenter is but an Instrument of the Architect.
I consider an Architect to be that man who (by sure and marvelous reason and method)
has the skill to devise (using his own mind and Imagination) and accomplish by, the movement of
weighty material and the joining and framing together of bodies, that which is most beneficial for
the worthiest needs of Man.
To be able to perform these things, he must have an understanding and knowledge of the
highest and most worthy disciplines.”
whole Feat of Architecture in building consists of
Lineaments [its distinctive lines] and Framing [structure]. The whole intent and purpose of Lineaments
lies in determining the best way of coordinating and joining all the lines and angles that define all
the faces of the building.
The function of the lineaments is to prescribe an appropriate location, precise numbers,
proper scale, and elegant order for the whole building as well as for its various parts. Thus the
entire form* and appearance of a building may depend upon the Lineaments.
Lineaments have nothing to do with the particular material the building is made from.
Building made from different materials can have the same lineaments if they share similar siting,
order, and all the lines and angles are similar.
Thus, Lineaments are all the precise and correct lines and angles of a building, first conceived in the mind, and then perfected by inspired vision and learned intellect.”

Vitruvius.

Who is an
Architect?
“
“
“
“

[In Book 1, Chapter 1, Alberti continues:] “The

We thank you, Master Alberti. By setting aside the material stuff of the building, you have
appropriately given your Art (and your description of it) a Mathematical perfection that involves
thinking about order, number, form, figure, and symmetry.
Now, Gentle reader, it is evident why I consider Architecture to have been born and raised
in the Dominion of the incomparable Princess Mathematica and to be one of her natural subjects.
The word “Architecture” itself helps describe what distinguishes this Science from all the other
Arts.
As Plato affirms, the Architect is the Master of all other workers. He is neither a Smith or
a Builder or any other Craftsman. He is the Head, the Provost, the Director, and the Judge of all
Artificial works and of all Artificers. The true Architect is able to teach, demonstrate, administer,
describe, and Judge all works made. And only he searches out the causes and reasons of all Artificial things.

* The Immateriality of perfect
Architecture

What a Lineament is.

“ Note
“
“
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Thus, Architecture is so excellent that, in our days, few endeavor to undertake it. But it should
only be thought of as a virtuous pursuit.
Just because we have scarce few Artificers these days doesn’t mean we should imperfectly redefine the ancient Arts anymore than we should pinch in the Definition of Wisdom, Honesty, Friendship, or
Justice. No more will I consent to Diminish, in anyway, the perfection and legitimate dignity given to
absolute Architecture.
Under the direction of this Art are three important Mechanical Arts, Housing, Fortification, and
Naupegie [ship building].
Housing incorporates buildings made for Divine Service and for Man’s common usage, whether
public or private.
Strange matters might also be explained about Fortification and Naupegie. But perchance some
will be weary of all this Bede-Roll [lengthy listing or cataloging]. Others might prefer I nicely nip my bulky
and unrefined discoursing with you, made in post-haste. I wouldn’t want you to lose interest in this true
and friendly sampling of Mathematical Power. Life is short and uncertain. Times are perilous. And the
Printer is waiting for my pen to stop. So let,s proceed to the remaining Arts with all speed possible.

The Art of Navigation
The Art of Navigation demonstrates how a seaworthy ship may be conducted between any two
given places by the shortest route and in the shortest amount of time. And, in the instance of storms and
natural disturbances, the best possible revised route.
It is obvious that the Master Pilot requires knowledge of the Arts of Hydrography, Astronomy,
Astrology, and Horometry, as well as the common Base and foundation of all Arts, Arithmetic and Geometry.
Thus he will be able to read the necessary Instruments, whether he has constructed them himself
or they have been skillfully crafted by experts. He should be able to use the following:

*In the
Year 1559.

The Quadrant, The Astronomer’s Ring, The Astronomer’s Staff,
The Universal Astrolobe, A Hydrographical Globe,
Hydrographical Charts
(true ones, not those with longitude lines that are parallel)
The Common Sea Compass, The Compass of Variation
The Proportional and Paradoxical Compasses
(which I invented* at the request of two Master Pilots of the Muscovy Company)
Clocks with springs
Hour, Half-hour, and Three-hour Sandglasses and various other Instruments
He should learn the different ways the Paradoxical Compass can be used on a Globe or a flat map
and also to be able to Calculate the Positions of the Planets at any given time.
In addition, he should know the exact Longitude and Latitude of his port of departure so when he
pinpoints his existing location, he can keep a record of it in his ship’s logbook.
By observing certain tempestuous fixed Stars, (and their Conjunctions, and their angular relationships with the Planets), and where these fixed Stars rise set (and their locations at Noon and Midnight) he
should be able to predict Storms, Tempests, Waterspouts, and other Meteorlogical effects that are dangerous at Sea. For, as Plato says, the ability to change course when the times warrant is no less important in
the Art of War than it is in Husbandry and Navigation.
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Besides all these clever techniques, the Navigator can look to the Sun and Moon for clues
about weather, for example, as Virgil teaches us in Georgics:

Georgics 1

“The sun, too, will give signs when rising, And when setting into the waves.
The surest signs are provided by the sun.
Often we see various colors pass across its face.
Dark blue tells or rain; fiery-red means wind from the east.
But if the fiery-red is mingles with spots. Then a riot of storm-clouds and wind is on the way.
Let no man set sail on such a night. Or even untie his ship’s ropes from shore.
The sun will show you all these things. So who dare call the sun untrue?”
Likewise, there is great pleasure and profit in seeing certain symathetical forewarnings (both
at sea and on land) by carefully observing the Moon, Stars, Water, Air, Fire, Stones, Birds and Beasts.
So by all these examples, it’s clear how much the Art of Navigation needs and uses the other
Mathematical Arts.
There is no need to elaborate on all the ways this country and others benefit from Ships and
Navigation. But I feel obliged to discuss this.
And now, if I was to explain the many all the benefits coming to this Land (and others) because of Ships and Navigation you might think I’m using this occasion to use too many words when
its unnecessary. But let me make this one important point:
In Navigation, none ought to take a greater interest to be skillful than our English Pilots. Perhaps many more men would be willing to come to the aid of our country if they had skills in Navigation. What a Privilege God has bestowed upon this Island by Situating it in a location most commodious for Navigation to Places most Famous and Rich.
And though lately* a young Gentlemen and Courageous Captain was in great readiness, and
with good hope, and with great motivation to have ventured for a Discovery. Either westerly (by way
of Cape de Paramantia) [searching for the North West Passage around the tip of Greenland] or easterly (by way
of Nova Zemla and the Cyremisses) [searching for the North East Passage above Russia].
But near his departure date he* was called into the good service of his country, as the Irish
Rebels have tasted. [Sir Humphrey Gilbert was still fighting in Ireland in 1569].
If this Gentleman is too engaged to make a voyage of Discovery, someone else should study
the matter, listen to my advice, and consider venturing forth themselves.
Little by little we should becoming more knowledge able of the advantages that Trading
Voyages can bring. I would be disheartened if, because of through indifference, inadequate Skills and
lack of Courage, this opportunity was lost.
Half of the challenge is mustering enthusiasm. The other half is educating people about its
wonderful advantages. It would bring great riches and worldly Treasure, mostly to this Land, but also
to the rest of the Christian Commonwealth.

*In the Year
1567
S.H.G.
[Sir
Humphrey
Gilbert]
*In the
Year 1559

The Art of Thaumaturgike [Wonderworks]
Thaumaturgike is that Mathematical Art which gives certain order to make strange works that
can be perceived by the senses but are greatly wondered at by men
These Wonderworks are made in various ways. Some by Pneumatithmie, as in the Works of
Ctesibus or Hero [using water pressure or steam pressure]. Some by Weight, as Plato speaks of in Timaeus.
Some by the Tension of strings. Some have lively Motions caused by tightly wound Springs. Some by
other means, like the Images of Mercury or the brass head sculpted by Albert Magnus, which seemed
to speak [around 1250, Albert Magnus made a robotic head that could answer questions].
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*In the
Year 1551

An Account
of Extraordinary Events
of this
World,
Chapter 8
Tusculan
Disputations.
Chapter 1

*

A Digression
Apologetical
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Cassiodorus [ca. 550 AD] writes that Boethius was skilled in inventing such devices:
“Your purpose is to know profound things and to show marvels. In the presentation of your Art,
you have made Metal burn ablaze. You have made Diomėdes [mythological warrior] out of Brass which
blows a loud Trumpet, a Bronze snake that hisses and birds which sing sweetly. These are but a few of
the things we remember you for, you who can Imitate the heaven.”
At Saint Denys, in Paris*, I (along with Oronce Finé and others) [French mathematician and cartographer 1494-1555] witnessed a strange self-moving several times. Others have written about it, and I hope it
is still there to be seen.
Strange things can be done using the Art of Perspective, as I partially explained earlier. For
example, to see aloft in the Air the lively Image of another man, either walking to and fro, or standing
still. Similarly, to enter a house and see the lively show of Gold, Silver or precious stones, then attempting to grab them with your hand, only to find nothing but Air.
Some men, though wise in other matters, have shamefully overshot themselves by misjudging
the means used to create these wonderworks. As Claudius Celestinus writes:
“Nowadays, some Men, even of great learning and reputation, have Judged certain works to
be so marvelous that they are above the power of Nature. But anyone skilled in the Art of Perspective
could easily have explained the Cause.”
Marcus Tillius Cicero, recounts the very strange Sphere designed by Archimėdes “When
Archimedes fastened the movings of the Sun, Moon and the five other Planets in a Sphere, he made the
world, just as the God did (in the Timaėus of Plato). By turning one crank, they all moved at various
rates, some slow, some swift.”
Even more amazing is that Claudianus reports it was made of Glass.
Angellius writes that the Mathematician Archytas made a Dove out of wood that could actually fly.
Plato writes about strange Images in Dadalus. Homer writes about Vulcan’s Selfmovers which
moved by means of secret wheels. (Aristotle mentions both of these in his book Politics.)
Much of the workmanship in days long past was simply performed by cleverly using the
principles of Trochilike and related Arts. In Nuremburg, a fly made out of Iron, being let out of the
Artificer’s hand, flew about all the guests at the dinner table. After a while, as though it were weary, it
returned to its mater’s hand again.
Also an Eagle made from wood flew out from Nuremburg a long distance to salute Emperor
Maximillian, then returned again, waiting from him at the city gates.
[Dee’s friend Peter Ramus wrote about the Iron Fly and the Wooden Eagle made by Regiomontanus around 1471].

*Thus, you can see that what wonders Mathematical Art can perform when Skill, Will, Industry, and Ability are duly applied to proof.

[Dee’s diatribe against malicious accusers]

		
For these and similarly marvelous Acts and Feast that are naturally, Mathematically
and Mechanically contrived and made, should any honest student and Modest Christian Philosopher
be called a Conjurer?
Should the folly of Idiots and the Malice of the scornful prevail over He who seeks no worldly gain or glory from them ,but only seeks from God the treasure of heavenly wisdom and knowledge
of pure truth.
Should he that seeks (as St. Paul describes it) in Creature’s Properties and wonderful virtues
to find just cause by which to glorify the Eternal and Almighty Creator be robbed and pillaged of his
honest name and fame?
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Should that man be (in hugger mugger) [clandestinely] condemned as a Companion of the Hellhounds, or a Caller and Conjurer of wicked and damned Spirits? Some claim they don’t have time for all
this learning, but its the only way to Godly Wisdom and Truth.
It takes a long time to absorb all the delights of Godly Wisdom and Godly Truth. Do you think such
a learned man would waste his time with the Chief enemy of Christ our Redeemer, the deadly foe of mankind, the subtle and shameless perverter of Godly Truth, the Hypocritical Crocodile, the Envious Basilisk
[serpent] who continually desires, in the twinkle of an eye, to destroy all Mankind, both in Body and Soul,
forever?
Surely (to speak for myself) I have not learned to make so brutish and so wicked a Bargain. I
have suffered in many ways in order to attain good Learning and Wisdom. In the past 20-25 years of Study
I have spent 2-3 thousand marks, traveled 7-8 thousand miles, in all kinds of weather, using all kinds of
transport, early and late, in danger of violence by man, in danger of destruction by wild beasts, in hunger, in
thirst, in perilous heat by day, walking on foot in dangerous damps of cold by night, and risked my life by
lodging in unsafe places.
Why (I pray you) for all this (safely, by God’s mercy) should I have fished with a net so large and
costly, and that has taken such a long time to draw up (with the help of Lady Philosophy and Queen Theology), only to catch* a Frog? Nay, only to have caught a Devil? This is what the Common peevish Prattler
Imagines and Jangles about. This is what the Malicious scorner says, so brazenly, behind my back. Ah,
what a miserable kind of Man this is. He is bold, but blind to the Multitude of things above his Capacity.
What a Land. What a People. What Manners. What kind of times are these? Have these men become Devils themselves? By bearing false witness against their neighbors, will they also become Murderers? Perhaps God has forgiven them for this horrible slandering of the guiltless, but then they continue to
do it. Why do the Innocent obtain from enforcing the full extent of the Law?
Why do the Innocent bystanders disregard the Charitable patience of he who has been slandered?
Why do they not help enforce the full extent of the Law against these men as they continue to forge, fable,
rage, and raise slander in Spoken Word and Print? Do they fear their Names will also be Noted to the World
in word and Print with various devices, fables, beastly Imaginations and unchristianlike slanders?
Well, Well, my unkind Countrymen. O unnatural Countrymen. O unthankful Countrymen. O Brainsick, rash, O spiteful and Disdainful Countrymen. Why do you violently oppress me with your slanders,
contrary to Truth and contrary to your own Consciences?
In word, deed, or thought have I ever been hurtful, damaging, or injurious to you and yours in any
way? I have so long, so dearly, so carefully, so painfully, and so dangerously sought and travailed to learn
Wisdom and attain Virtue, and in the end (in your judgment) I am worse than when I began.
Worse than a Madman. A dangerous Member of the Commonwealth. Not a Member of the Church
of Christ. You call this Learned? You call this being Philosophers or lovers of Wisdom? To forsake the
straight heavenly path and wallow in the broad path of damnation? To forsake the light of heavenly Wisdom and lurk in the dungeon of the Prince of darkness? To forsake the Truth of God and his Creatures? To
flatter the Deceiptful, Crafty, Obstinate Liar an continual disgracer of the ultimate power of God’s Truth?
To forsake Eternal Life and Bliss and cling to the Author of everlasting Death, that Murderous Tyrant who
most greedily steals Man’s Soul?

*From
the proverb, “He
had fished
well, but
caught a
Frog.”
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Well, I thank God and our Lord Jesus Christ for the Comfort I get from the Examples of men
who have lived before my time. Though I am unworthy of being compared to them in godliness of
life or in perfection of learning, but they sustained the very same (or rather greater) Injuries that I
have had to withstand.
Plato’s Apology of Socrates (that patient man) will testify to this. The Apology written by
Apuleius reveals the Brutishness of the Multitude. Pico de Mirandola’s Apology will teach you of the
Raging slander of the Malicious Ignorant against him. In Johannes Trithemius’ Apology you can read
his public Prostetation against the Rude Simple, some of whom were considered to be the wisest sort
of men. There are so many more I can’t count them all.
I loathe the Foolishness and Malice of my Native Countrymen who cannot digest any extraordinary course in Philosophical Studies that does not fall within the Compass of their Capacity or
where they are not made privy to the true and secret cause of such wonderful Philosophical Feats.
These men generally fall into four categories: The first I call Vain prattling busy bodies. The
second, Foolish Friends. The third, Imperfectly zealous. And the fourth, Malicious Ignorant. Let me
briefly say a word or two to each of these, then I will return to my Preface.
Vain prattling busy bodies: Use your idle assemblies and conferences for something useful
instead of talking of matters too difficult for your Capacities or contrary to your Consciences of what
you Know is True.
Foolish Friends: Depart, rather than shower someone who is not really your friend with
blind affection. Just because he knows more than the common student you declare that he must be a
skilled Conjurer. By advancing his fame this way you make other men marvel at your good fortune to
have such a talented friend.
Cease to spread Irreverence while you pretend Amity, pretending your tongue to be true while
really being an Untrue friend (to God and his Dominion as well). Such Friends and Foolishness I
shake off. I renounce you. Shake off your Folly.
Imperfectly zealous: Perhaps you mean well, but you miss the Mark by far if you kill a
Lamb to feed his blood to the flock. Lamb’s blood provides no natural sustenance to Sheep. Christ’s
flock is not nourished by your horrible slanders, nor are your pretenses well-graced at all by your rash
ragged Rhetoric. Those who use me this way will find a foul Crack in their Credit. Speak only about
what you know. And learn what you know. Don’t believe heresy which endangers someone’s life.
Search to your heart and let Charity be your guide.
Malicious Ignorant: What shall I say to you? “Prohibe linguam turam a malo. A detractione
percite lingua.” “Cause thy tongue to refrain from evil. Refrain your tongue from slander.” Though
your tongue is sharp like that of a Snake and the poison of an adder lies on your lips, think first and
take heed of what you say.
“Vir linguosus non stabilietur in terra. Virum vilentum venabitur malum, donec praecipitetur.
For, sure I am, “Quia faciet Dominus ludicium afflicti: & vindictam pauperum.”
“A talkative man will not be stable [or firm] on earth. Trouble will hunt down a violent man,
until he is taught.” For, sure I am, “Because the Lord will bring about judgment for the afflicted, and
protection for the poor.”
Thus I ask my true friends, and Countrymen (you Mathematicians, Mechanicians, and Philosophers, both Charitable and discreet) help me silence the untrue tongued, my envious Adversaries
and all false Foolish friends.
Furthermore consider how Basilius Magnus presents Moses and Daniel before the eyes of
those who consider Philosophical Studies like mine to be ungodly or unprofitable.
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Weigh well what St. Stephen says about Moses: “Eruditus est Moses omni Sapientia AEgypyioru & erat
potens in verbis & operibus suis.” “Moses was instructed in all manner of wisdom of the Egyptians and The Acts 7.
he became powerful both in his words and works.”
The Philosophical Power and Wisdom of Moses was not unlike that of the Holy Ghost. Yet
Pliny called Moses a wicked Magician.
Moses might have learned his Philosophical wisdom before leading the Children of Israel or
perhaps afterwards, when he performed wonders for the King Pharoh. Saint Stephen holds Moses’
Philosophy in high esteem in his Recapitulation of the Old Testament at his martyrdom (when he was
full of the Holy Ghost). Basilius Magnus avouches that Moses’ wisdom served him well (not to mention
how it served the church of God).
Regarding Moses’ wonders done before the King Pharoh, God himself said: “Vide ut omnia
ostenta, quae posui in manu tua, factas coram Pharone” Which translates, “See that thou do all those
wonders which I have put in thy hand before the Pharoh.”
Book 30,
You can see how rashly Pliny has slandered Moses, accusing him of vain fraudulent Magic
Chapter 1
saying: “Est & alia Magices Factio a Mose, Iamne, & lotape, ludaeis pendens: sed multis millibus
annorum post Zoroastrem. etc.” “There is also another sect of magic, deriving from the Jews– Moses,
Iamnes, and Iotape, but this was after Zoraster by many thousands of years.”
1.
“
Let all who are even Inferior to Pliny in Judgment and skill of Philosophy take heed, lest they
“ 2.
overshoot themselves rashly in judging Philosopher’s Strange Acts and the Means by which they were
done. Furthermore, beware of faking, scheming or imagining monstrous, unnatural feats when none
3.
were actually done (especially if there is not a spark of truth to it).
But most of all, those that Foolishly and Maliciously devise, then devilishly attribute their new
found Monsters to me, let them be ashamed in front of their fellow Men. Let them dread and fear the
Just Judge. I hope that time will show that I am Innocent in hand and heart and have not trespassed
against God or Man in any of my Philosophical and Mathematical Studies and Exercises.

The Art of Archemastry

[Experimental Science, certifying something by experience]

Now I end with Archemastry. This art is rare, but the name is not new. Another Art under this
one has been imbued with this English name before. [Nicholas Clulee notes that the English alchemist Thomas
Norton uses the term, which means “full of mastery”]

This Art teaches how to actually experience all the worthy conclusions proposed by all the
Mathematical Arts and by true Natural Philosophy and put them in a broader scope in terms of these
same arts. Also, by using proper methods, and in peculiar terms, it helps these Arts to become complete
Experiences which cannot be challenged.
If you recall how we put the Art of Architecture above all common handiworks, you might have
some idea of the powerful authority of this Science. I sometimes call it a Science rather than an Art
because of the excellency and Mastership it has over so many mighty arts and sciences. And because it
starts with Experience and then searches forth the causes of conclusions (and applies them to the Experience) it is called Experimental Science. This is what Nicolas Cusanus [Nicholas of Cusa, 1401-1464] calls
it in his Experiments Statistical.
Another Philosopher, Native to this land (and whose flower of worthy fame can never die or
wither) wrote extensively about it at the request of Pope Clement VI.

R.B.

[Roger
Bacon.]
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The Art carries with it a wonderful Credit. Using reason, it certifies to all the senses, fully
and completely, to the utmost power of Nature and Art. It certifies by complete and absolute Experience.
The other Arts have Arguments and Demonstrations that persuade and, in words, prove
their Conclusions* very well.
Words and Arguments do not certify things like our senses do. They are not the full and
final fruit of Sciences that can be practiced. And though some of the Arts incorporate Experiences,
they are not complete, not brought to the ultimate test: the senses.
For example, the Natural Philosopher debates issues and tries to draw the best conclusion.
The Astronomer and the Optical Mechanician learn some things by observable Experience, but not
everything.
This is where the Archemaster steps in and pursues more Experience by using his Experimental doctrine. This makes Archimastery the chief and final power of the Natural and Mathematical Arts. I have read and heard of the two or three men who left good record of this Description of
Archemastry.
This Art involves fantastical Imagination. Some Sophister might, cum suis insolubilibus
[by his riddles], claim something to be irrefutable with a flourish and dazzle your Imagination and
destroy your honest desire and Courage from believing these things, so unheard of, so marvelous
and such Importance.
Well, do as you will. I have forewarned you. I have done my part as a friend. I have discharged my Duty to God and at his most merciful hands received my final accomplishment.
The Science Alnirangiat does Archemastry great Service. Muse nothing of his name. This
is its proper name, I have not changed it. It has been used and published in Print by other men.
Under this comes Ars Sintrilla which was briefly discussed by Artephius. But the chief Science of
the Archemaster (in this world) is another (as it were) OPTICAL Science, whose name shall be told
(God willing) when I shall have some (more just) occasion to Discourse upon it.
[Nicholas Clulee writes that these two arts with Arabic names refer to the art of divination and suggests that the “optical”
art is scrying.]

Here I must end abruptly Gentle friend and undaunted lover of honest and essential truths.
For those who have (for your sake) requested me (an old forewarn Mathematician) to take pen in
hand (through the confidence they had in my long experience and tested sincerity) for declaring
and reporting the benefits of the Mathematical Arts. To satisfy the Printer’s request, forthwith I will
end this new attempt (and so costly) in a matter so slenderly (up till now) considered or esteemed
among the common Sort of Students.

[this book is intended for scholars who are not necessarily University students]
1.
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I have been asked to explain why this book on the Principle Science of Geometry, entitled Euclid’s Geometrical Elements is written in our vulgar Speech of English and is intended for
people who don’t know Latin and are not University Scholars. (Truthfully, I think such an explanation is unnecessary.)
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My intention is not to diminish the Honor and Esteem of University Students and those
who have Graduated. You too will Benefit from this work, even though it is intended for those who
are not as privileged.
The whole Mathematical Quadrivium exists in French, but the Universities of Paris or
Orleans (and others) are not offended.
Nor in Germany have the famous Universities been at all discontent with Albrecht Dürer’s
Geometrical Institutions written in Dutch, or with Gulielmus Xylander’s learned translation of the
first six books of Euclid into high Dutch. Nor with Gualterus H. Riffius’ Geometrical Volume, very
diligently translated into the high Dutch tongue.
Nor do the Universities of Spain and Portugal consider their reputation decayed or suppose any of their Students hindered by the Mathematical works of the Excellent Pedro Nunez written in his vulgar language. Neither will be Studies of University Students be hindered by it.
The students at the Italian Universities (like the Academies of Bologna, Ferrara, Florence,
Milan, Padua, Pavia, Perugia, Pisa, Rome, or Sienna) do not find themselves disgraced nor are their
studies at all hindered by Luca Pacioli or by Nicolaus Tartaglia who have published Eudlid’s Elements, some of Archimedes work, and large volumes of Arithmetic and Practical Geometry, all in
their vulgar language, Italian.
Indeed, how the Common scholar (or even Grammarian) who will be shortly attending a
University can now be sufficiently instructed in Arithmetic and Geometry (as Plato recommended)
and be better prepared for all kinds of Academical [Platonic] or Peripatetical [Aristotelian] Philosophy. Thus, he will proceed more cheerfully, more skillfully, and more speedily forward in his studies to be learned there. Saving time, he can profit in other ways.
Also, many young Gentleman or fertile English wits who never intended to meddle with
the profound search and study of Philosophy (generally learned in the Universities) may now more
easily sharpen their wits where otherwise they might be spending their time in foolish exercises
that serve neither God, the Commonwealth, or their families.
And the Universities may have great Comfort with good hope that because of this English
Geometric and Mathematical Preface, they will now be more esteemed and necessary. For when
it becomes well-known that such great commodities result from the study of the Mathematical
Sciences and the unlatined students have tasted such rare fruit (that heretofore has not been so
fully clarified), all men will realize that far greater assistance in understanding the Perfection of all
Philosophy may be had in the Universities (the Storehouses and Treasury of all Arts and Sciences
essential for the best and most noble State of Commonwealths).
Aside from this, how many Common Craftsmen are there in the Realms of England and
Ireland who deal with Number Rule and Compass, who, with their own Skill and experience will
be able (by this good information) to figure out and devise new works and exceptional new Machines and Instruments of use to the Commonwealth, private pleasure, and the better maintaining
of their own prosperity.

2.

3.

4

5.
“ Universities
“
“
“
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“
“
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“

I will not (therefore) fight against my own shadow. For no man (I am sure) will open his mouth
against this Enterprise. For no man who has Charity towards his brother’s furtherance in virtuous knowledge, no man has any care and zeal for the bettering of the Common State of this Realm, no man who
cares not what wise men (either Sages or those fixed in their ways) thinks of him, no man (I am sure) will
open his mouth against this Enterprise.
Nor will I make an Apology to anyone for doing this virtuous act, for setting forth Profitable Arts
to the Englishman, in the English tongue.
But unto God our Creator, let us be thankful that:
He, of his Goodness, by his Power, and in his wisdom has Created all things in Number,
Weight, and Measure.
Through his great Mercy he has revealed the Means with which to sufficiently understand these
three principal Instruments. I have given you abundant proof that these Means are the Mathematical Arts
and Sciences.
In my Mind there is so much more I would like to write about then matters, but I am pinched for
time. But I have no doubts that if you are provoked by virtuous zeal and honest Intent to read and study
this Compendious treatise, its fruits will give you great pleasure. [“Compendious” means essential facts presented
concisely].

The
Groundplat
of this
Preface in
a Table

So you can more easily perceive and better remember the principal points of my Preface, I have
summarized it in a Groundplat or table (in the order in which they were presented)
If Haste has caused my poor pen to stumble anywhere, surely you will forgive me,
(as it is my earnest and sincere intent to please you). Consider the
huge rocky mountains and the perilous unbeaten pathways
which this pen has toiled and labored through (both
night and day, for a while) to bring you this good
News and Wonderful proof of Virtue’s fruit.
For the rest, I entrust you to God’s Merciful direction, heartily beseeching him
to help make your studies and honest Intents flourish, for his Glory,
and for the Benefit of our Country. Amen.
Written at my poor House
At Mortlake,
–––––––––––––––––––––––
In the Year 1570, February 9.
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[Courtesy Yale Medical Library, New Haven CT]
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Definition of parallax

Parallax is the angle between
the lines that join a heavenly body
to two different points of observation.
Geocentric parallax is the angle between
the line joining one’s location and a heavenly body
and the line joining the center of the earth and that heavenly body.

angle

geocentric parallax

Synopsis of: A Certain Essence of Parallax

Dee’s work on the mathematics of parallax was often put in a single binding with the
work of Thomas Digges’s entitled Alae seu scaleae mathematicae, meaning “Mathematical
Wings or Scales” (how he graphically visualized his trigonometric theorems).
The famous mathematician Leonard Digges (1520-1559) died when Thomas (1546-1595)
was only 14, and Dee had become Thomas’ “mathematical father.”
Both Dee and Thomas Digges were inspired to write about Parallax when a “new star”
(or supernova) appeared in the sky in 1572. But Robert Goulding and Stephen Johnston assert
that these two friends had different motives for writing about parallax.
Digges was a Copernicus enthusiast and wanted to use his mathematical findings to promote Copernicus’ heliocentric ideas.
Dee steered clear of the controversial Copernican theories and emphasized how understanding of parallax was was important in the astronomy involved in astrology.
[Robert Goulding, Wings (or Stairs) to the Heavens,
The Parallactic Treatises of John Dee and Thomas Digges.
Stephen Johnston, Like Father, Like Son?
John Dee, homas Digges And the Identity of the Mathematician
In
John Dee: Interdisciplinary Studies in English Renaissance Thought,
edited by Stephen Clucas, pp. 41-84]
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General and Rare Memorials
pertaining to the Perfect Art of Navigation

1577

Original in
Elizabethan
English
(modernization not
provided)
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Dee’s wordplay
on his friend’s name,
Sir Edward Dyer
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[Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Washington DC]

[continues for 75 more pages]
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John Dee’s Map of North America
(note the triangular island pointing towards a river
that heads northeast and opens into a circular gulf)

(full map; done on parchment)

1580

Calendar Treatise

1583

Original in
Elizabethan
English,
in Dee’s
handwriting

Calendar Treatise,
written at the request of Queen Elizabeth
and the Privy Council.
Hand written by John Dee.

(Courtesy of the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford
MS Ashmole 1789 fol. 1r)
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[These pages from Thomas Smith’s transcription
of Dee’s manuscript are shown because
the handwriting is more legible.]
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reproduction of Dee’s original Dial of Time
(Courtesy of the Bodleian Library, University of Oxford
MS Ashmole 1789 fol. 11r)
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1583

Calendar Treatise

Modernization

A Plain Discourse and humble advice for Our Gracious Queen Elizabeth,
her most Excellent Majesty, to praise and consider the needful reformation of the Vulgar Calendar
of Civil Years to reconcile the Days in accordance with the time which has truly been spent.
In the Method of this present consideration of time, the true place of any planet or

other Star is determined by a straight line Imagined to pass from the Center of the Earth through
the Center of the body of the planet or other Star, up unto the first and highest heavenly Convex
Superfice [surface].
And wherever the upper End and Mathematical point
of that imagined line is, there the true place of the Star or
planet is esteemed and reckoned to be.
As any Planet or other Star moves either forward,
backward or sideward, so continuously the upper End of said
line determines the true place of that planet or Star.
The Sun has such pre-eminence that the Uniform and
constant trace of the continual course of its line in the heaven
is the Principal circular circumference to which the motions
of all the other Planets and Stars are compared (their distance
away from the Sun’s course in latitude).
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That imagined Circumferential trace of the Sun’s way in the
heaven is called the Ecliptic , which very anciently has been called
the Bias line. This Bias line is considered in respect to another great
circumferential line in the heaven called the Equinoctial line or sometimes the Aequtor (in Latin) or Equicialis .
The Aequinoctial line is the very Middle circumference between the two known Poles of the World (or of the most Uniform
and Unalterable daily Motion of the heaven westward). But the Poles
of the one other motion of the Sun’s Circle (besides the Ecliptic circle)
are somewhat distant from the known Poles of the World.
The Poles of this other due Motion (besides the Sun’s Circle or
Ecliptic circle) are somewhat distant
from the known Poles of the
World, presently by about 23 degrees and 28 minutes.
Thus the Sun’s circle or Ecliptic is Biased to the Equinoctial
Circumference, and they cross or cut each other in two places (or opposite points). These opposite places (or Mathematical points) we call
the Equinoctial pricks or Points .
Throughout the world, the Sun rises and sets in 24 hours (and
a few minutes more). When the sun is at those two said Points, Days
and nights are Equal. The Sun is under the Horizon for as long as
it is above the Horizon (over the course of a whole Day). When the
Sun comes to either of these Equinoctial Points there is no difference
between the lengths of Day and Night.

Just as these two great circles cut each other in two places, so
also do they part or run from each other on both sides of these Equinoctial Points. (I mean on the North Side and on the South Side.)
The greatest distances that these two circumferences are from
each other is called the greatest Declination of the Arc of the Sun
(either northerly or southerly).
In Common Astronomical speech (and for good reason), we say
the Sun’s circle (or the Ecliptic Circle) declines and is Biased from the
Equinoctial. (We don’t say the Equinoctial declines from the Ecliptic.)
The Pricks or places of the Ecliptic that are most distant from the Equipricks.
noctial are called the Tropic or Turning
					
[in Greek, trope means turning]
When the Sun has digressed (as it were) from the Equinoctial
as far as it can to these uttermost Points, it seems to turn again toward
the Equinoctial. (The Sun goes so in his own course and circle, and it
always moves forward in a perfectly circular circumference.)
Of those two Equinoctial points, the one the Sun approaches
in March is called (in our Region) the Spring Equinox or the Vernal
Equinox or Vernu Punctum Aequinoctiale or the beginning of the
Sign or Dodecatemorium of Aries.
The point which is opposite to it is called the Autumnal Equinox
.
or the beginning of Libra
Each of the two Tropic Pricks are also called Solstices, which
means “the Sun’s stay.” (the declination increases no longer.)
One we call the Solstium Aestivale or Solstiale Punctum Aestior Tropicum Punctum Cancri
[the sun reaches the Tropic of Cancer].
vale
The other we call the Solstitium Hiemale or Tropicum Punctum
Capricorni [the sun reaches the Tropic of Capricorn]

This is shown
as Arc CI
or Arc KD

Noted by the
Letters
C and D.
Noted by
the letter A
From which
prick begins
continually the
division of
the Ecliptic into
Equal parts called
degrees of which
30 make
a sign or
a Dodecatemorium.
Noted by
the letter B.
To be understood
by the letter C.
Understood
by the letter D

This Summer Sunstay prick, which the Sun enters in June, we
also call Initium Cancri
.
The Wintery Sunstay point, which the Sun enters in December,
we call the beginning of Capricorn.
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Those who are not well-acquainted with these terms should remember or make note of them. These speculations are the reason for the matter
at hand:
The due Reformation of our Circle year
according to the true and Natural year.
Thus we may begin.
There are two sorts of years to be considered here. One is the Annus Solaris or Annus Vertens [in Latin, verto means to turn] Annus Tropicus. The
other is called the Annus Civilis or Annus Julianus.
We will start with a description of the Annus Solaris.
A Sun Year

A Sun Year
is that Periodical space of time which is spent
in the Sun’s motion along the Ecliptic between that Moment of time when
the Sun is deemed to have a place in any prick or point of the 360 degrees
of the Ecliptic line and that other Moment in time when it is reckoned to
come again to the first prick or point. (These pricks can be either the Equinoctial or Tropical pricks or a prick at any given distance from the four
principal pricks.)
The Annus Civilis is also called Annus Julianus because Julius
Caesar was the first to order the civil year and establish it by public edict. 		
Here is its definition:
A circle or Vulgar year is the space of 365 Nightdays and six usual
hours. I call them Nightdays imitating the apt Greek name Nycthemere
or Nycthemeros [Nyct means “night” and emeros means “day”]
Jointly between both the time of the Dark and the time of the Light
is about 24 usual hours. Mention is made of this at the Creation: Est Vespere et Mane Dies Unus. [And there was evening, and there was morning, the first day.
Genesis 1:5]

Every since Creation, that Light has been given the name of Dies
by God’s own appointing, as Moses was taught to Record by the Holy
Ghost. Appellavit Lucem Diem, et Tenebros Noctem [Call the Light Day and the
Dark Night].
[Day]

Thus you see (in this way), how this double Manner of terming Day
is anciently grounded. But only one manner of Night is Ordained. At the
Creation, there were not two darknesses noted.
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The pre-eminence or priority in time assigned to the darkness or evening time
is called Night. 		
Likewise, the morning celebrated that which was called Day.
Thus, Vespere and Mane made Dies Unus.
[“Evening and Morning” made “One Day”]

And one Nightday
(the Nycthemere or Nycthemeros) is comprised of
this dark Night and the light Day
.
Thus, it must be admitted that these names are not of our Novelty.
Julius Caesar, with the help of the Mathematician Sosigenes, commanded and
established the Quantity of the Civil year to be 365 days and 6 hours.
They verily thought that this Quantity of time answered to the true and heavenly year of the Sun’s course (not a minute more or less). So, they made an adjustment
to account for those odd six hours.
In our Civil Acts and Affairs these odd hours can not be utterly neglected, or
unreckoned or not considered). In four Civil Years, these 6 hours amounted to 24
.
hours, the Quantity of a usual NightDay
So every fourth vulgar year, a NightDay was added in the month of February
of the Roman Calendar, so that fourth year contained 366 days. We commonly call
this a leap year by reason of the Dominical letter (Ecclesiastially ordained), leaping or
changing only one certain day in February.
Julius Caesar placed the day at Sexto Kalendas Martÿ or the sixth of the Kalends of March. The month of February that usually had 28 days was made to have
29. Thus, a leap year was called Annus Bisixtilis.
The Romans used distinct Names for days of the week.
Dies Solis (or Dominiea) [Sun Day]
Dies Luna [Moon Day]
Dies Martis [Mars Day]
Dies Mercurii [Mercury Day]
Dies Jovis [Jupiter Day]
Dies Veneris [Venus Day]
Dies Saturni [Saturn Day]
They did not note the days as we do with A, B, C, D, E, F, G.
The Romans divided their day into Calends, Nones, and Ides.
I set forth these Days for a better understanding of the Roman Custom. But
the Resolution to have Septenarie of Days (that is, the account of time by weeks) is of
much greater antiquity (in this World of continuance).
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The first Chapter of Genesis sufficiently declares the beginning of this orderly
accounting by Seven. In the Scriptures it is very often expressed. In the Judaical
month this week of Number of Seven days has been used by the phrases:
or Prima Sabbati,
Teria Prima,
Secunda Sabbati,
Teria Secunda,
Tertia Sabbati,
Teria Tertia,
Quarta Sabbati,
Teria Quarto,
Quinta Sabbati,
Teria Quinta,
Sexta Sabbati
Teria Sexta,
and Sabattium.
and Teria Septima
Dies Solis, Dies Lunas and the other Dies with Planetary names came to Christian knowledge by the use of the Doctrine of the Chaldeans.
Note

Long after the time of Christ, men have labored to compare the two kinds of
years previously described.
It was found by the records of two thousand years that Annus Julianus (365
days and 6 hours) actually exceeds and has exceeded the length of the true natural Sun
Year by some minutes of an hour.
Though these various ages the length of the Sun’s Year did not, does not, and
will not be the same length of time for any two consecutive years, the yearly difference is quite small (in our age, as well as in Ptolemy’s time), being less than 15 seconds of an hour.
This is a very small portion of time when to be reckoned with the Artificial or
Mechanical breadth of an hour line drawn on a Sun Dial. No mortal man’s eye can
discern this Quantity of a Mechanical time breadth of the moving or shifting of the
place of the Indicating Shadow. But it actually does move and shift....
[...Over time] any man can discern and no man is so void of Reason to deny
the Motion passed to have been great...
...Yea (as I said before) the Arithmetical and proportional account can be
given of the Motion passed various uses of this can be devised consequently or Porismatically (as the Greek word is porismatikos).
[porisma means a deduction or corollary from a previous demonstration]

This Dial (which is divided into 360 equal parts) shows the time spent since
the beginning of all time and the creation of time. Every one of these Astronomical
Philosophers I have shown here have studied the length of the year.			
The Astronomical observations of one man might easily be doubted, but of
diverse men’s observations (diligently made) in great length and distance of time (as
in Centuries of years or more), very certainly, it is now demonstrable so to be.
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Dee’s “Circle of Time”
from Adam to Queen Elizabeth I
Clarifying Notes for Dee’s “Dial of Time”
The “Dial of Time” goes from Adam, Enoch and Noah,
through the founding of Jerusalem, the Greek era, the time of Jesus and Ptolemy,
then highlights several famous astronomers of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
It ends with Queen Elizabeth who Dee touts as the “Reformatrix” (female Restorer) of the Year,
thereby introducing the next great Christian epoch.
[if she reforms the calendar, as Dee is heartily encouraging her to do]

Genesis 5:5 says Adam lived for 930 years
Genesis 5:23 says Enoch lived for 365 years
The Atlantic War took place in the mountains of Northern Africa.
Meton and Eucteman were famous Greek Astronomers who lived around 400 BC.
Hipparchus lived around 150 BC.
Ptolemy lived around 140 AD.
Al Kindi lived around 850 AD.
The English astronomer Simon Bredon (from Oxford) lived around 1350 AD.
Copernicus lived around 1525 AD.
Phaedo, a follower of Socrates, opened up the Elian School around 450 BC
(in his home town of Elis, Greece, about 125miles west of Athens)
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There’s lots more...
Dee continues with over 50 more pages of technical astronomy relating to
how the Julian Calendar has fallen out of line with the calendar of the heavens.
He provides detailed data from all his main sources; Meton, Euctemon, Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Al Kindi, Simon Bredon, and Copernicus.
He warns that, without reform, Easter might be celebrated on an incorrect date. And he shows how the great astronomers like Regiomontanus of
Konigsburg [Prussia] had come to the same conclusions.
Dee delivered his 62 page proposal to the Court on February 26, 1583.
Upon reading Dee’s proposal the Privy council was enthusiastic about the
calendar reform. Walshingham responded to Dee expressing his appreciation.
Even the skeptical Cecil was on board. All that was needed was the approval of
the Archbishop of Canterbury, Edmund Grindal.
Wooley reports that Cecil insisted a decision be made promptly, before
November of 1583.
Grindal (who was at odds with Queen Elizabeth regarding other issues)
probably never properly digested Dee’s technical report.
He wrote the whole idea of calendar reform off as a “Papist” and said the
matter must first be approved by all the Protestant Churches throughout Europe.
Grindal knew full well this would never happen, especially in a matter of months,
so he had effectively quashed the whole idea.
Dee was furious that Grindal couldn’t see what was so blatantly scientifically accurate and obvious. Nonetheless, England did not reform its calendar.
It wasn’t until until 1752 that England finally adopted the Gregorian Calendar.
During those 170 years, communications and trade agreements generally had two
dates: Old Style (OS) and New Style (NS).
Had Grindal been a little more open-minded, it would have saved 170
years of communication aggravations. But to Dee, even more exasperating was
the fact that England’s “Civil Time” remained out of sync with the “true” time of
the cosmos.
Cecil might have been in a rush to settle the matter before November so
that Englandwould stay in step with the rest of Europe. Italy had changed in October of 1582 (October 4 became October 15), France followed on December 9,1582, and
Holland on January 1,1583.
However Cecil might have been anxious to have England’s change calendars to coincide with the settlement of the Gilbert/Peckham//Dee colony at the
John Dee River and port. Perhaps, following Dee, he wanted the New Colony in
the New World to commence in the New Time.
(Anthony Brigham’s mission (with its two ships and a pinnace) had
departed from England in April of 1582. Gilbert’s delayed mission (with 5 ships)
finally depatrted in June of 1583.)
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Dee the poet
There are two other noteworthy parts of the Calendar Treatise: two poems penned by Dee.
As a introduction, Dee wrote four couplets to Lord Burghley. Perhaps he is referring to
them in the title of this illustration (which preceeds them). Dee’s depiction of the universe is clearly
Trinitarian. YHWH (Jehova) radiates from three corners of the equilateral triangle, governing the
earth, the 7 planets, and the fixed stars.
Along the edges are three biblical quotes that relate to Time. The title and the graphic are a
curious mix of Quaternary and Ternary (particularly the three strange asterisks after the title).
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[Four Chief Mysteries]

The LORD thy GOD has made the Sun, the Moon, and the Stars
to serve all Nations under the whole heaven. Deuteronomy 4:19

To the right honorable and
my singular good Lord,
the L.Burghley,
Lord Treasurer
of England

TO OTI, and TO DIOTI,
I show the thing, and reason why.
At large, in brief, and middle wise,
I humbly give a plain Advice.
For want of time, The Time Untrue,
If I have missed, Command anew.
Your Honor may; So shall you see,
That Love of Truth, doth govern me.
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To conclude,
Dee writes this poem comparing
himself and Elizabeth
to Sosigenes and Caesar.
As Caesar and Sosigenes,
The vulgar calendar did make.
So Caesar’s Peer, our true Empress,
To Dee, his work she didt betake.
To find the Days superfluous,
(Which Caesar’s false hypothesis,
Had Bred, to Nature, odious)
Wherein, he found eleven amiss.
For he, from Christ, Chief Root of time
The time did try, by heavenly writ:
No Council can deem this a crime
From Christ, to us, true time to fit.
Elizabeth our Empress bright,
Who in the year of eighty three,
Thus made the truth come to light,
And Civil year with heaven agree.
But eighty four, the Pattern is
Of Christ’s birth year, and so for ay?
Each Bissext shall fall little miss,
To show the Sunn of Christ’s birth day.
Three hundred years, shall not remove,
The Sun, one day, from this new match.
Nature, no more shall us reprove
Her golden time, for all to watch.
The God of might, our father dear,
Whose reign no time can comprehend,
Good time our Elizabeth grant here
And Bliss eternal, at her end
Amen
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Compendious Rehearsal
The Compendious Rehearsal,

1592

of John Dee,
his dutiful declaration and proof of the course and race of his studious life,
for the space of half of a hundred years,
now, by God’s (favor and help) fully spent, etc.
(THE COPY OF THE FORESAID SUPPLICATION TO HER MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY)
Crossley’s
page
3

Crossley’s
page
4

Most gracious Queen,
Forasmuch as the intolerable extremity of the injuries and indignities, which your most
excellent Majesty’s faithful and dutiful servant, John Dee, has for some years last past endured,
and still endures, is so great and manifold, as cannot in brief be expressed to your Majesty, neither
without good proof and testimony have credit with your Majesty.
And because also, without speedy and good redress therein performed, it is to be doubted,
that great and incredible inconveniences and griefs may ensue thereof in sundry sort; (which yet
may easily be prevented) your Majesty’s foresaid most humble and most zealously faithful servant
beseeches your Majesty to assign two or more meet and worthy persons, nobly and virtuously
minded, who may and will charitably, indifferently, advisedly, and exactly see, hear, and perceive,
at the house of your Majesty’s said servant in Mortlake, what just and needful occasion he has thus
to make most humble supplication to your Majesty.
And so of things there seen, heard, and perceived, to make true and full report and description unto your Majesty. And thus your Majesty’s foresaid most dutiful servant beseeches the
Almighty God most mercifully, prosperously, and always to bless and preserve your most excellent
Majesty royal. Amen.
November 9, 1592.
Be it remembered,
That this Supplication being exhibited unto her Majesty by the honorable Countess of
Warwick on November 9th and read by her Majesty’s self. Thereupon her Majesty immediately
appointed the honorable Mr. Secretary Wolley, and Sir Thomas Gorge, Knight, Gentleman of her
Majesty’s Wardrobe, to be the two Commissioners, according to the tenor of this Supplication.
And so, the foresaid two honorable Commissioners came on November 22nd, 1592 to my
house at Mortlake to see, hear, and perceive some things, according to the intent of the former Supplication. To whom being set at one table in the middle of my late library-room, and next before
them two other great tables, being covered.
One, with very many letters and records of fifty years course, and testimonies of my studious life, in and from the most famous places and parties of all Christendom.
And the other with such diverse books of my making, printed and unprinted, as I had in my
foresaid time written or devised: then I did begin my declaration, concurring orderly with the text
of this book, purposely and by the Commissioners’ advice, in some order of method most briefly
and speedily contrived against this day.
________________________________
A BRIEF NOTE AND ABSTRACT, IN DIVERSE CHAPTERS AND PRINCIPAL POINTS, TO BE CONSIDERED
IN THE RACE OF THAT HALF HUNDRED YEARS, WHICH (WITH THE FAVOR AND HELP OF GOD) I HAVE
ALREADY RUN, FOR ATTAINING OF GOOD LEARNING; SINCE MY FIRST BECOMING A STUDENT IN
CAMBRIDGE IN NOVEMBER, 1542, AND NOW BEING NOVEMBER 22, 1592, BOTH PROVE THE RACE TO
HAVE BEEN OF JUST HALF A HUNDRED YEARS.
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CHAPTER I.

THE ENTRANCE AND GROUNDPLAT OF MY FIRST STUDIES.

In November of the Year1542, I was sent by my father, Rowland Dee, to the University
of Cambridge, there to begin with logic and so to proceed in the learning of good arts and sciences (for I had before, in London, and at Chelmisford, been properly well-furnished with understanding of the Latin tongue): I being then somewhat above fifteen years old, as being born July
13, 1527.
In the years 1543, 1544, 1545, I was so vehemently bent to study, that for those years I
did inviolably keep this order; only to sleep four hours every night; to allow to meat and drink
(and some refreshing after) two hours every day; and of the other eighteen hours all (except the
time of going to and being at divine service) was spent in my studies and learning.
After I was Bachelor of Art, I went beyond the seas (May, 1547) to speak and confer with
some learned men, and chiefly mathematicians, as Gemma Frisius, Gerardus Mercator, Gaspar à
Mirica, Antonius Gogava, &c.
And after some months so spent about the Low Countries, I returned home, and brought
with me the first astronomer’s staff of brass, that was made of Gemma Frisius’ devising, the
two great globes of Gerardus Mercator’s making, and the astronomer’s ring of brass, as Gemma
Frisius had newly framed it; and they were afterward left by me for the use of the Fellows and
Scholars of Trinity College. Some proof hereof may appear by the letters of Mr. John Chistoferson, who afterward was Bishop of Chichester elect.
In this year of 1547, I began to make observations (very many to the hour and minute) of
the heavenly influences and operations actual in this elemental portion of the world. Of which
sort I made some thousands in the years then following: as may appear by my own writing in my
Ephemerides, and in sundry other books purposely recorded and here lying before your Honor.
After St. John’s College, I was chosen to be Fellow of Trinity College, at the first erection thereof by King Henry the Eight. I was also assigned there to be the Under-Reader of the
Greek tongue, Mr. Pember being the chief Greek Reader then in Trinity College. Hereupon I did
set forth (and it was seen of the University) a Greek comedy of Aristophanes, named in Greek
Eìρήνη, in Latin, Pax; with the performance of the Scarabeus his flying up to Jupiter’s palace,
with a man and his basket of victuals on her back: whereat was great wondering, and many vain
reports spread abroad of the means how that was effected.
In that College also (by my advice and by my endeavors, diverse ways used with all the
other Colleges) was their Christmas-Magistrate first named and confirmed an Emperor. The first
was one Mr. Thomas Dunne, a very goodly man of person, stature, and complexion, and well
learned also. They, which yet live, and were hearers and beholders, they can testify more, then is
meet here to be written of these my boyish attempts and scholastic exploits.
In the Year1548, I was made Master of Art, as may appear by the University’s testimony
under their scale, lying here on the table.
In the year 1548, I went over beyond the seas again, and never after that was I any more
student in Cambridge: as may appear by the whole course of my life after that, manifestly testified by the letters and other records here before you.
I became a student at Louvain in 1548 at mid-summer, and there I made abode until July
15, 1550, as appears by the notes of my Ephemeredes, and diverse letters sent to me from diverse
parties, as being known to be at Louvain then.
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CHAPTER II.

HEREUPON FOLLOWED MY GOOD ESTIMATION AND CREDIT IN MATTERS OF GOOD
LEARNING, BOTH ABROAD AND AT HOME IN ENGLAND.
ABROAD AS FOLLOWETH:
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Beyond the seas, far and near, was a good opinion conceived of my studies philosophical
and mathematical. First, from Louvain did the favorable fame of my skill in good literature so
spread, that thereupon diverse noblemen (Spaniards, Italians, and others) came from the Emperor
Charles the Vth, his court at Bruxelles to visit me at Louvain, and to have some proof of me by
their own judgements:
So came the Duke of Mantua to me: so came Don Luys de la Cerda, afterward Duke de
Medina Coeli in Spain, unto me: so came to me, after them, from the Emperor’s court at Bruxells, the honorable Sir William Pickering, Knight, and there with me remained some time, and of
me was instructed in logic, rhetoric, arithmetic, in the use of the astronomer’s staff, the use of the
astronomer’s ring, the astrolabe, in the use of both globes, &c.
Then came some out of Bohemia to me, with strange and no vulgar opinion, settled in
their imaginations, of my skill, as may appear by the Record of some part of the History in my
Ephemerides noted.
Then came some out of Denmark to me, as Mathias Hacus, Danus, Regis Daniæ Mathematicus; Joannes Capito, Medicus Regis Daniæ, and a good mathematician also; as by letters
lying on the table is evident.
There, for recreation, I looked into the method of the civil law, and profited therein so
much, that in antimonies, imagined to be in the law, I had good hope to find out (well allowed
of) their agreements; and also to enter into a plain and due understanding of diverse civil laws,
accounted very intricate and dark. Of that my study in the law your honor hath on the table the
testimony of the University of Louvain; and by other letters unto me about that time it may appear.
From Louvain I took my journey toward Paris on July 15, 1550, and came to Paris the
20th day of that month. Where, within a few days after (at the request of some English gentlemen, made unto me to do somewhat there for the honor of my country) I did undertake to read
freely and publicly Euclid’s Elements Geometrical, Mathematicè, Physicè, et Pythagoricè; a
thing never done publicly in any University of Christendom.
My auditory in Rhemes College was so great, and the most part elder then my self, that
the mathematical schools could not hold them; for many were glad just to be able to peer in the
window of the school the windows, to be auditors and spectators, as they best could help themselves thereto.
I also dictated upon every proposition, beside the first exposition. And by the first four
principal definitions representing to the eyes (which by imagination only are exactly to be conceived), a greater wonder arose among the beholders, than of my Aristophanes Scarabeus mounting up to the top of Trinity-hall in Cambridge ut supra. Of this mathematical reading very many
testimonies lie here before you.
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In that University of Paris, were at that time above forty thousand accounted students; some out of every quarter of Christendom being there. Among these very many of
all estates and professions were desirous of my acquaintance and conference, as Orontius,
Mizaldus, Petrus Montaureus, Ranconetus, Danesius, Jacobus Sylvius, Jacobus Goupylus,
Turnebus, Straselius, Vicomercatus, Paschasius Hamelius, Petrus Ramus, Gulielmus Postellus, Fernelius, Jo. Magnionus, Johannes à Pena, &c. as by letters lying on the table may
partly appear.
There I refused to be one of the French king’s mathematical readers, with 200 French
crowns yearly stipend offered me, if I would stay for it; I refused likewise a good stipend
of Monsieur Babeu; and a better than that, of Monsieur de Rohan; and a better than that, of
Monsieur de Monluc, who was then sent ambassador to the Great Turk.
And not only in Louvain and Paris Universities has God sent me good credit and
estimation with the favor and love of very many (noble lovers of good learning, or well
learned themselves), but also iin Orleans, Cologne, Heidelberg, Strasburg, Verona, Padua,
Ferrara, Bologna, Urbino, Rome, and (to conclude herein) in many other universities, cities,
and towns of Christendom; as may appear by the multitude of letters and other records lying
here to be seen and perused in this case; from the year 1547 till and in this present year of
1592.
A sufficient
proof of my
great foreign
credit
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To be most brief concerning my foreign credit, it may suffice me, a poor studious
gentleman, for my foreign credit for ever; that in this tract of my studious race I might have
served five Christian Emperors; namely, Charles the Fifth, Ferdinand, Maximilian, this Rodulph, and this present Muscovite: of every one their stipends directly or indirectly offered,
amounting greater each, then other; as from 500 dollars yearly stipend to a 1000, 2000,
3000; and lastly, by a Messenger from this Russian or Muscovite Emperor, purposely sent,
with a very rich present, unto me at Trebona castle, and with provision for the whole journey
(being about 1200 miles from the castle, where I lay) of my coming to his court at Moscow
(with my wife, children, and my whole family) there to enjoy at his Imperial hands £2000
sterling yearly stipend; and of his protector yearly a thousand rubbles; with my diet also to
be allowed me free out of the Emperor’s own kitchen: and to be in dignity with authority
among the highest sort of the nobility there, and of his privy-counselors, &c.
Of this last great preferment offered, many Englishmen, yet living, and in this
kingdom, be witnesses: the Landgrave of Hesse-Cassell his letter is ready to be showed, and
other letters of men of credit can be sufficient testimony; besides the forerunner to seek me,
and the ambassadors or messengers, their own writings thereof rest here before you.
Note: the Commissioners jointly read two of the testimonies of the Muscovite’s great
offers and promise.
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CHAPTER III.

MY CREDT AND ESTIMATION IN ENGLAND,
FOR THE MOST PART OF THE FORMER WHOLE RACE.

That may also appear evidently even from the beginning and original of it, with the increase
thereof ensuing:
1. In the year 1547, by the letters of Mr. John Christopherson, afterward Bishop of Chichester, elect.
2. In the year 1548, by the University of Cambridge their letters testimonial, with their seal annexed.
3. By Mr. Cheke (afterward knight, and one of King Edward the Sixth’s schoolmasters) whose good
liking of me declared to Mr. Secretary Cecill (now the right honorable Lord Treasurer of England)
was notified unto me by the letters of Mr. Peter Osborne, late Remembrancer of the Exchequer; and
by the same I was sent for to come to the speech of the said Mr. Secretary on December 12, 1551,
which I did, and yet I remember whereof his discourse with me then.
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4. By King Edward his voluntary gift of a pension on a hundred crowns yearly; and after that, bettering that pension with bestowing on me (as it were by exchange) the rectory of Upton upon Severn;
a sufficient testimony of his Majesty’s presenting me to that rectory lay here, with an authentic seal
annexed to it. May 19, 1553.
5. Mr. Secretary Cecill,now Lord Treasurer, his testimony by letter of my well bestowing of my time
beyond the seas on May 28, 1563, is here.
6. I must highly esteem her Majesty’s most gracious defending of my credit, in my absence beyond
the seas, as concerning my book, titled Monas Hieroglyphica (dedicated to the Emperor Maximilian,
in the Year1564) against such University-Graduates of high degree, and othere gentlemen, who therefore dispraised it, because they understood it not. Whereupon her most excellent Majesty (after my
coming home from beyond the seas; when also I brought the Lady Marquess of Northampton from
Antwerp by sea to Greenewhich) did vouchsafe to read that book obiter, with me at Greenewich.
7. Of the University of Oxford, some of the chief students (Doctors of Divinity and Masters of Art)
caused a yearly good stipend to be offered unto me to read the mathematical sciences there. Mr.
Doctor Smith of Oriel College, and Mr. Dr. Bruarne fo Christ’s Church, were chiefly agents in that
cause: In the Year1554.
8. Mr. John Wolly his very courteous letters to me on June 8, 1568, who is now even your honor, the
only Secretary for the Latin tongue to her most excellent Majesty, and one of her Majesty’s privycouncil; and here this day the chief Commissioner in my present most lamentable case of distress.
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9. Mr. Secretary Cecill, now Lord Treasurer of England, his honorable offer of his courtly
friendship by a letter written with his own hand on August 20, 1568.
10. The honorable Earl of Oxford his favorable letters in 1570.
11. Her Majesty’s very gracious letters of credit for my marriage in 1575.
12. The right honorable Earl of Leicester’s letters for the same.
13. Mr. Christopher Hatton (afterward Lord Chancellor of England) his letters for the same.
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14. Her Majesty’s favorable license and passport, with my two servants and our geldings in
1571. Two other Kings, their ambassadors (Leidgiers here) their passports at the same time, for
free and safe traveling in their Prince’s dominions, etc..
15. Sir Henry Sydney’s honorable letters to me, while he was Lord Deputy in Ireland. Sir
Henry Sydney’s letters unto me, when he was Lord President in Wales.
16. The honorable Lady Sydney’s most courteous and many letters to me, and inviting me to
court, etc. in 1571.
17. Mr. Doctor Julius Cæsar’s letters to me (who now is Judge of the Admiralty, and one of the
Masters of Requests extraordinary) in 1577.
18. Sir Francis Walsingham his passport for my winter journey, in her Majesty’s weighty affairs
in 1578.
Omitting herein very many letters, and other things, testifying my honest credit here in
England (with all degrees of the Nobility, Gentlemen, and University-Graduates), in and for the
most part of all my studious race, these may suffice.

CHAPTER IV

SOME OTHER OF HER MAJESTY’S SPECIALLY GRACIOUS
AND VERY BOUNTIFUL FAVORS TOWARD ME.

1. At her most excellent Majesty’s first coming to Somerset house, her Majesty was willing, that,
after Dr. Mallet, I should have had the Mastership of St. Katharine’s, wherein Dr. Willson politically prevented me.
2. Her Majesty very graciously took me to her service, at Whitehall before her Coronation, being
to her Majesty commended by the right honorable Earle of Pembroke, and the Lord Robert, after
Earle of Leicester. At which time her Majesty used these words unto the said Lords, “Where my
brother has given him a crown, I will give him a noble.”
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3. After this some years, at the Lady Marquess of Northampton her humble suit for me on December 8, 1564, her Majesty granted to me the Deanery of Gloucester, being then void: and a
caveat was entered on my behalf; but the same deanery was afterward bestowed on one Mr. Man,
who was sent to Spain in her Majesty’s service.
(And now this Lent 1594, when it became void again, I made motion for it, but I came
too late; for one, that might spend £400 or £500 a year already, had more need of it, then I liked;
or else my former gift was but words only to me, and the fruit ever due to others, that can detect
and catch better than I could do for these thirty-five years.)
4. Not long after, the Provostship of Eaton by some my friends in court, was humbly at her Majesty’s hands sued for to my behalf, and favorable answers were given therein.
5. Her Majesty willed Mathew, Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, to grant me a dispensation for
ten years, to enjoy the two rectories of Upton and Long-Lednam, and any other within that term,
of me gotten. Which dispensation I enjoyed for only those two rectories.
6. After my journey into the dukedom of Loraine in 1571, in my very dangerous sickness I received chief help and comfort by her Majesty’s great favor toward me, not only sending carefully
and with great speed from Hampton Court unto me Dr. Apsloo and Mr. Balthrop (who faithfully
and prosperously did their parts of skill with me), but also in sending the honorable L. Sidney in
a manner to tend on me; to discern, how my health bettered, and to comfort me from her Majesty
with divers very pithy speeches and gracious, and also with divers rarities to eat, to increase my
health and strength: the most dutiful and thankful memory whereof shall never die.
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7. Her Majesty’s most gracious offer was sent home to my house by Mistress Blanche à Parry
of any whatsoever ecclesiastical dignity within her kingdom, being then or shortly becoming
void and vacant, to make me owner: when both bishoprics and deaneries were void, and more
became shortly after void: but my most humble and thankful answer to her Majesty by the same
messenger, was, that, cura animarum annexa [being responsible for the “ caring of souls”] did terrify me to
deal with them.
8. Her Majesty not long after, as your Honor, Mr. Secretary Wolley, can well remember and
testify, for some better maintenance for me, then of those two rectories only, which I then had,
declared her most gracious will and pleasure to be, that I should have of her Majesty’s gift other
ecclesiastical livings and revenues, (without cure of souls annexed) as in her Majesty’s books are
rated at two hundred pounds yearly revenue. Of her Majesty’s gift, I never as yet had any one
penny.
9. Her Majesty (the last day of July, 1583) being informed by the right honorable Earle of Leicester, that whereas the same day, in the morning, he had told me that his Honor and the Lord
Laskey would dine with me within two days after. I confessed sincerely to him, that I was not
able to prepare them a convenient dinner, unless I should presently sell some of my plate or some
of my pewter for it. Whereupon her Majesty sent to me very royaly within one hour after forty
angels of gold, from Syon, where her Majesty had recently gone, by water from Greenewich.
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What can better
witness her
Majesties most
gracious goodwill
and desire to further
my studies in
her service
than this parcel
of her Majesties
speech uttered
the same day to
another such a one
as you may see
in the letter
itself he wrote
The great seal
by negligence
still wanted;
for of course
it was to have
been put to
within a
certain time
after

10. Her Majesty by Mr. Christopher Hatton’s letters (afterward Lord Chancellor of England) signified to Edmond, Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, his good grace (in 1576) that her
pleasure was, “That, in any case, I should, during my life natural, be dispensed with to enjoy
those two rectories of Upton and Long-Lednam,” which I then had.
Thereupon at length (later, in 1582) the said Archbishop performed his part and set
his seal thereto. But when I should have followed the getting out of the great seal unto it, I
was wholly employed (at her Majesty’s and the right honorable the Privy Counselors, their
commandment) about the Reformation of the Calendar.
Which office anciently did appertain to the bishops, and I would now they had
showed their skill therein then; so would they have made more account now to help him up,
who fell into the loss of above a thousand pounds since (The loss of the two Rectories is
of more loss in rent due and for time of life to come than £1000) for not following his own
business, but was occupied to bear their burden; indeed at her Majesty’s commandment, and
not at theirs. Also I had small thanks at their hands any way, nay, great hindrance; seeing
her Majesty’s absolute intent and caveat to my benefit was no better regarded among them in
due time.
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11. Her Majesty most graciously both for my great credit increasing and confirming, as well
abroad as at home; and also of the better safety of me and mine to come so long and dangerous a journey and voyage in (as from the farthest parts of the Kingdom of Bohemia, hither);
sent her most princely and royal letters of safe conduct for me, my companion, and our families to all foreign Princes and Potentates, etc. in 1588, the copy whereof I received from your
honor, Mr. Secretary Wolley.
12. Since which my last coming home into England, her Majesty a little before Christmas in
1590, hearing of my great want of ability to keep house accordingly, as by all reason might
be expected at my hands, did presently declare her most gracious good intent and will to
help me with one hundred pounds of money out of her Majesty’s privy purse.
This intent and promise, some once or twice after, as I came in her Majesty’s sight,
she repeated to me; and thereupon sent to me fifty pounds to keep my Christmas with that
year; but what is become of the other fifty, truly I cannot tell. If her Majesty can, it is sufficient: Satis citò, modò satis bene, must I say. [“enough quickly is just well enough,” in other words, getting
some of the money promptly was better than getting all of it simply promised at a later date]

13. And shortly after her Majesty very graciously sent her will and pleasure in the right
honorable Lord Treasurer his letters to this present Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, his good
Grace, that he should “take some order for my present maintenance.”
Here is the copy of the very letters, as I had it by my Lord of Canterbury’s commandment: but yet no penny of rent, fee, or revenue is bestowed on me, being now almost
two years since. (And not it is more than three years and three months since, and not yet any
farthing of certain fee or revenue will be found or gotten for me.)
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14. Again, seeing no present help was yet come in 1592, in April last, but want and discredit
grew more and more upon me: thereupon my friends devised a suit to her Majety for me, by
obtaining whereof chiefly her Majesty might be found my gracious and very favorable sovereign Lady.
Secondly I thereby might win some credit; as with all men generally, who should
understand of such her Majesty’s good and gracious favor toward me, her ancient servant; and
especially with my creditors, who would wish that my present little ability should be much
amended thereby.
And so it came to pass by her Majesty’s very bountiful purpose in giving unto the right
worshipful Doctor Aubrey, one of the Masters of Requests, permission to endow me with
a rectories, with vicarages, in St. David’s diocese, when any of them shall become vacant.
Thisindeed would have been only five of her Majesty’s gift, and the yearly valuation of them
five in one sum amounting to only 74 l, 11s, 2d., and not so much better at this day, than their
said valuation, that they may be accounted worth one hundred pounds to any thrifty occupier
of them. 			
And yet some did unduly esteem them to be of great value. Indeed to this hour (April 10, 1594) there never came a penny unto me of them. Nor is it certain,
whither ever or never they shall, but I am very certain about the charges sustained about the
writings and seals belonging to them.
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15. By reason hereof in the last years (1591) progress entering at Greenwich, her Majesty
was informed by the honorable and very virtuous Countess of Warwick of my great wants still
increasing. Her Majesty was then by the said Countess in most humble manner requested, to
grant to me, upon the next avoidance, the Mastership of St. Crosse’s by Winchester, being an
office and living of much like quality as St. Katherine’s.
Where unto her Majesty’s most bountiful and provident answer was, “that I should
have it, if it were a living fit for me,” with which gracious answer I held my self contented,
knowing that her Majesty had, or after that might have bishoprics enough vacant. Unto one
of which the worshipful Mr. Doctor Bennet (the present incumbent of the Mastership of St.
Crosse’s) might be persuaded to be promoted unto by her Majesty; especially if the bishopric
be of better living far, than S. Cross’ or by commendams were hoped to be of better revenue.
(It is to be noted, that about after Doctor Watson: whereupon I hoped to have had that
living long since; but at length I found that it was endowed to Dr. Bennet, better speeding than
my former grant at her Majesty’s hand. Mistress Blanche à Parry and Mistress Skydamore,
now the Lady Skydamore, had obtained her Majesty’s grant to me so long since.)
16. This year also again (1592 at None-such), the same suite was renewed unto her Majesty
by the aforesaid Countess of Warwick: as well in respect of my incredible want of due maintenance, as for that the most Reverend Father in god, this L. Archbishop of Canterbury, his good
Grace, very often times, and to diverse affirmed, and still affirms, that this Mastership of S.
Crosse’s is a living most fit for me, and I fit for it.
And also the right honorable Lord Treasurer, since that time and very lately at Hampton court, is of the same mind herein, as the Lord Archbishop is; as his Honor has very lately
to my self declared: and with his hand very earnestly smitten on his breast used these very
words* to me, “By my faith, if her Majesty be moved in it by any other for you, I will do what
I can with her Majesty to pleasure you therein, Mr. Dee.” And so I thanked his Honor humbly,
and have great confidence in his Honor’s very favorable promise.

* Mr Henry
Maynard
was by and
heard the
words at
Hampton
Court, in
my Lord’s
own chamber,
Nov. 6,1592
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And the rather seeing her Majesty’s last answer at Nonesuch was even as the first,
“that I should undoubtedly have it, if it were fit for me;” and moreover willed, that a caveat
should be entered for me thereupon, as a most gracious Queen, for the more assurance of her
poor servants relief and comfort. Of which her Majesty’s most gracious answer, the foresaid
L. Archbishop his good Grace being then at the Court at Nonsuch, was made privy presently;
and to the right honorable Lord Treasurer I have myself declared it lately at Hampton Court.
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17. Since which time I hearing of bishoprics, some void, and some shortly to become void,
and hearing of diverse nominated to be promoted to them; but hearing no speech made of
Mr. Doctor Benet, a man very worthy and sufficient to be a bishop, I began to doubt, that her
Majesty hitherto has not been given to understand fully the truth of my present very hard case
and incredible distress, through unseemly want of all things necessary for due maintenance of
me and mine, contrary to her Majesty’s will.
Hereupon on Wednesday was a sevennight the honorable Countess of Warwick preferred my former supplication (set in the beginning of this little book) unto her Majesty, who
very graciously did read it over herself, and granted the petition thereof; and so straight way
nominated your Honor, Mr. Secretary Wolley, and you, Sir Thomas Gorge Knight, Gentleman
of her Majesty’s Wardrobe, as being very worthy and sufficient men, right nobly minded, to
be the Commissioners, charitably, advisedly, and exactly to hear and see what I have to say or
show unto you, needful to be considered of; so as speedy and sufficient redress and help may
be had thereupon.

Sept.17,
1580
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The Queen’s Majesty with her most honorable Privy Council, and other her lords and
nobility, came purposely to have visited my library; but finding that my wife was within four
hours before buried out of the house, her Majesty refused to come in; but willed me to fetch
my glass so famous, and to show to her some of the properties of it, which I did; her Majesty
being taken down from her horse (by the Earl of Leicester, Master of the horse, by the Church
wall of Mortlack), did see some of the properties of that glass, to her Majesty’s great contentment and delight, and so in most gracious manner did thank me, etc.
		
The Queen’s Majesty came from Richmond in her coach the higher way of Mortlake
field, and when she came right against the Church, she turned down toward my house; and
when she was against my garden in the field, here Majesty stayed there a good while, and
then came into the street at the great gate of the field, where her Majesty saw me at my door,
making reverent and dutiful obeisance to her; and with her hand her Majesty beckoned for me
to come to her, and I came to her coach side; her Majesty then very speedily pulled off her
glove and gave me her hand to kiss; and to be short, her Majesty willed me to resort oftener to
her Court, and by some of her Privy Chamber to inform her Majesty when I am there, etc.
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October 3, 1580. About 11 o’clock before noon I delivered my two Rolls of the
Queens Majesty’s title to her in the garden at Richmond; when her Majesty very graciously
accepting of my endeavor and labor therein, appointed after dinner to hear further of the matter. Therefore between one and two in the afternoon, I was sent for into her Highness Privy
Chamber, and whether the Lord Treasurer was also come before.
Then, upon her Majesty’s rehearsing with his Honor my endeavors to satisfy her
Majesty’s desire to understand somewhat effectually of the title to foreign countries, and of
my pains taken in those great Rolls penning down, required the Lord Treasurer to consider of
the matter, the records, testimonies, and arguments by me there set down.
But thought he Lord Treasurer did seem at first to doubt of the value of the work, or
pithiness thereof, her Majesty wished his Honor to peruse the whole thing accordingly, and to
make report to her Majesty, what he found therein, etc. The commandment I received from
her Majesty for me to certify my knowledge herein, may appear by this letter.
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October 10, 1580. The Queen’s Majesty to my great comfort (horâ quintâ) [in the
fifth hour] came with her train from the Court, and at my door graciously calling me to her, on
horseback exhorted me briefly to take my mother’s death patiently: and with all told me,
that the Lord Treasurer had greatly commended by doings for her title royal which he had to
examine.
The which title in two rolls of vellum parchment his Honor had some hours before
brought home, and delivered to Mr. Hudson for me to receive at my coming from my mother’s burial at church. Her Majesty remembered also then, how at my wife’s burial it was her
fortune likewise to call upon me at my house, as before is noted.
		
January 11, 1568, more Astronomico. The right honorable Earl of Pembroke
did present my book of Propaedeumata Aphoristica to her Majesty in my behalf, as I was
so advised to do by the honorable Mr. Secretary Cecill, now Lord Treasurer, to whom I had
humbly given one of them the day before; and likewise one to the said Earl to use or give
away at his pleasure, and likewise one to the said earl.
Within three days after the said Earl told me of her Majesty’s gracious accepting and
well liking of the said book; and he gave me very bountifully in his own behalf xx lib. to
requite such my reverent regard of his Honor.
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February 16, 1568, (more Astron.). Her Majesty had very gracious talk with me in her
Gallery at Westminster (hora 2. vel circiter) [around 2 o’clock] as concerning the great secret for my
sake to be disclosed unto her Majesty by Nicolaus Grudius Nicolai, sometime one of the Secretaries to the Emperor Charles the Fifth, etc. What was the hindrance of the perfecting of that
purpose on all sides, God best knoweth.
June 14, 1564. After my return from the Emperor’s court, her Majesty very graciously
vouchsafed to account herself my scholar in my book, written to the Emperor Maximilian, entitled Monas Hieroglyphica. And said, whereas I had prefixed in the forefront of the book: Qui
non intelligit, aut taceat, aut discat: if I would disclose to her the secrets of that book, she would
et discere et tacere. Whereupon her Majesty had a little perusal of the same with me, and then in
most heroically and princely wise did comfort me and encourage me in my studies philosophical
and mathematical, etc.
[The axiom reads “ He who does not understand should either be silent or learn.”
If Dee were to explain it to her, the Queen promised to “learn and be silent,”
meaning she would not divulge its secrets to others.]

CHAPTER V.
SOME MY DUTIFUL SERVICES DONE UNTO HER MAJESTY
IN THE SPACE OF THIRTY-FOUR YEARS AND MORE.

1. Before her Majesty’s coming to the crown, I did show my dutiful good will in some travails
for her Majesty’s behalf, to the comfort of her Majesty’s favorers then, and some of her principal
servants, at Woodstock, and at Milton by Oxford, with Sire Thomas Bendger (then Auditor to
her Majesty), and at London; as Mr. Richard Strange and Mr. John Asheley, now Master of her
Majesty’s Jewell house, might have testified, and as I could have brought to their remembrance.
Upon suspicion of which my service then, and upon the false information given in by one
George Ferrys and Prideaux, that I endeavored by enchantments to destroy Queen Mary, I was
prisoner at Hampton Court, even in the week next before the same Whitsontide, that her Majesty
was there prisoner also. I remained long prisoner, and all doors of my lodgings in London sealed
up; and with other circumstances of grief, loss, and discredit for a while endured under the keeping of diverse overseers: as first in Court under Sir John Bourne, Secretary: while by writing I
answered first four articles, and thereupon eighteen other, administer unto me by the right honorable the Privy Council.
Then from thence I was sent on Whitesun-even with the guard by water to London to the
Lord Broke, Justice of the Common Pleas; from thence at length to the Star Chamber: where I
was discharged of the suspicion of treason, and was sent to the examining and custody of Bishop
Bonner for religious matters. Where also I was prisoner long, and bedfellow with Barthlet
Grene, who was burnt: and at length upon the King and Queen’s clemency and justice, I was (on
August 19, 1555) enlarged by the Council’s letters; being notwithstanding first bound in
236
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recognizance for ready appearance and the good abearing for about some four months after;
which letter of the Council’s is in print here to be seen: as the forepart of this narration may
be seen in the records of the Council Chamber of that year, month, and day, if they be extant.
2. Before her Majesty’s coronation I wrote at large; and delivered it for her Majesty’s use by
commandment of the Lord Robert, after Earl of Leicester, what in my judgment the ancient
astrologers would determine of the election day of such a time, as was appointed for her Majesty to be crowned in. Which writing, if it be extant and to be had, will be a testimony of my
dutiful and careful endeavor performed in that, which in her Majesty’s name was enjoined by
me: in the year 1558.
3. Her Majesty took pleasure to hear my opinion of the comet appearing in 1577: whereas
the judgment of some had unduly bred great fear and doubt in many of the Court; being men
of no small account. This was at Windsore, where her Majesty most graciously, for three *
diverse days, did use me; and, among other points, her most excellent Majesty promised to
me great security against any of her kingdom, that would, by reason of any my rare studies
and philosophical exercises, unduly seek my overthrow. Whereupon I again to her Majesty
made a very faithful and inviolable promise of great importance. The first part whereof, God
is my witness, I have truly and sincerely performed; though it be not yet evident, how truly,
or of what incredible value: The second part by God his great mercy and help in due time be
performed, if my plat for the means be not misused or defaced.
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* Of these
three days
at Windsor
Mrs. Skydamor,
now
Lady Skydamor,
has some
remembrance.

4. My careful and faithful endeavors was with great speed required (as by diverse messages
sent to me one after another in one morning) to prevent the mischief, which diverse of her
Majesty’s Privy Council suspected to be intended against her Majesty’s person, by means
of a certain image of wax, with a great pin stuck into it about the breast of it, found in Lincolnes Inn fields, &c., wherein I did satisfy her Majesty’s desire, and the Lords of the honorable Privy Council within few hours, in godly and artificial manner: as the honorable Mr.
Secretary Wilson, whom, at the least, I required, to have by me a witness of the proceedings:
which his Honor before me declared to her Majesty, then sitting without the Privy Garden by
the landing place at Richmond: the honorable Earle of Leicester being also by.
5. My dutiful service was done, in the diligent conference, which, by her Majesty’s commandment, I had with Mr. Dr. Bayly, her Majesty’s Physician, about her Majesty’s grievous
pangs and pains by reason of toothache and the rheume, &c. in October, 1578.
6. My very painful and dangerous winter journey, about a thousand five hundred miles by
sea and land, was undertaken and performed to consult with the learned physicians and philosophers beyond the seas for her Majesty’s health-recovering and preserving; having by the
right honorable Earle of Leicester, and Mr. Secretary Walsingham but one hundred days allowed to me to go and come again in 1578. My passport here may somewhat give evidence,
and the journal little book of every day’s journey or abode for those hundred days account
may suffice.
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7. My great, faithful, and careful attendance about the Lady Marquess of Northampton (in
1564) both beyond the seas, on the seas, and here in England, was performed with her Majesty’s good will and well liking of. Whereupon her Majesty was the more willing, at the suite
of the said Lady Marquiss, to give to me, for some recompense, the deanery of Glocester; but
I was disappointed, as I have before specified, of the enjoying of it.
8. My faithful diligence and earnest labor, with some cost, was bestowed, by her Majesty’s
commandment, to set down in writing, with hydrographical and geographical description,
what I then had to show or say, as concerning her Majesty’s title royal to any foreign countries. Whereof, the two parchment great rolls full written, of about xii whole vellum-skins, are
good witness here before you. For copy whereof I have refused an hundred pounds in money
offered by some subjects of this kingdom: but it was not meet for me to take it.
9. My dutiful labor, commanded by her Majesty, upon the Gregorian publishing of a Reformation of the vulgar Julian year, may here appear to you in these two written books, having
been read and examined by learned mathematicians (thereto assigned by the honorable Lords
of the Council) and by their skills also warranted; and by the Lords of the Council and by the
Barons of the Exchequer well liked off, for the manner of execution of it without any public
cumber or damage, &c. in 1582.

Her sacred
Majesty
best knoweth
my sincere,
zealous,
constant, and
dutiful fidelity
toward her.

10. I sent very dutifully, humbly, and faithfully out of Bohemia (in 1585) letters to her sacred
Majesty, requesting an expert, discrete, and trusty man to be sent to me in Bohemia, to hear
and see, what God had sent to me and my friends there at that time; at which time, and till
which time, I was chief governor of our philosophical proceedings; and by both our consents,
there was somewhat prepared and determined upon to have been sent to her Majesty, if the
required messenger had been sent by her Majesty to us. But not long after (so soon as it was
perceived, that my faithful letters were not regarded therein) by lithe and lithe I became hindered and crossed to perform my dutiful and chief desire; and that, by the fine and most subtle
devises and plots laid, first by the Bohemians, and somewhat by Italians, and lastly by some
of my own countrymen. God best knows how I was very ungodly dealt withal, when I meant
all truth, sincerity, fidelity, and piety toward God, and my Queen and country.
And so to conclude this chapter: if in any other points, besides the forerehearsed, I have done
my dutiful service any way to her Majesty’s well liking and gracious accepting, I am greatly
bound to thank Almighty God, and during my life to frame the best of my little skill to do my
bounden duty to her most excellent Majesty.
(Dee’s text continues for about 40 more pages.)
[From Autobiographical Tracts of Dr. John Dee,
edited by James Crossley esq.,Chetham Society,1851;
Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Washington DC]
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Discourse Apologetical
(Dee wrote this appeal for financial assistance
to Queen Elizabeth in 1594. It was printed in 1599)

1594

Original in
Elizabethan
English

Some of Dee’s Greek letters are challenging to read:
μὴ στήσῃς αὐτοῖς τὴν ἁμαρτίαν ταύτην
τὸ

{

ταχύτραχύἰό-

}

γλωττον, καὶ

{

πολλῶν κεφάλων
θηρίον
νθρωπόφαγον.
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[Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Washington DC]

1594

Discourse Apologetical

Modernization

A LETTER,

Containing a most brief Discourse Apologetical, with a plain Demonstration, and fervent
Protestation for the lawful, sincere, very faithful and

He who appears
like a lamb,

Will be eaten
by the wolf.
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Instead of loving me, they accuse me,

But I prayed for them. Psalm 109

Christian course, of the Philosophical studies and exercises,
of a certain studious Gentleman: An ancient
servant to her most excellent
Royal Majesty

Hope.
Humility.
Patience.

[Dee is kneeling in a burning cauldron of Hope, Humility and Patience.
His is reciting the prayer Stephen made after he had been cast out of the city and stoned (from Acts 7:60.)
Up in the clouds are God’s all-hearing ear, his all-seeing eye, and his Sword of Justice.
The many-headed beast is comprised of Dee’s accusers and the rumor mill of the vulgar crowd.]
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To the most Reverend father in God,
the Lord Archbishop of Canturbury,
Primate and Metropolitaine of all England,
one of her Majesties most honorable privy Council,
and my singular good Lord.
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ost humbly and heartily I crave your Grace’s pardon if I offend any thing to
send or present unto your Grace’s hand such a simple discourse as this is.
		
In light of my petition to her most excellent Royal Majesty, our
Lordship’s Good Grace, and other honorable good Lords of the Privy
Council, my sage and discreet friends though it not be impertinent for me
to explain some of my studies and studious exercises for the past 46 years.
		
Second, permit this to come to public new, not just to stop the
mouths and stop the impudent attempts of the rash, and malicious devisers and contrivers of untrue, foolish, and wicked reports and fables concerning my studies, made
with great (yea, incredible) pains, travels, cares and costs in the pursuit of true Philosophy.
Let this serve to certify and satisfy the judgement of the godly and unpartial Christian
hearer or reader to be sufficiently persuaded that I have wonderfully labored to find, follow, use
and haunt the true, straight and most narrow path leading all true devout, zealous, faithful and
constant Christian students.
(from this valley of misery and the valleys of that misery,
and from the kingdom of shadows and from the shadows of that kingdom
to the holy Mt. Sion and to the heavenly tabernacles)
All thanks are most due to the Almighty, as it so pleased him (even from my youth, by his
divine favor, grace and help) to introduce into my heart an insatiable zeal and desire to know his
truth.
And in him, and by him, unceasingly to seek and listen to the same, by true philosophical method and harmony; proceeding and ascending (as it were) gradation [by steps] from visible
things, to consider invisible things; from bodily things, to consider spiritual things; from transitory and momentary things, to meditate on permanent things; by mortal things (visible and invisible) to perceive immortality.
And to conclude, by the most marvelous frame of the whole world, viewed philosophically, and circumspectly weighed, numbered, and measured (according to the talent and gift of
God for effecting all this for his divine purpose) most faithfully to love, honor and glorify always
the Framer and Creator of it all.

In his workmanship, infinite goodness unsearchable wisdom and almighty power, yea,
his everlasting* power and divinity may (by innumerable means) be manifested and demon- *Paul to the
Romans,
strated.
Chapter
1,
The truth, of which my zealous, careful and constant intent and endeavor is speciverses
fied here, may (I hope) easily appear by the whole, full and due survey and consideration of
19, 20.
all the Books, Treatises, and discourses, whose Titles are annexed here. They have also been
set down in the sixth Chapter of another little Rhapsodical Treatise entitled the Compendious
Rehearsal.
It was written over two years ago for two honorable Commissioners which her most
excellent Majesty sent to my poor Cottage in Mortlake to understand the causes of matter in
full. At that time I had been urged to provide her Majesty’s honorable Surveyor the proof of
the contents of my most humble and pitiful supplication, which had been exhibited to her at
Hampton Court on November 9, 1592.
Here is the contents of that sixth Chapter:
My labors and pains have been bestowed at diverse times to please my native Country
by writing sundry Books and Treatises. Some are in Latin, some in English and some of them
were written at her Majesty’s commandment.
Some of the Books and Treatises were never printed.
The following are Books and Treatises that were printed:
1. Propaedeumata Aphoristica
On the most superior virtues of Nature, 120 Aphorisms. (Year 1558)
2. Monas Hieroglyphica
Mathematically and Anagogically [spiritually] explained to Maximillian, most wise King of
the Romans, Bohemia, and Hungary. (Year 1564)
3. Letter to the Most Excellent Mathematician Frederico Commandino of Urbana, prefixed
to a small book by Mohammed of Baghdad entitled On The Division of Surfaces. [which wastranslated by Commandino of Urbana and published in Pisa]. (Year 1570)
4. The British Monarchy (otherwise called The Petty Royal Navy) for political security,
abundant wealth and the triumphant state of this kingdom (with God’s favor). (Year 1576)
5. My Mathematical Preface, annexed to Euclid (for the first time published in the English
Language by the right worshipful Sir Henry Billingsley, Knight, ) written at the earnest request
of sundry right worshipful knights; and other learned men. Wherein are many Arts wholly
invented by me (their names, definitions, properties, and uses). This is more than any Greek or
Roman Mathematician has left for our knowledge. (Year 1570)
6. My diverse and many Annotations and Mathematical Inventions, added in sundry places
to the tenth Book of the aforementioned Euclid.
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7. Letter prefixed to the Ephemeris of the Englishman John Field.
8. Commentary on the Reasons for Parallax. (Year 1573)
These are the unprinted Books and Treatises (some complete, some unfinished).
9. The first great volume of Famous and Rich Discoveries which includes:
The History of King Solomon (all three years of his Phirian voyage).
The Original work of Presbyter John (of the first great Cham [Lordship] and his successors
for many years following).
The description of diverse wonderful Islands in the North, Scythian, Tartarian and most
other Northern Seas near and under the North Pole from 1200-year old Records and other diverse
rarities. (Year 1576)
10. The British Complement of the Perfect Art of Navigation. A great volume containing
Arithmetical Tables Gubernautic, for Navigation by the Paradoxal Compass (invented by me in
1557) and for Navigation by great Circles. (for longitudes and latitudes).
It takes into account the variation of the Compass to most easily and speedily find true
direction (yea, if need be) within one minute of time and sometimes without sight of the Sun,
Moon or any Star. Also many other new and needed inventions for Navigating at Sea. (Year
1576)
11. Her Majesty’s Royal Title to ManyForeign Countries, Kingdoms, and Provinces (recorded
with good testimony and sufficient proof) for Her Majesty’s use and at her Majesty’s commandment. On twelve vellum skins of parchment. (Year 1578)
12. On Imperial Name, Authority and Power. Dedicated to Her Majesty. (Year 1579)
13. Prologue and Speech to the Parisians at the College of Rhemes on Euclid’s Elements.
first and second book. (Year 1550)
14. The Uses of the Celestial Globe. for King Edward VI. (Year 1550)
15. The Art of Logic. in English. (Year 1547)
16. The 13 Sophistical Fallacians [arguments containing a fallacy], with their discoveries, written in
English meter. (Year 1548)
17. Planet Mercury in the Heavens. 24 books, written at Louvain. (Year 1549)
18. On the Clouds, Sun, Moon, Planets and Fixed Stars in the Heavens. (Year 1551)
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19. 300 Astrological Aphorisms. (Year 1553)
20. The True Cause and Account (not vulgar) of Floods and Ebbs written at the request of the Right
Honorable Lady Jane, Duchess of Northumberland. (Year 1553) [Jane Guilford Dudley]
21. The Philosophical and Poetical Original Occasions of the Configurations and names of the heavenly Asterisines [constellations] written at the request of the same Duchess. (Year 1553)
22. The Astronomical and Logical Rules and Canons Used to Calculate the Ephemerides. Describing other necessary accounts of heavenly motions. Written at the request and for the use of that excellent
Mechanician, Master Richard Chancellor, for his final voyage to Muscovia [Moscow]. (Year 1553)
23. De Acribologia Mathematica
a large volume of 16 books. [loosely translated as on “Precision in Mathematics”] (Year 1555)
24. A Paradoxical Mechanical Invention used to find a new way to delineate the Circumferences of
Circles, with which other very rare problems are able to be thought out and completed
(Year 1556)
25. On Burning Mirrors. (Year 1557)
26. On Perspective, as it pertains to Pictures. (Year 1557)
27. The Mirror of Unity An Apology for English Friar Roger Bacon, the Englishman, in which it is
taught that that man did nothing by the aid of the Demons, but was the greatest philosopher, naturally,
and by the ways allowed to a Christian man. He did the greatest things, but the unlearned mob is accustomed to attribute them to the evil deeds of Demons. (Year 1557)
28. The Many Uses for the Astronomer’s Ring. Two books. (Year 1557)
29. Inventive uses of Trochillica [wheels and pulleys]. Two books. (Year 1558)
30. Peri Anabibasmos Theologikon [loosely translated as “The Theology of Ascendancy”]. Three books.(Year 1558)
31. The Third and Most Excellent Part of Perspective, the Refraction of Rays.Three books.(Year 1559)
32. On Subterranean Tunnels. Two books. (Year 1560)
33. On Right Triangles. Three Books describing a demonstration made by the most excellent Mathematician Pedro Nunes. (Year 1560)
34. Compendious Table of Hebrew Cabala. (Year 1562)
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35. A Synopsis of the British Republic, in English. (Year 1565)
36. On the Triangle and the Analogical Compass. A Mathematical and Mechanical work. Four
books. (Year 1565)
37. An Unusual Star in the Constellation Cassiopia. Concerning the amazing star in the constellation of Cassiopeia that appeared in the heavens. It was located in the sky next to the orb of
Venus, then again drawn back into the inner areas perpendicularly, after the sixteenth month of
its appearance. (Year 1573)
38. A Renewing of a tract by Hipparchus. (Year 1573)
39. On one Mage and of Herod. (Year 1570)
40. Ten sundry and very rare Heraldical Blazonings of one Crest or Cognisance (lawfully
pertaining to certain ancient Arms). One book. (Year 1574)
41. Atlantidis: a correct water map of the West Indies [North America] (never published by anyone
else). (Year 1580)
42. The measure of the Evangelical Jesus Christ. (Year 1581)
43. Navigational maps to Cathay by Way of Northerly Regions, Scythia, and Tartar for Arthur
Pitt and Charles Jackman. (Year 1580)
44. A Land and Water Map of the Northern Hemisphere [polar projection]. (Year 1583)
45. The Original and Chief Points of our Ancient British History. Discussion and Examination. (Year 1583)
46. An Advice and Discourse about the Reformation of the Vulgar Julian Year written by her
Majesty’s commandment and the Lords of the Privy Council. (Year 1582)
47. Certain considerations and conferrings of the three ancient sentences: Nosce Teipsum
[Know Thyself] , Homo Homini Deus [Man is a God to Man], Homo Homini Lupus [Man is a Wolf to Man].
(Year 1592)
48. On Body, Soul, Spirit in the whole Microcosm of Natural Philosophy. One book.(Year
1591)
With many other books, pamphlets, discourses, inventions
and conclusions in diverse Arts and matters
which need not be listed in this Abstract.
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Those which I have listed are piled here before you (on your left hand side). But I will
make plain other sorts of books and writings (if it so pleases God that he will grant me life,
health, and due maintenance for the next ten or twelve years) and without a doubt show that this
sentence is true: Plura latent, Quam patent [Slow, but steady].
Thus far (my good Lord) I have set down
this Catalog of the aforementioned sixth
It should also be remembered that
Chapter of this book:
(three years after writing the CompenThe Compendious Rehearsal of John Dee,
dious Rehearsal) I satisfied the request
his dutiful declaration and proof of the course
of an honorable friend in the Court to
and race of his studious life, for the space of
specifically write about her majesty’s
half of a hundred years, now, by God’s (favor
Sovereignity of the Sea under the title:
and help) fully spent etc.
Thalasttocratia Brittanica
Here now is an Appendix to this Compendi[British Sovereignty of the Sea]
ous Rehearsal regarding the past two years.
regarding Britain’s Imperial
I have had many just occasions to confess
right to the seas.
that Homo Homini Deus [Man is a God to Man],
(collected without haste and written
and Homo Homini Lupus [Man is a Wolf to Man]
with swift pen in the space of 4 days,
was and is an Argument Worthy of deciphercompleted on September 20, 1597,
ing and discussing at large. It may (by God’s
in Manchester)
help) one day be published, in some very
unusual way.
Besides all the books and treatises I have written, I have lately had reason to write and
publish a Treatise entitled On the Horizon of Eternity. I have done so to make evident that
Andreas Libavius (in one of his books printed last year) has unduly considered a phrase of my
Monas Hieroglyphica, a mistake made because of his own unskillfulness in such matters, and
not understanding my apt application of it in one of the principal places in the whole book.
[Dee only uses this expression in his “Thus the World Was Created” chart.]

This new book of mine (with God’s help and favor)
shall be dedicated to her most excellent Royal Majesty
and will contain three books:

On the Horizon, a book on Mathematics and Physics

On Eternity, a Theological, Metaphysical, and Mathematical book.
On the Horizon of Eternity, a book on Theology, Mathematics and Hierotechnics [Sacred Art].
Truly I have great cause to praise and thank God for your grace’s very charitable using
of me, both in these sundry points and in others. And also for your favorable yielding to (yea,
and notifying) the due means for the performance of her Sacred Majesty’s most gracious and
bountiful disposition, resolution, and very royal beginning to restore and give unto me (her Ancient faithful servant) some due maintenance.
Thus, I might lead the rest of my old days with some quiet and comfort, with the ability
to retain some speedy, fair, and Orthographical [those who can spell correctly] writers about me who are
skilled in Latin and Greek (at the very least).
And also so that my own books and works can be copied fairly and correctly (I mean
those that her most Excellent Majesty may choose and command to be finished and published, or
those your Grace shall think fit or worthy for my labor to be bestowed upon).
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And also for the fair and true transcribing of other good and rare works of other Authors
(in Greek or Latin), which by God’s providence have been preserved after the spoiling of my Library and all my moveable good here in the Year 1583.
In my library there were about 4000 books,
My last voyage beyond the
700 of which were anciently written by hand (some in
Seas was duly undertaken (by
Greek, some in Latin and some in Hebrew, and some
her Majesty’s good favor and
in other languages (as can be seen in my Catalog).
license) as can be seen in the
But the great losses and damages of various
Letter written by the right honkinds that I have sustained do not grieve my heart as
orable Lord Treasurer in my
much as the rash, lewd, insipid, and most untrue fables
behalf, as her most excellent
and reports about me and my philosophical studies
majesty willed his honor to do.
(those I have done and have yet to do).
January 20, 1590.
Usually, after their first hatching and devilish
devising, they immediately, with great speed, spread
throughout the Realm.
Some believe them, some are doubtful, but the wise, modest, discreet, godly and charitable (and generally those who have some acquaintance with me) know they are fables, untruths,
utterly false reports and slanders. Well, this shall be my last charitable warning and fervent protestation to my Countrymen (and all others).
[Dee concludes with a short invocation, an epilogue,
and a peroratio (the finishing up of a speech)]
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